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SUMMARY OF THESIS
Title: Determination of Viscosity of Steam
Author: Brian Lotto
This thesis fonss a record of the experimental work carried oat by 
the anther on the measurement of the coefficient of Tiscosity of stesm at 
atmospheric pressure, in the temperature range 110°C to 1071°C. Two 
apparatus were designed and developed, both of which were transpiration 
capillary type viscometers enabling absolute determinations to be made*
The design of the apparatus was such that the capillaries were removable, 
the main advantage of this feature being that the capillary bores could 
be checked before and after use and that capillaries of different lengths 
and bores could be introduced.
The first apparatus, which was a single capillary glass viscometer, 
was develeped as a prototype for the second apparatus. Two different 
capillaries having approximately the same length and nominal bores of 1.0 am 
and 1,5 nn were used over the temperature range 110°C to 460°C.
The second apparatus, which was made of quarts, utilised two capil­
laries in series. Six different seta of capillaries were used, the 
nominal bores of which were 1,0 an, 1,3 am and 1.7 am; and 1,5 am, 1.0 am 
and 2,0 am. The latter three seta had a different ratio of the lengths
of the capillaries in a set to that of the former three. The apparatus
o owas used over the temperature range 110 C to 1071 C.
The overall estimated accuracy of the do to ruinations is thought to 
be about ♦ 1,0 to 1,25 or better. Polynomials have been computed 
using the results of the present work and a fifth degree polynomial of the
aoloctod, am tho best fit, to roproooat the rioooaltgr ot mtmmm at 
ftiooipbtrii prooauro. The standard doviatioa of tho determinations 
froa this equation is ♦ 1.2 A Sutherland equation of tho fora of
3/a
( c ♦ T )
bam been fittod graphically to tho data.
Tho rooulta of this prooont work bars boon eoaparod vith tho 
results of othor wtrkori in thio fiold and agreement io good.
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This thesis forme a reoord of tbs experimental work sarrisd 
ami by the anther on tbs aeasureaent af the coefficient of viscosity 
of steam at ataospherie pressure, in tho teaperature range 110#C to 
i071#C. Two apparatus wore designed and dereloped, both of which 
wore transpiration capillary type viscometers giving absolute measure-* 
aontSs Tho do sign of tbo apparatus was such that tho oapillarioo 
war# removable, tho aain advantage of this feature being that the 
capillary bores oould be cheeked before and after use and that 
aapillariee of difftreat lengths and hares could be introduced*
The first apparatus, which was a single capillary glass 
vis cone ter, was no Inly dors loped as a prototype for the second appara­
tus* Two different oapillarioo having approximately the sane lsngth 
and aaulnsl boras of 1*0 m o  and 1*3 no war# used evar the tomporaturo 
nag* 110°C to 460*C.
The second apparatus, which was nods of quarts, utiliaad 
two capillaries in serisa* Six diffsrsnt sots of capillarits were 
used, tho nominal boras of which ware 1*0 am, 1*3 mm and 1*7 am; 
and 1*3 mo, 1*0 mo and 2.0 an* Tho iattor three seta had a different 
ratio of tho lengths sf tho capillaries in a sat to that of tho former 
throe* Tho apparatus was us ad ovar the teaperature range 110*C to
1071#c.
The overall estimated accuracy af the determinations is 
thought to bo about + 1*0 %  to 1*29 £  or hotter. Polynomials have 
boon computed using tho results af tho present work and a fifth degree
polynomial of tho form Pt
f) • a ♦ bt ♦ ot2 ♦ dV* ♦ ft4 ♦ H ?
oolootod ao tho hoot fit to represent the viscosity of etoan ot 
atmospheric pressure• Tho standard deviation of tho determinations 
from thio equation to x  I*2 t  A Sutherland aquation of the fora of
k t 3/2 
n  •  — — —— .
( C ♦ T )
hoc boon fitted graphically to the data*
The results of this present uerfc have boon compared with 
tho roeulto of other workers in this field and agree quite favourably*
(11)
l i s t  o f s a a m
Ub Ih i  otherwise defined in tho toot, the wynholo used in tbio 
thooio have the following asaninge*
(iii)
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The physical properties that characterise the resistance to 
flow of simple ( Newtonian ) fluids, be they liquid or gas, is the 
viscosity. A eonespt of visoosity is the idea that the internal 
friction between the molecules of the fluid onuses adjacent parts in 
the fluid to move when either of these parts is caused to move. In 
actual fact this offset is produced by a change sf momentum from one 
layer in the fluid to the adjacent layer, producing n velocity gradient 
within n flnid moving between finite boundaries. The resistance of 
the fluid to develop n velocity gradient is the essential feature of 
viscosity sad forms tbs quantitative assessment of the viscosity.
The viscosity is one sf the properties of a fluid termed the 
"transport properties", the others being the diffusion and the thermal 
conductivity, all of which are physically similar in that they involve 
the transport of some physical property through tho fluid.
In a simple fluid, tho resisting fore# produced by the fluid 
flow is proportional to tho velocity gradient and it nay bo defined by 
tho equation
6v
- n I ) ............. 1.1
by
whore io tho shearing otrees between adjacent parallel layers in 
a fluid having a dynamic viscooity t| and a velocity gradient of
6v\Jby normal to tho flow axis.
Thio definition, which was first propounded by Newton, io
incomplete since it only applies to steady, laminar flow and does not 
*pply for low rates of shear*
The equation of motion for a homogeneous fluid can be 
represented by
- - V p  - ' V . t  * P . g ............... 1.2
where the normal stress for Newtonian fluids can be represented by
-2-
T
-  -  2 n - - *  ♦  { 2 V 3  -  k  j  ( y . T  )
X *
-  T
' ■ y *
S i x ,
"  "  ”  4  3 5 *  ...................................
. . . .  1 . 3
T «
1
H 8
, * T .  $ r x  ,
-  -  1 ^ 5  ♦  7 . J
where r\ is the dynamic or first Tiseosity and k is the 2nd coefficient 
of viscosity or bulk Tisoosity* From equations (1*2) and (1*3)# the 
equation for the z direction can be written as
p  *  -  P -g  “  ~ j |  -  (  2tv/3 -  k  )  ( V . t )  ) *
D*
and similarly for the y and z directions. ............  1.4
Therefore the three basic hydrodynamic equations may be written,
P S *  -  P- «  -  ^  * < § * >  -  k ) - ^ ( V . v )
p ^  - p., ♦ ♦ ( f ^  - k ) ^ ( V . T )  1>5
p ^  -  p- «  ♦ ^  *(§ i  -  k > ( V T>
These equations along with the equation of state p • p(P)»
the density dependence of viscosity q - q( p) end the boundary aad initial
eoaditlons9 determine completely the pressurev density and velocity 
components in a flowing isothermal fluid.
These equations la their complete form are seldom used to set
up flow problems. It is mere usual to use restricted forme of the
equations of motion to suit particular requirements.
The bulk viooooity *k* is identically zero for lev density 
monotomi# gases sad probably net tee important in dense gases and 
liquids. For constant density P and viscosity q9 the flow equation 
becomes
P D.V m -^.p ♦ .▼ ♦ P g .........   (1.6)
and for continuity ■ 0.
This ic the well known Kavler-Stokee equation9 initially 
developed by Mmrier ( 1 ) in 1B22 using molecular arguments and by
Stokes ( 2 ) based on Newton's hypothesis.
In terms of cylindrical co-ordinates9 which are the most 
convenient forme to use for the majority of problems
* 1 b t
.........................  1.7
Klittii Thtgrr lor Pihit (*asos
A brief rtttoM •( the rvlnant kinetic theory is given in 
this section. It is not the author's intention to describe in detail 
the developments in the theory of viscosity, but Merely to point out 
the nore important relevant data based on the kinetic theory of low 
density gases. During the past centuxy the kinetic theory of the 
transport phenomena of dilute gasee has been developed in momm con­
siderable detail. A historical suswis ry is given by CbapaMUk and Coving 
( 3 ) t and a thorough account of the Molecular theory of liquids sad 
gases is given by Hirsehfelder, Curtiss and Bird ( 4 )•
Harwell ( 3 ) in 1859 vas the first of several workers to 
concern himself with the mechanism ef viscosity and its connection
with the kinetic theory. The general solution derived was
P v L
T) • — —   1.8
3
where L denotes the mean free path of the molecules and v their aean 
velocity. The aseuaptions made are these of the ideal case of a gas 
whose Molecules are perfectly elastic spheres and molecular foreee
?! -  0.064 — :-------—5-  .1.9
are mglNtad, HaxviU'a txpreaiiei for tho viscosity predicted 
s dependence on tho square root of tho absolute tenperature (o( T ^ 2) 
vhioh shoved it vas not a function of tho density.
For fereelees spherical noloculcs with a MaxweIlian velocity 
distribution Tait obtained an expressionv
. ( T2 ) »/2 ( 2. )
where n is tho no 1 ocular naas9 'a9 is the no 1 ocular radius and
( f2 ) tho root naan square velocity.
The staple Maxwell equation fails in practice. In actual 
fact9 it has boon found ex perinea tally that q does not vary as the 
square root of tho absolute toaperature9 but to a higher power.
In tho absence of definite knowledge, it is quite often 
as suns A that the force between two noloculcs is proportional to r~*.
It m b  be proved by nethods of similitude or by dimensioned analysis
that
t) - T* ............................ 1.10
b - 2 ♦ ( r = r }
and provided that s > 1, then n will bo greater than l/2. Hence9 
another way of expressing this equation is
*r -  \  l * A . ) “  ............................................
where q^ and q^ are the viscosities at temperatures T and To. This 
has been found to be tolerably accurate over sadl temperature ranges 
for some gases. This is not so aignifleant, since any curve whatever, 
can be fitted to aeae power of tho indopondoat variable, as accurately
as desired m r  m sufficiently short raago of values.
In 1881 Boltsaann ( 6 ) derived an Integra-differential 
equation for the distribution function, in toms of iater-noleeular 
collisions, now knovn as tho Bolt— I  equation. This equation forss 
essentially, the basis of the Modern binotie theory of dilute gases. 
Although Boltsaann and Maxwell obtained approxiaate solutions to the 
Boltsnaan equation, they could not obtain general solutions* Later, 
Chapnan ( 7 )  sad Lnskog ( 8 ) obtained, alnost eiaultaneously, using 
different aethoda, a general eolution for the equation.
The basis theory has been further developed, using slightly 
different as^uaptiens, by Sutherland ( 9 ), Steekneyer (10 ) and 
Lenaard-Joaes (11), to nention the no re proalnent workers.
The previous basie theexy assuned that the nslecules attract 
or repel with a foree proportional to r~*. Sutherland ( 9 ) retained 
the assunptien of hard spheres but added a weak attraction between then, 
falling off rather rapidly with distance. Be decided that
1^1 ♦ +  I   l-12
where 3" aad are the aoleeular disasters at tenperatures T aad
respectively and C is a constant. Froa the above, he obtained the
well known equation,
k T l/2
tj -     1.1J
h  - | )
LennardKJones ( 9 ), taking both softness aad the Mutual 
attraction of the Molecules into account, arrived at the equation
k t ^ 2
11 { C ♦ T^-l j { C ♦ T* ) .114
vhtrt C is the Sutherland constant and •a* and \) arc constants.
Far ilagU non-polar gases, an intemolsenl&r potential of 
Uio Lennar d-J ones typo baa boon used by several workers
n> 12 re 6 
• (*■) - 4 £  1 ( —  ) “ (—  ) ) ........  i.13
«b*n r I* th. atpintion between the aol.aul*., £  is the a u i a s  
energy ef attraction and ro is the lev velocity collision dissfester 
(i.e. the separation for which tbs energy of interaction is sere), 
the expression assumes non-polar gases to be composed ef spherical 
molecules which attract according to the 6th power ef their 
separation and repel according to the 12th.
For non-polar gases the parameter ^  and ro nay be 
determined from a knowledge ef the viscosity or second virial co­
efficients at two temperatures.
Hirsehfelder9 Bird and Spots (12) using the same potential 
model for non-pelar gases expressed the first approximation of the 
viscosity as
266.93 * IO-7 (W) l/2
-7-
T\ m -- - —  r]...... .....  1.16
(% > • X L  <*.*>
where H is the molecular weight, T is the temperature in °Kf r^ is
the low energy collision diameter and are functions
KT
of * " ■  to be worked out for each potential, and K is the Boltzmann 
constant. Their findings shewed that the temperature dependence ef 
tho viscosity cannot be represented by the Sutherland equation over
a large range of temperature. They inferred that Sutherland'e 
equation should bo re-wri ttoa as
K1 T 5/ 2
" I T T H f  ......................  1 17
vfctr. K la U m  Heltuunn eunataai and K* la another uonatant.
Stookmeyer (10) showed that for polar gaaoa the energy af 
interaction between n pair of moleeulee eon bo expressed by
r «  12 ro 6 „2 J
E ( » ) - 4 £ ( (  —  ) - ( — ) ) - N 7  ....l.W
where ^  • 2 cos ^coi %2 - oin i^eaa ^
' “  ““  d“ ” “  U -
faster in whiob end are the angles of inollnation of tho two 
dipole axes to the in to molecular axis and ff is the axinuthal angle 
bctwocn them. Since ^  ia quite complex, a vain# af 2 is aeMimed, 
i.e. the dipoles are in am attractive end-on position and maintain 
their mimimm attractive energy value af - y / r* throughout their
encounter. Tho equation can therefore bo expressed in the farm
r 12 r 6 r  r 3
* *  - * (/> - S ( ^ )  j  1.19
whore ^  is a pure nuaber eallod, after Rovlinooa (13), tho "reduced 
dipole energy* end ie defined by tho relation 6 • yf •* 2£r| .
Using tho same treatment so given by Hireehfelder, Bird 
and Spots, the vieeosity ia found to bo given by
 — -7 ( h  T ) 1 2
Tht Majority of theoretical calculation* baft boon Mod# 
with tho UnnarfWoBM 1 2 - 6  potential or tho Modified Bucklnghaa 
exp - 6 potential 9
M r )  ’ 7 T T T T  ~^eXi" “  1 - ^ 1 *CK. *
when r > r mix
end E ( r ) - <Xi when r < r m u .
and fc. ie the Mlninun potential energy,*^ is the separation at the
position of nlni—  potential energy, ( S  it t Measure of the 
steepness of the repulsive potential and *mmx is the nasi mom in the 
first of the above too equations*
To snMMorise the shove resume, equations (1.16) and (1.12) 
hove been used with sons sueeess for both polar and non-polar gases. 
However, the anther eannet observe any innediate advantage in using 
those equations to fit the expeeted viseosity results. To quote 
Whalley (14), who investigated a nunber of gases, "the Sutherland 
equation provides a better fit over a wide teaperature range then 
the exact Sutherland (I2i6) or Exp. 6 potentials". Whalley also 
pointed out that several workers had shown that a (12:6) potential 
is not good enough for the viseosity of nany gases at the higher
tenperatures. Kihars and Ketoni (13) showed that for and CH^
the Sutherland potential is better than the 12:6) potential, the 
approxiaate equation being even better.
Erieger (16) using on equation of the fern of (1.20), and 
using the viseosity results of Brauns and Links (17), Snlth (18),
Sbugajev (19)# Timrot (20) and Keyes (21) oomputed values for tbs 
viscosity of steau up to 3000°K. The values are about 2 %  higher, 
at 8Q0°Cy than the experimental results obtained by Shifrin, hat do 
shew a reasonable agreement. Krieger's work was based on "end-on* 
collision and did not take into account angular momentum effects.
Keyes (21) used a modified Sutherland equation of tho form
, l/2 •o Tn -  — 2— - —    1.22
1 ♦ < - S r t >10#1X
where T  * T*1, a and a^ are constants, to correlate successfully 
the viscosities ef a number ef simple gaeee ever e vide temperature 
range. At higher temperatures equation (1.22) reduces to tho basic 
Sutherland equation.
It has boon argued that the value ef Sutherland constant 'C 
varies with temperature; Bonilla, Wang sad Weiner (22) fitted curves 
ef the f o m
V,
y) -  ...........................................    1.23
a ♦ b T
for the temperature range 200°C to 1200°C end
T) - T ...........................  1.24
V *  ♦ V
for tho temperature range 1030°C to 1300*C, where a, a^, b and b^  
are eons tan to.
It le therefore expected that equations of the Sutherland 
ar modified Sutherland type and a polynomial in T will he fitted
—10—
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ls the first instance te the results expected from this preseat work. 
If it is thought to bo nesaseary ar worthwhile, equations of tho 
form (1.16) and (lf20) might bo investigated.
Chapter 11
S a g *
Only work relevant to the viseosity of ateosi at atswspheric 
pressure is to be disouesed here and the author wishes to rsfor tho 
roodor to excellent literature surveys for stew* sod water given in 
Ph.D. theses by Kjolland-Fostered (23) t Whitelav (24) and Rey (23), 
also a paper by Li ley (26).
In 1924 Smith (18) obtained results for superheated
■.St* / ■  ■
vapour at pressures well below atmospheric sad in the teaperature 
e y orange 100 C to 260 C. Tho apparatus used was based on the O.A.
Rankluo (27) design. Mo allowaaeo was node for tho offost of flow 
sad the associated pressure drop oorreetion, at the entrance to and 
exit fron tho oapillary; the refers, the results any be expeeted to 
be up to 0.3 f> high. The experimental accuracy appears to be net 
better than ♦ 1 Jt, asking sa overall accuracy sf net better then 
± 2  It eon be seen from the deviation plot, (figure 2.1), that 
the results vary from 2.73 f* to 1 fa shove these of Shifrin (28) ever 
South's teaperature range, which ie within the letter's accuracy band.
In 1924 Treats and Wslsel (29) else obtained results 
for superheated steam at atmospheric pressure ever the temperature 
range 100°C to 400°C. In the vis toaster the fluid woe driven through 
u oapillary under a decreasing mercury head, the time to sweep out a 
fixed volume being measured. A preliminary calibration woe and# to 
obtain absolute results. It ie difficult to estimate the accuracy 
ef these results hut with reference to the deviation plat, figure 
(2.l), it cun be seen that these results deviate from these of Shifrin
—12—
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Spoyoror (30) in 1923, node tho first investigation of 
tho pressure dependence of the viscosity of steam. Hie apparatus 
was an open circuit oapillary type viscometer. Tho oapillary bo lag 
made of brass end divided into throe sections. The sections wore 
connected by sleeves having annular slots in than. Pressure tappings 
mere made at tho annular slots* This arrangement was made to avoid 
tho need to use end corrections; tho sect ions, over which tho 
pressure drop was measured, beiag assessed to have fully developed 
Peiaeuille flow within it. Speyerer assumed that the slots would 
have no offset on tho flow, on assumption which ia open to considerable 
doubt. Ho claims an accuracy on tho results over the ranges 100 C 
to 3309C and 1 to 10 atmospheres of 4 for the reduced pressure 
results. However the experimental scatter is up to 10 £ from tho 
moan and tho results therefore do not appear to bo reliable. Those 
discrepancies may bo duo to fluctuations in pressure and flow and/or 
errors in pressure amaeurenent due to poor location of tho Steam/water 
interface.
Brauns and Links (17) obtained values for the viscosity of 
steam in tho range 20°C to 400°C at pressures below atmospheric 
using an oscillating disc viscometer. The results were of a 
secondary nature, the apparatus being calibrated with air at 17°G.
The accuracy of the results nay be considered to be of the order cf 
2 J». The pressures used were in the range 14 am to 210 nm of mercury, 
the proaeuro effect being negligibly small.
-14-
Ut«r ia 1934 Sl»ii|aJ«v (19) vm<1 * Baakin* (27) typi 
▼is c o m  tar to aeaiart tho viscosity si eteeu in tho ranges 1 to 93 
atmospheres and 100°C to 40G°C. Tho capillary usod vas 27 an long 
and vas cs libra tod with air; thsrs vas no eorrostion for compressibility 
or slip. Thors vas a largo scatter of results at the higher temper­
atures vhich say have boon caused by tho use of tin as tho displacing 
medium. Tho accuracy claimed by tho author io o 1 ^  at 100°C, 
jh 5 £ at 330°C and ♦ 6.5 ^  at 400#C. Bo cause of tho largo scatter 
Shngajov ooncludod that tho pressure dopendonco of the viscosity 
could not bo dote mined f m  his experiments. Further results 
obtained froa the apparatus by Fchugsjew and Sorokin (3l) oust also 
bo concluded to bo unreliable at tho higher temperatures, since, 
as before, tho scatter vas too largo. Tho deviation plot shews 
that tho results vary between + 2 £ to - 1 J* from those of Shifrin (28).
Hawkins, Solberg and Potter (32) in 1933 obtained results 
in tho range 1 - 230 atmospheres and 320°F to 1009°?. The visco­
meter usod was of the Lavaeseck (33) type, using failing bodies ef 
various shapss. These results vers superseded in 1939 (34) by 
additional results obtained by the sane authors using a capillary 
viaeonstsr. The discrepancies in the 1935 results wore attributed 
to high Reynolds9 numbers and incorrect assumptions in the development 
ef the theory. There has bean no attempt to correct the initial 
results although ShagoJew suggested that recalculation of tho 1955 
roeulto could ho carried out by introducing on end correction. Tho 
approach does not appear to bo sufficiently rigorous. The 1939
- 1 5 -
result* covered tho r«ag«i 9 to 120 at*Mpk«rM and 180°C to 550#C.
Tho oapillary uood was coiled, being 103*2 ft. long and 0.09294 in 
boro. These sises were used to ■she the end effect* negligible aad 
make it possible to measure the pressure drop accurately. The system 
was a secondary open circuit type in which the steam wee supplied from 
a boiler and eollooted as condensate in the usual wayv the capillary 
being calibrated using water end nitrogen. The a eat ter on the 
results was as such m  4 10 ^  at the highest pressures aad soar- 
soquontly do not ap;*ear to bo reliable. Any discrepancies uay be 
due to instability in temperature, pressure aad Reynolds numbers.
There was no correction made for thermal expansion and there nay 
alee be errors in the assumptions made for ceiled capillary theory.
The higher pressure results, extrapolated to atmospheric pressure, 
vary aa much a i f 6 ^ t o * 3 / «  when compared with Shifrin* e equation, 
see fig.
In 1940 I Inrot (20) published results for stcen in the 
ranges of 93 to 392 atmospheres end 19*C to 6cl°C. The apparatus 
used was a modified Bank ins viscometer using a platinum capillary 
38.49 8m long aad 0.04224 cm. bore. The pro a sure drop was obtained
•I
using a ring balance nanometer containing mercury. The ring balance 
alee served as a driving mechanism. ho indication was mad* of the 
method need to determiae the bore ef the tube, which was given to 
rather a high accuracy. Tho accuracy of tho results was quoted as 
2 i* up to 250°C and 3 at higher temperatures. The higher pressure 
results, extrapolated to atmospheric pressure, ere plotted on a
dtriititta graph* fig. (2.1) and thov a deviation from Bhifrin's 
aquation of -  3 £ to ♦ 1 i>. Vukalovich (35) used Timrot’s work 
as a basis for his viscosity tables. Later in 1954 Tiarat and 
Klopkina (36) published results for steau in the ranges 17° to 
700#C and 28 to 600 atnospheres# using essentially the samm apparatus. 
The es tins ted accuracy given was ♦ 5 ji. The extrapolated results
for the one a tno sphere curve are shown on the deviation plot and the 
differenees can be seen to be approximately - 3 7* to ♦ 6.3 7*, when 
compared with Shifrin's equation.
Two papers were published by Bonilla on his results for 
tho viseosity of steam at ntnosphorio pros sure up to very high 
tenperatures. The flret, by Bonilla, Brooke and Walker (37) in 
1934 covered the temperature range 430° to 1200°C. Although the 
accuracy waa not eta ted the mean deviation of each point freu the 
average of each group of readings was 0.63 An equation waa 
fitted to the results of tho form
- 1 7 -
t) •  — — — — whore a and b  are constants,
a ♦ bT
yielding,
t 3 / z
T| .   , T In °K and T) in ppoiae.
46.623 ♦ 0.04D989T
The experimental information was sparse and therefore a critical
analysis ie not possible. However, their results for nitrogen and
argon agree olosely with those of Vasileseo (3®) and this is to their
credit sinee Vasileseo's work ie considered to he very good. The
apparatuo vas an afflux typo, having a coiled capillary ef platinum 
approximately 0.03” bore and 30.4" long in a 1.125" diameter helix.
The eye ton was cull bra tod with air. White'o (39) correction for 
coiling and corrections for dipping and end effect* were applied.
The second paper, by Bonilla, Vang and Vainer (22), using the some 
typo of apparatus hut severing the xangt 0 vas published
in 1954. Tho moon deviation from tho average for each group was 
0.2 i$ to 0.3 $ 9 the roeulto agreeing to within 1 %  to their previous 
equation. From tho deviation plot it eon bo coon that up to 90Q*C 
tho discrepancy of those roeulto to those of Shifrin io approxinotoly 
- 3*6 A now capillary was usod for thio apparatus, made of 90 %
platinum, 10 £ iridium dloy, the here ef idtleh was .025" and the 
length 28.5"* Shifrin is of tho opinion that tho difference between 
their roeulto io duo to on incorrect assumption in the spiral 
capillary theory used by Bonilla. Only more work in thio particular 
field can help to access who is oorrsct.
la 1959 Shifrin (28) published roeulto for steam at 
atmospheric pressure end temperatures in the rang# 149°C to 866°C.
Tho apparatus employed was a capillary viscometer in which two 
capillaries were used in series. The capillaries wore mads sf 
glass for tho lower temperatures and quarts for tho higher temperatures. 
Tho system was a standard type in which tho steam generated in a 
boiler was passed via a superheater to tho capillaries, tho condensate 
being so 1 looted and weighed on leaving ths viscometer. Two sots 
of capillaries wore used, tho glees capillaries had boro of 0.874 am.
- 1 8 -
and 0.874 an. and lengths of 38*7 ns* and 20.8 at., and the quarts 
capillaries had bores of 1.438 sm. and 1.463 mm.v the corresponding 
lengths were 33*9 am. and 19*3 mm. The pressure drops were obtained 
using a heated noreury-in-glass *UV tube maaonoter. Corrections 
were nade for the theraal expansion only at the higher temperatures 
for each material and am ounted to a maximum of about 0.14 *f*. The 
effect of slip at the walls was neglected, although using Knudsen’a 
(40) assumption based on the mean free path of a gas, the correction 
could amount to as much as 0.28 £ at 86o°C. The accuracy was given 
as between 1.3 i> and 2.0 «£. There is insufficient information 
available for a truly critical assessment of the validity of the 
stated accuracy. The standard deviation based on his straight line 
equation
—6
r\ m (80.4 ♦ 0.407 t ) • 10 poise, is ♦ 1*3 ^  which is greater than 
the assessed accuracy. However the accuracy appears to ho rather 
ambitious, sines tho main boiler pressure controller was connected 
to the upstream limb of the manometer, this would produce hunting 
end therefore instability. There ie also a lack of data concerning 
the capillary calibration; it la very doubtful if two capillaries
of exactly the came siss could be obtained. A further point to note ie
\that the entrance and exit of oach capillary was ssmothed, which 
would invalidate the assumption that the end corrections are the 
seme for both tubes.
The moot recent values for the viseosity of steam hove 
boon obtainod by Kostin and Richardson (41) in 1*K>2. Using an
oseillatiiig disc vie corns ter they obtain values at preeeuree slightly 
in excess of atmospheric to preeeuree near the saturation value in 
the temperature range of 149° is 275°C. The apparatus was calibrated 
using nitrogen. The standard deviation of the results from those 
made previously by Kostin and Vamg (42) was 0.81 ppoise, the deviations 
being positive and increasing with temperature. The aeeeeeed 
accuracy la ♦ 0.4 which seems to be justified. The re suite are 
plotted on the deviation plot and earn be seen to deviate from these 
of Shifrin by between ♦ 0.7 74 to ♦ 1.2 ^  up to 300#C.
The following works have net been considered in detail for 
tho atmospheric work since it ie not possible to extrapolate the 
results to atmospheric pressure with any reasonable degree of 
accuracy. However they are briefly mentioned.
In 1938 Kjellsnd-foeterud (23) (43) used another type of 
modified Rankins viscometer to measure the viscosity of steam in 
the ranges 200 to 100 atom spheres and 370° is 680°C. The apparatus 
differed from that of Tinrot in that the driving fores waa produced by 
a mercury pellet falling in a vertical drop tube. The accuracy waa 
originally aeeeeeed to be 2 74, hut this ie rather ambitious and 
should be more like 4 Jt.
Whitelav (24), (44), (43)9 following Kjelland-Foaterud, 
modified the apparatus. In I960 he published results for the ranges 
200 to 800 atmospheres and 370°€ to 650°C; the eseessed accuracy 
of the work was ♦ 1.3 74. This again on clossr examination appears 
to be too high and ie now thought to be more like ♦, 3 74.
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Fartbcr d m l o p M B t  of the above apparatus hoe boon made by 
Hay (25). Ybe ranges which ho has eovered are 300 to 700 atmospheres 
and 380*C to 70C*C with an improved accuracy of ♦ 1*3 In tho
above work tho apparatus was a secondary- typo using a fluid of h a m  
viscosity to calibrate the capillary, air being tho fluid initially 
used ant nitrogen the fluid used in tho later work.
Schmidt and Mayinger (46) in 1961 published roeulto for 
steam in tho ranges up to 70G*C end 800 atmospheres with on assessed 
accuracy of £  1*5 The apparatus was a oinglo capillary efflux 
typo. Two capillary sixes wore used, 0*32 am. end 0.31 mu. internal 
diamator, both of which had a nominal length of 380 am. In this 
apparatus tho capillaries wore quite long end had to bo calibrated 
with a fluid of known viscosity and therefore tho apparatus wuo really 
of tho secondary typo.
An apparatus eou>l eying flow through an annular apace woo 
used by Jackson (47), (48), (49) in 1938 and 1963 to obtain results 
for steam in tbs ranges 1.3 to 700 atmospheres and 224#C to 601*C, 
tho as see sod accuracy being uncertain. However bio roeulto disagree 
with tho existing data by as much a s  13 £  and are the refers span to 
considerable doubt.
- 2 1 -
fli»j>tor Xjl 
Types of Viacom# ter
In general viscometers may be classified as belonging to 
either one or other of two main groups. In group (l) (moving fluid)
may bo put those instruments in which the fluid is essentially flowing 
and in group (2) (moving body) those in which the fluid is essentially 
at rest and a given body moves in tbo fluid. The following sub­
divisions of those groups illustrate the two groupings:
Group (l), moving fluid, (a) capillary flow
(b) radial flow
(c) flow through annular gap,
Group (2), moving body, (d) falling bodies
(o) rotating bodies
(f) oscillating bodies.
In the group (l) typo of viseemetar, the fluid is forced 
through a fixed aperture and the viscous resistance measured. In 
tho group (2) type of viscomotor, tho body, which is usually some 
geometrically well defined shape, translates, rotates or oscillates, 
within or without the working fluid, and tho viaeous drag is deduced. 
Although a groat deal of elaboration has bean brought into tho design 
ef viscometers, the basic principles are the same.
Only a brief discussion of tho typos of viscometer, suitable 
for use with Newtonian fluids, is given in this chapter, but, if 
1 required, mere comprehensive data can be obtained from texts such
as Barr's (50) Monograph of Viaoosmtry, Vi scorn# try by Harrington (31), 
Viscosity and its Measurement by Dinsdale and More (32) and Viscosity
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and Flow —  nnnrtmint by Van Viur, Lyons, Kin and Col wo 11 (53) •
I
The systems used can be further sub-divided lute open circuit 
end eleeed circuit systems. In the open circuit system the fluid ie 
continuously supplied from a source and passed through the viscometer, 
to be collected on leaving tho viscometer. This type of system can 
be either primary or secondary, depending on whether the capillary 
has been calibrated by direst measurement or by passing a gas of 
known viscosity through it. On the ether hand, in the dosed circuit 
system the circuit ie continuous and not open to the surroundings at 
any point. This system can also be primary or secondary, but usually 
the latter ie used. The fluid ie forced through the viscometer and 
nay he permitted to flew in a continuous cycle. This system ie very 
useful for measuring the viscosities of email quantities of a fluid.
(1 ) Moving r ia t d  V l»co»«t«r»
(a) Capillary Typo
There have been a number of variations of the simple 
capillary viscometer, in which the evaluation of the viscosity ia 
based on the Peiseuille equation. The first successful arrangement 
was that of A* 0. Hankins (27).
In the basis system the fluid flows through a small here 
tube and the pressure drop across the tube measured. This ie one of 
the simplest and most widely used viscometers. There are several 
arrangements, (one using two capillaries in parallel or in eeriea), 
but the basic principles are the same. The theory ia very well 
developed and appears to bo ono of the most reliable and a vis corns ter, 
using this principle, can he either of the open or closed circuit type.
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Tho theory for the capillary viscometer will ho discussed in greater 
detail in chapter (V).
Tho viscosity of tho fluid to ho measured io determined from 
the equation,
x d4 AP g P { 1 + 8£/d ) B Q
Tl - -----------------------  -    3.1
128 Q 1 8x 1
vh.r. Q is the i u i  flow rata, Is ths end correction, | 1 * f’fe/d]
ia ths correction for slip at the vails sf ths tube.
Hankins's viscometer vas a elsssd circuit secondary type in
which the fluid vas forced through a capillary under the fores of
gravity. Ths apparatus, which could be inverted to reverse ths flov,
was used to measure the viscosity of Ar., lie., Kr», No., and Ye., in
the temperature range 10°C to 100°C at atmospheric pressure. Tho
measurements vers mads relative to that of air. His data are rather
scanty and in themselves relatively unimportant, yet his system is
ths basis of s large number of later successful viscometers.
Trents and co-workers (29) (34) have published a large
number of papers on tho viscosity of Hg, Ar, COg, CO, C ^ ,  G ^ ,
Ho, HC1, CH^, No, Ng, Og, 80o, X# and HgO at atmospheric
pressure and temperatures from 90°K to 1100aK. In tho apparatus
used mercury falls from one reservoir to a second one, which in
turn is connected to a capillary. Ths mercury, in falling from one
reservoir to tho other, displaces tho fluid through tho oaplllary
into the atmosphere. Tho pressure hood and hence ths pressure drop
across ths capillary continually decreases with time.
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The same type af apparatus 9 as that used by Trauts, has 
been used by Michels aad Gibaen (53) end also by Lasarre aad Vedar 
(3^), (37), both being capable of use at pressures.
Rose and Brown (58) produced another variation by mounting 
the capillary between two believe which were calibrated. The 
capillary being initially displaced aad then ailswed to resume its 
original position. This action made tho fluid flow from one of tho 
bellows to tho other. It was ussd at pressures up to 700 atmospheres.
A further variation was that, used by Hanks (59) end later 
by Lemaire (60) and Flynn (6l), in which a servo-controlled piston 
was used to forso tho fluid through tho capillary. Tho arrangement 
was such that as the piston moved along tho cylinder it forced the 
fluid through the system and received the discharging fluid at the 
other end of the cylinder.
Dolphin (62) had the came arrangement, as that used by 
Hanks, for pumping the fluid into the viscometer; however, he used 
two capillaries in parallel instead of a single one. The method 
used was to pass tho fluid in turn through each of tho capillaries 
with the same mass flow rate. The capillaries were net of tho same 
length but had tho same diameter, but from tho two resulting equations 
tho unknown end effects could be eliminated.
For obvious reasons it is desirable that a long tube with 
n large bore be used in the capillary type viscometer, the main 
drawbacks being the difficulty of obtaining n good temperature dis­
tribution along tho tube and tho difficulty of obtaining a long tube
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with a uniform boro along its entiro length. Experiments have 
attempted to overcome the first difficulty by ooiling the capillary 
into a toroid. However, this obviously necessitates a correction 
to the flew equation due to the centrifugal effect. Hawkins (32), 
(34), found that for hie coiled capillary the viscosity became 
dependent upon the value of the Keynolds number when it was greater 
than 180. This necessitates the calibration of the viscometer 
for values of Be greater than 200, the apparatus then ceasing to he 
a primary instrument. Since the main object of using a eoilod 
instrument ie to obtain primary results this systsm loses its value 
as a vi»coaeter.
Kenney (63) also used a coiled oapillary tube apparatus 
to measure the viscosity of exhaust gases; however the procedure 
was slightly different. The fluid was allowed to escape from a 
charged by Under to another reservoir. The rates ef the pressure 
rise in the reservoir and of the pressure fall in the cylinder were 
noted and could be used to calculate the mass flow rate and hence 
the viscosity of the fluid being measured. The apparatus was 
Initially calibrated with air and was therefore of the secondary 
type.
Bonilla, Brooks and Walkor (37) used another variation in 
which a long capillaiy was coiled into a helioal coil. This 
apparatus was used up to te^>eratures in exceee of 1400°C and 
appoars to have been one of the more successful coiled capillaiy 
apparatus•
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Shifrin (28) used an apparatus in which two capillaries 
in series vers used. The capillaries had the sane disaster hut 
tare of different lengths. Since the nass flow would be the saae in 
both the tubes, the end corrections eould be eliminated• In essence
the concept was the saae as that used by Dolphin.
Speyerer (30) used an open circuit system in which a brass 
capillary was split into three seetions9 the sections being connected 
by sleeves which had provisions for pressure tappings to bo aado at 
than. The idea was that the pressure drop across the central 
aeetiony where fully developed flow had boon established, could be 
Measured. This systssi removed the need for and corrections and 
therefore made use ef the same principle as that adopted by Shifrin 
and Dolphin. It has sines been found that the slots cun cause dis­
turbance of the flow in the region of the connections. For this
reason this type of viscometer is not recommended.
Several experimenters hive used a modified ftaakine visco­
meter for determining the viscosity of steam at high pressure. 
Sehugajew (19) used this type, mercury being used as the driving 
fluid for low temperatures and tin far high temperatures. Hie 
system was almost identical to that of Hankine, tho whole viscometer 
being put into the furnace.
Comings, May!and and Blgy (64), and later Carr (65) used 
a Rankine viscometer to measure the viscosities of several gases 
and gas mixtures in the temperature range 70° to 250°F at pressures 
up to 10000 p.s.i.a. Pyrex glass capillary tubes were used in this 
apparatus.
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T inrot (20) used a modified Rankine viscometer in which 
the pressure drop across the capillary was produced by a ring 
balance containing mercury. When the ring balance, which wae 
supported by knife edges, vas displaced, tho mercury returned to 
its equilibrium position and forced tho steam through tho capillary. 
It ia not certain Wither tho apparatus was of tho primary or 
secondary typo, there being insufficient data available.
More recently Kje Hand-Fostered (23), White lav (24) and 
Ray (23) have usod another version of tho llankine viscometer. Like 
Timrot's tho apparatus has ths mercury piston outside tho furnace 
and the capillary inside. The apparatus uses a straight drop tube 
unlike Timrot's semi-circular typo. Thio was a secondary system 
end vas calibrated with air for ths first experiments mads by 
Kjelland-Fosterud, ths latter workers using nitrogen as tho more 
reliable calibrating fluid.
(b) Kadi.l 1/j.c Vl.coa.Ur
The fluid passaa between two circular parallel pistes 
which are at a given distance apart, and tho viscous pressure drop 
between the entrance and tho exit io measured. This method has 
not been used vary much although the theory has boon relatively veil 
developed. There has been very little empirical work carried out 
vith thio apparatus. Giimbsl (66) appears to have bean ths first 
parson seriously to propose thio typo of arrangement to measure tho 
viscosity of a fluid. However, little thought had been given to 
tho matter until Li ley (26) in 1963 discussed the us# of this 
instrument.
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The equation of flaw nay ba found to be,
X.t5. AP. P , ,
Q _ -------------------------  . !  + £   3.2
whore p is the naan density, t is the separation distance between the 
discs, Ii^ and are the inner and outer radii af the discs and 
{ 1 + 6rv/t C  ] i* the slip correction, the slip factor being r\ /^, • 
hilay, in his note, made sons preliminary investigations 
and has some suggestions far the dimensions af a proposed api»aratu8« 
The fact that the viseemeter consists of two discs makes 
it possible far the inner surfaces to ba produced with a good surface 
finish. Thus the inherent difficulties enoountered in the capillary 
instrument doe to eonieality and ellipticity of the bare along the 
tube length are avoided. The distance between the discs is required 
to a lesser degree of accuracy than is the bore for the capillary 
instrument, since it is raised to the third power, one less than 
far the oapillary apparatus. Also a further point to note is that 
the geometry of the system makes it possible to determine the 
separation distance accurately with modern gauging techniques.
While the above advantages apply equally to the oscillating 
disc viscometer, the equation for flow is simpler than that required 
far the oscillating disc and the capillary viscometers. However, 
there is the uncertainty of the edge effects. There are also the 
manufacturing difficulties, which are greater than those far the 
simple capillary apparatus. Although the gap oould be altered 
to suit given temperature and pressure conditions, any slight 
tomporature gradient across the diees could produce very marked
-29-
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on the multi.
(«) Afiftul*r
There appears to have been rery little experidental or for 
that natter theoretical work done on this type ef viscometer. la 
thin type of instrument the fluid flows through an annular gap 
between two concentric cylinders. Jackson (67) in 1949 did sons 
experiments with steam up to high pressures and moderately high 
temperatures. Ris apparatus was a primary type using a walking 
equation ef tho fern*
n  -
  i
8 .0 .1. ( I - 4 - * 4 ) -
(b2 - .2) 1
4 . * l.*# . b/.
which can bo found in Lamb's (68) treatise.
This equation can alternatively be written,
3.3
«.iP. I . Vs. (1 - k2)
2
n  - l  ( 1  -  K4)  -
i.g# l/b
3.4
S . Q . l .  
where k »
His results are up to 17 above existing data and are 
therefore sue poet. In 1961 lashiki (69) eemneneed work on a similar 
secondary apparatus about which little ia known. However, Jackeon 
deee net# that further study ef the apparatus is desirable.
There are many variations of the three basic types of 
viscometer described above, but the majority are baaed on theee 
throe eye tens.
MOVING BODY VISCOHKTKMS
(d) Falling and Ho 11 in* Sphtrt Typo
This Method rolstoo tho viscous drag to tho velocity of 
foil of o sphere in tho fluid to bo Measured. Stokes (2) developed 
tho following law for the particular case of a sphere Moving with 
a uni fora velocity in an infinite fluid9
F • ba.r.q.v....... ......... ........ 3.5
whore F is tho viscous resistance, •r* is tho radius of the sphere 
sad v tho uni fora velocity.
It nay quite easily bo shown that
2.*.r2. j o" - p )
-  ...................................  ................................ 3.6
9.t .
whore OT and P are tho densities for the body and the fluid respect­
ively. In practice however it is not possible to work with a fluid
of infinite extent and tho introduction of finite boundaries involves
the use of corrections to Stokes' equation. Aneng tho earliest 
attonpts to allow for tho wall and end effects was that of Ladenberg 
(70) in 1907# who deduced a correction of the fora
T\se soured
n* -  -7 ---- ---------- ;--r  3.7
{ 1 ♦ 2.4 r/H j • { i s  3.3 r/h J
whore R is tho radius of tho containing cylinder, and •h* is the
height of tho containing cylinder, ] 1 ♦ 2.4 r/R | is tho correction
for tho offset of tho wall and } 1 ♦ 3.3 r/h j is tho correction for
the finite depth of tho fluid.
In 1936 Bacon (71) discussed tho validity of the various 
corrections and referred to an equation put forward by Faxon (72),
which it ie suggested gives fair agreement with capillary results. 
Faxen'e equation is • ^ganrcd* I * * 2.104 r/fe ♦ 2,09(r/R)^ -
0.95(r/H)5 ) ..................................................J.»
However, the haaie lav assumes that tbs motion of the 
sphere relative te that ef the fluid is slew. Rayleigh (73) shewed 
that Re most he leee than one, and subsequent experimenters have shown 
that it ie desirable te have Re «  1. This ie very difficult te 
achieve in lew vieeoeity fluids with suffieieut accuracy te justify 
the use of this method for absolute determinations. This method 
can he used for relative measurements as shown by tho abort squat ion, 
but it ia uar# alls tie for us# with water or sterna.
Hawkins (74) experimented unsuccessfully with different 
shapes sf falling body in an attempt to retard the fall ef the body 
and maintain Reynolds numb ire below 2000. Sage and Lacey (73), 
Sehreer sad Becker (76), Smith and Brown (77) and several ethers 
have attempted to measure the vieeoeity ef gaaee by this method.
Their results are considered to hare a discrepancy of mere than 3 %•
On the ether hand, this method has boon applied to liquids with a 
greater degree of suocosa by Frits and Weber (7B).
(•) Oaoilisting Bodies
Of the moving body viscometers these utilising oee ilia ting 
bodies have been the meat widely used for gases. The oscillating 
body vis sens ter ie perhaps the meet simple, mechanically, ef the 
viscometers. Zf a body af known moment ef inertia ia suspended 
on a wire and allowed te perform small oscillations in a given 
fluid, the equation ef motion may be represented as,
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where 1 ie the moment ef inertia ef the eye tan and D ia the oanai 
form of operator d/ dt, F ie the wiaeeae feree roe ia ting oscillations 
and ia proportional to the angular velocity I> f and the returning 
eeaple produced in the suspension.
•r ] 1.D2 ♦ F.D ♦ 0 }$ m  0 .............  3.10
th. solution of which i» 0 ■ A. 2*t/T,
whore jf ie the angular displacement ia time • t* 9 T ie the period ef 
oscillations, 6 the leg* dee. ef the amplitude for one complete 
oscillation. This principle hae been applied to several simple 
geesmtrie shapes sod configurations, such as cylinders, spheres, discs 
and pendulums.
Cyllndor
Although a thorough treatment ef the theory of hollow, or 
solid cylinders performing email torsional eaeillations has been 
given by Keetim aad Person (79) using an exact solution ef the 
Navier-Stakes equation, little experimental work has been carried 
eat using this msthed. This is mainly because no satisfactory end 
correction has been deduced; also it is difficult to eliminate 
the secondary flew ia tbo aanmlar apace between the inner cylinder 
end the cater one. It ie therefore net envisaged that this type 
ef instrument will be need until a considerable amount ef develop-* 
meat has been made.
Sphere
The sphere, which ie suspended an a wire, nay be used ia 
a combination ef the following ways:-* (l) solid sphere in an
inf ini tc fluid, (2) a solid sphere in a concentric shell, the fluid 
being in the intervening space, (3) * hollow sphere, filled with a 
fluid, in an infinite fluid (tho fluid within and without nay ho tho 
sans or different) , (4) the sane as (3) only using a boundary of a 
concentric sphere or (3) the fluid inside the sphere and a vaeuun 
outside.
It is obvious that tho uajer preblsu is in producing 
spheres of suitable accuracy*
Investigation into tho theory connected with spheres has 
boon carried out by Kostin and Person (79) and later by Kostin and 
Wang (80), who concluded that it nay be possible to produce an 
oscillating sphere viscous ter for high viscosity fluids provided the 
spheres could bo Manufactured with sufficient accuracy* The existing 
theory being inapplicable when tho danping, and therefore tho 
viscosity, is snail*
Messynski (Si), (82), successfully used a solid stainless 
stool sphere with had a 1* nominal disaster, to Measure the viscosity 
of water at tsupersturos up to 1«6°C and pressures up to 341 atusspheres. 
The Measured values agree quite closely with results free other 
exporiueaters, thus shoving that this systou can be used with sons 
precision*
O.ciU.tl** Ot*. V l » w w t « n
There are several variations in the syston which nay be 
usod with an oscillating disc; (l) the dice can be undo to oscillate 
in an infinite fluid, (2) tho disc can be node to oscillate equi­
distant between tvs identical fixed discs, tho space between being
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f 11 led vith the fluid to be measured, (3) the system earn he the same 
as that for (2) only haring finite boundaries (i.e. the dies oscillating 
within a eoneentric cylinder) • The latter arrangement ie the meet 
practicable.
Recent developments in the study ef the hydrodynamics ef 
an oscillating disc by Kostin and Person (7()» Kostin and Leidenfreet 
(83) (84) and Newell (83) indicate that this type of apparatus may 
be quite suitable for accurate absolute determinations of tho 
viscosities ef fluids having densities up to 0.03 ng/cm\# the exact 
limit depending on the gaa te be need end the geometry ef the system. 
Keetln and Leidenfreet (83) (84) and later Kestin and Whitelaw (86) (87) 
have used an oscillating diae to measure the vieeoaltiee of a large 
number of gases in the range 'I* te 130 atmospheres and up to 270°C.
Tho work of Kostin and his co-workers and that of Iwaaaki (88) com- 
stitute the only high pressure wsik on simple gases using an oscillating 
diae viscometer.
Other important work has boon published by Johnston and 
McCloskcy (89), Johnston and Grilly (90) and Van Ittorboek and 
eo-vorkers (91-93), all tho work having boon carried out at low 
temperatures and atmospheric pressure.
Naldrett and Naas (96) pointed out the suitability of tho 
oscillating disc viscometer for nee in the critical region.
Tho first approximate analytical solution for n diae, 
oscillating in an infinite fluid, waa obtained by Neyer (97) •
His eolation was based on the assumption that the vis ecus fluid forms 
a cylinder of which the dies ia a part and that the effect ef the
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surrounding flaid is M|l«citd. Meyer’s equation as/ bs vrittra,
{ */2 } 3/2 r4. fpi<r|l /2 * r 3t<r
6 -    ♦    3 .1 1
I  1
vhsre T is ths psriod sf oscillation, I is tbs moment sf iasrtis sf
ths system, r is ths radius sf ths diss aad ■T^ ~ represents ths
1
sffset sf ths edge.
Ths aquation has bsaa developed fur ths r by Vsrschaffstt 
(98) and Ksbayaskl (99) eh© csrrsetsd for ths offset of ths asasnt 
of iasrtia sf tbo fluid itself. Further theoretical improvement* 
vers aads by Maevoed (100) and hsllis and Hal 1st (101)V who used 
an aquation in the fern r\ m k vhsrs k is a esrrsetion
fee ter far ths sdgs sf ths discf both anthers assuming that ths 
square of ths leg. dec. was very snob less than unity.
Theories hare been advanced by Kostin and Person (79)» 
Marians and Von Paenel (102) 9 uho hare produced corrections for wire 
daaping9 side drag aad nirrsr red drag. Heveverf this dess not
make this usthsd suitable for absolute dsterminations haring a high
degree of accuracy.
Hovever, recently, Appisttia and Mess11 (103) (104) (83) 
hare analysed ths problems far both thin and thick discs. Ths 
solution of the dsrirsd equation being achieved by sue csss ire 
approximations. Ths experimental vork sf Kostin and Pilarcsyk (109) 
and Kostin and Wang (106) is claimed to substantiate ths theories 
sf Novell with an estimated error sf tyt. Unfortunately ths geomet­
rical limitations controlling this theory tend to limit ths range 
sf viscosity for vhieh ths theory ia valid.
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Oscillation* bttve n two fixtd plat** haft been studied 
and used quit* frequently a* a basis for fiittstUr design. A 
solution va* obtained by Maxvell (5) to evaluate the viscosity ef air9 
a nor* refined tiieory being later produced by Maevood (lOO). For 
snail separation between the plates th* *quation for the viscosity 
can b* *xpressed as,
2.1.
- u.R .1 . - 5 r  - l ^ o )  
l/2
vher* K ■
{
a d  {« p/t }
!«•*• I t -S.I - * 1
6#
2.* { 1 - * }
3.12
For large separations9
- ^ ff'n J T  J  T.P ( 1 - K )
where £ 3.13
and where for both the expressions it is accused that 6~ «  1 and
6# «  1 and that x is the separation between the fixed and soviag
plates. £ is the edge correction, T is the period ef oscillation
ef the ays ten, T is the period ef oscillation of the systcs in a
vacuus, 6 and 6 the log dee in th* fluid and in a vacuus, and R is o
the radius.
The equation far ssall separation has been proved by 
Kostin and Pilarcsyk (105) to be unreliable. This say be due to 
the original assumption that th* angular velocity ef the fluid up 
to the edge ef the disc is constant. For Maewood’s equations.
for tho theoretical orror to bo loss than 1 i* tho following con­
ditions m i l  bold,
for small separations x /)% ‘* i < 0.3/ It]
......... 3.14
for largo separations % ^' /Irl < 4-»
Other typical instruments used at a pressure ef on# 
atmocphsrc are those of Vogel (107), Sutherland and Maaas (108),
Van Ittorbeek and Keesem (91) and Johnston and MeCloskoy (89), ail 
working to quite low temperatures.
The working formula# used by Kostin and White law (109) (110) 
in their moat recent work ic rather complex, the edge correction C 
may ho written
< ^  > (  i- a .  )C - -----------------2----- 2.....................  3.13
(*p u 4 * U )  (B jK jj ♦ l y t j  ♦ ( ) 1 U j ♦  ^ j g ] )
whore the following symbol# may be defined,
-  l / 2
« J ,  - 11 ♦ |  a - |  a2 ) ( a . 3) .   3.16
•la. T
. -    3.17
1 cosh X - cos ¥
sinit X
^  - ----------------- '  3.1B
cosh X - cos Y
X,Y, - ( 20 r 1/2 { 1 ±  1/2 A ♦ 1/8 A2 ] 1 + /Q 2 > “  3*19
1 2 ’ bl 2 / 6 U * .  Jl/2* • 6 . — .— s _  , . ( t/r ) ...... 3.2o
J a x p j  •
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_ d  & - f 1/2*- } . U * # ■  3.21
From tho abort equal ions it can be aeea that the solution ia quite 
complex. The authors plotted C against L / 6 and smoothed graphic­
ally and then transformed into a table vith intervals that permitted 
linear interpolation. The table vus then fed into on electronic 
computer for the evaluation of the actual experimental results. 
Experimental vork was carried cut on argon, carbon dioxide, helium, 
neon and nitrogen in the ranges 23 to 2?0°C and 1 to 130 atmospheres. 
The measurements vers relative to nitrogen at 22°C and have a el aimed 
accuracy of 0 .9
This method ia principle ie one ef the meet accurate vays 
ef obtaining absolute viseosity measurements, end has frequently 
W e n  used to determine standard values by relative methods. The 
main arrangement for the viseoem ter is to have tmo concentric cylinders 
imaereed in the fluid is W  measured. When one ef the cylinders ie 
mode to rotate, the vieoous drag exerted on the ether cylinder by 
the fluid Wtvecn them may W  measured end used to determine the 
viseosity sf ths fluid. There are two main modes ef operation for 
this system which are: (l) to rotate the outer cylinder end measure
the angular dofleetien ef the inner cylinder, vhich is suspended on 
a wire, and (2) to rotate the inner cylinder end observe the angular 
dofleetien ef the outer cylinder. For lev speeds, the angular 
dofleetien ef the stationary cylinder ie direetly proportional to 
the viseosity. llovever, correct ion mast W  made for the effects
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of the tadi of tho cylinder, which wmy bo minim nod by tho use of 
guard cylinder*, tho guard cylinder a, being cylinder* ef the save 
dianator a* the inner cylinder placed co-ax icily at the end* ef the 
inner cylinder.
Maragulee (ill) derived the theory for the eaae ef a 
cylinder of infinite length and radius E, rotating vith a constant 
angular velocity ^  inside a fixed concentric cylinder ef radius 
•r* and length •h* • The retarding couple vas activated to be 
represented by the equation
C -  4K.i).h. L$- { (a a - r2) / (»2 r2) J ................ 3. 2a
This expression vas baaed on the assunption that both the
cylinders vers ef infinite length, and does net take into account 
the finite length ef tho outer cylinder. This effect has been 
partly overseen by the use ef guard cylinders Mentioned above. It 
vas alee ass used that the flov ef the fluid vas lsvinar and entirely 
eircuvferential between the cylinders and that there vas as slip.
With these ascuvptieas, the theory is equally valid for both system 
ef rotation. Most ef the rotating viscovetors vhieh have been used
for gases vere closely baaed on the apparatus produced by Gilchrist
(112) in vhieh the outer cylinder is rotated. Kellstron (113) need 
e rotating cylinder viaeeveter for aeasurenents up to pressures of 
30 atneepheres, vhieh apparently is the only rotating cylinder inn i n ­
vent to have been need nt pressures above 1 atvosphere. Bearden (114) 
need an apparatus in vhieh the inner cylinder rotated, to determine 
the absolute viscosity of air at 20*C and 1 atvosphere. Beardea vas 
ef the opinion that only the rotating cylinder and eapillaiy
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viieoMUrs were capable ef highly accurate absolute measurements.
More recently Reamer, Rokelot and Sage (113) have obtained results 
for tho viscosity of n-peataae in tho ranges 0 to 300°F and up to 
2300 p.s.i.a. Thoir apparatus waa a rather complex arrangement 
cf the basic form cf rotating cylinder viscometer with quite a few 
refinements, but a high accuracy was not claimed.
n > « H m .  J C m a  l i a m U t t
The sphere is theoretically perhaps the meat ideal shape 
for the rotational method. Tho arrangement# arc basically the came 
as those given for the ccciHating sphere in this chapter. Rrlllouia 
(116) shewed that for the case when a fluid ia enclosed between two 
spheres, one concentrically inside the ether, the viscous drag 
produced on the inner one ef radius *r* by the outer one ef radios R, 
rotating with an angular velocity ( A , may be expressed by the 
equation,
6 -  te .n . u5- ( ( ) 5 / ( R5 -  r3) } .....................3.23
However, in spite ef the theoretical completeness of this system, 
tho practical difficulties aosm to ho insurmountable.
Zsmplen (117) did do some work with a rotating sphere, 
tho viscosity results from which appear to be higher than the 
accepted values.
itoJa\fea-pJL»c i t s m S B
The general arrangements for the rotating dice are 
basically the came as those for the eceillating disc, given previously 
ia this chapter. The theory relevant is the rotating dice is quit# 
difficult to predict with any measure of accuracy. It is possible
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to use this type of apparatus in a secondary capacity far high 
viseosity fluids, calibrating vith a fluid of known ?iieoiity.
However, the theory far tha rotating dies has not really bean fully 
investigated far tbs ins trass nt to be used far absolute determinations • 
In tha ideal case af an infinite dies, rotating in an
infinite fluid, it can be sheen that tha retarding couple is given
by, .
32.1|.r.U^r
G - ............................    3.24
3
share U V o n d  r are the angular velocity and tha radius respectively 
af tha disc.
In the case, share the disc rotates vith in given boundaries, 
e.g. shea tvo similar discs are placed on bath sides of the disc and 
squi-distant from it, the retarding couple is given by
o . ..........................  3.25
where 2t is the distance of separation of the two outer discs.
Both of these equations are hypothetical, since the 
behaviour ef the fluid at the edges is net taken into account.
March at al. (118) did do sens experiments vith a rotating disc, 
but there are no records of cay other serious attempts to do so. 
METHODS.
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There arc many other varied methods of determining the 
viscosity sf Newtonian and Non-Newtonian fluids, more especially 
the latter, none of which have been used to any great extent or 
accuracy. The author refers the reader to the references given 
at the beginning ef this chapter for information regarding ether 
methods.
Co.cluoion Ilogordtm th. Hoot Suitable Hothod for Uo. with
» i s m »&£SSBSSBi
Am o conclusion io this diopter on TioeoMtero, tho outhor 
viohoo to oonporo the relative nerito of tho typo of TioooMtoro
Tho rolling or foiling ball Tiooonotor eonnot bo used vith 
any good accuracy for ahooluto determinations, hut tho rang# of 
viscosities for vhieh it eon ho need io large. Tho theory for 
radial flow viscometers io incomplete and thio typo of viseemeter 
has not boon proved experimental ly« For annular gap type trane- 
piratory viscometer* the theory io relatively veil developed; 
hovevor, the experimental roeulto ere not conclusive. Of the 
rotating body vieeenetere the rotating cylinder method appears to 
ho tho most potentially capable of accurate ahooluto measurements. 
Unfortunately, tho rotating cylinder is restricted to lev prooouro 
end temperature measurement# for the present. The ossilisting 
sphere method is alee potentially capable ef accurate ahooluto 
measurements; hovevor, there ere almost insurmountable practical 
difficulties to overcome. da exact theory hoe boon established 
for ths oscillating dies, but vith present instruments the theory 
can only bo rigorously applied to lev pressure work. There are alee 
serious practical difficulties vhen it is used for high tempera­
ture measurements. The theory for a capillary flow viscometer 
is considered to he the meet reliable ef all the viseonsters.
This type hue the beet potential, the range ef viscosities, 
temperatures and pros euros being almost unlimited.
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h t o t M a u t
At the commencement ef the project described in this thesis, 
work hod already bean started at Glasgow University on tho deter­
mination of tho viscosity of water and atocm up te high preeeuree 
amd temperatures• A modified Rankine viscometer (43) waa already 
in use and a rotating cylinder viseomster (24) (43) wee in the design 
stage. There was also research in progress, using oscillating disc 
viscometers, both at Brown University (119) and tho National Engineering 
Laboratory, Scotland (120) . Tho author therefore considered it 
unwise to pursue any duplication of those projects, at least until 
the results from those apparatus were known, unless there were some 
definite advantage fer this project. From the discussion regarding 
visoometers in tho previous chapter, it can he seen that with tho 
present knowledge ef the theory the field earn be considerably narrowed 
down, if a via corns tor ia required which will give absolute determina­
tions ef e reasonable accuracy. It waa finally decided that seme 
type ef capillary viscometer would be the meet suitable instrument, 
fer the measurement of the vieeoeity ef stesm at atmospheric pressure, 
up te high temperatures; since the theory ie well developed amd 
the simplicity ef the design makes it possible te nee this apparatus 
ever a vide reage ef temperatures.
As stated previously there are three main arrangements for 
a capillary viscometer,
(l) single capillary,
( 2) two capillaries in parallel,
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(3) Tvn ia Mri««.
(i) i M i  a r i U i B J t t i B
Tha tingle capillary eye tea has a drawback ia the feet that 
the end correction factor ia tha bacic Peiaenille equation,
X d4 B M> ■ 4
- — — —  ia aet known to any acouraey9128 Q 1 V S a l
net hatter than ± 4 %  (aee chapter (V) ) • Tha affect ef this
uncertainty ia the nl«a af an the value af v)t ia dependent ea
the aagnitade af tha end cerreation ia eeaperiaea te f|. Tha iapor-
tanaa af the mine af ,nt 9 aaa ha cenaiderably reduced by deeigaiag
tha m y U m  aa that tha wmmm flew ratef la email coopered vith
#l#t the length ef the capillary. Thie ia net really practicable
ia ahaelata systems, since the aaee collected ia a given tine anat
net ha too swell. It ie9 ef eeuree9 paeslhle te have a snail mass
flaw and aallaat volume triealiy9 hat this invalvee hath teaperature
aad pressure difficulties where eater eapear ia concerned.
▲ farther way ef getting round thie problem ia te find 
the value ef *n*9 fer each condition. This eaa he dene by varying the 
ness flee at each leathern and obtaining vn* graphically9 and haa 
heen uaed hy aaaa experimenter*. However seas workers are ef the 
opinion that ‘s' might vary with Heynelde number and/or temperature, 
aa wall aa entry aenditieaa. This ncthsd would therefore he unaait- 
ahlev if this ia the ease.
There ia tha farther alternative9 where pressure tappings 
could he made through small slita la tha eaplllary9 within a central9 
tally developed flaw length af tha tube. Thus avoiding the need
for **•. As stated in the previous chapter, this haa bssn found to 
bo unsatisfactory, sines tbs slits disturb ths fluid flov in their 
vicinity. Also, small disturbances in ths pressure lines can cause 
very unstable flov conditions in the oapillary. There is also the 
added difficulty cf obtaining a tub# vith uniform boro over a long 
length and maintaining uniform temperature conditions along this 
tube, which ia what would bo required.
Finally, an alternative method would bo to have flared 
eads to tho capillary. Vith suitable disaster profiles along tho 
tube, at tho entrance and exit, the end correction could be made 
aero. Although it is quite possible to manufacture * such 
capillaries, calibration difficulties would arise. The author ie 
therefore of tho opinion that a flared capillary system 1c only 
suitable fer a secondary apparatus, whors a calibrating fluid could 
bo used.
i see paper by Caw and Wylie (l2l)
(2) Two Capillaries in Parallel
This system has the advantage that the need for ths value 
of •** may bs eliminated by passing ths fluid through each capillary 
in turn. There are two main difficulties vith this system, (l) tho 
difficulty ef establishing Reynolds numbers, in ths tubes, which are 
very nearly equal at a given temperature, and (2), the praetisal 
problem of having an arrangement that will divert the fluid down 
each tube in turn, and will operate at tho high fluid temperatures 
expected.
(3) Two Capillaries in Series/
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(3) T o  CsjtlUrl.s U  Series
As vith ths parallel system, the emd corrections eon he 
eliminated by equating the results, for each capillary, at a given 
temperature. The main disadvantage ef this system is in measuring 
small differential pressures, requiring high stability and accuracy.
Of ths two systeas (2) and (3), it vas felt thet (2) had 
more practical drawbacks fsr high temperature verb than (3)* Sines 
there in the difficulty ef the "change-over" arrangement end the 
problem ef obtaining stable flew condition after n "change-over", 
this la n very real problem when dealing vith steam. Ths series 
system incorporates ths basis advantages of the parallel system 
vithout ths practical difficulties.
Although Shifrin (28) has used a scries capillary apparatus, 
very little is known about it. It vas considered that it would ho 
interesting to develop a series capillary apparatus, since it would 
have the advantages, given above, over the single capillary apparatus 
pins the fact that, if any inherent difficulties arose, the system 
could he run as two single capillaries, thus duplicating the results 
at a given temperature. Zt was also thought that there may ho some 
possibility of chocking tho value of by tho sorios method.
Vith tho above reasoning in mind, it was decided to embark 
an tho design of n sorios capillary viscometer, to measure tho 
visoosity of steam at atmospheric prooouro.
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Chapter V
Tbttnr far iht Capillaiy Y i i t m U r
Ia 18469 Poiseuille (122) pat forward his eatpirieal equation, 
hasod on tiptrlstnU of flow through snail tubos. At alnest ilia sane 
tins Hagan (123) produced quits independently tho saao equation, which 
was9
v -  k. ......................................5.i* s
whs re K is a constant, for a woluaotrio flov rate of V, through a 
tubs of lsagth • 1# and radius *rf, whoa tho pressure drop across tho 
tnbo ia AP.
La tor ia 1836, Wiodaaa (124) showed that tho constant K waa 
equal to */{8r\). that ia, tho equation for the voluao flow rate ia,
V m  referred to aa ths Hagen-Peiaeuilieo q.i«
oqaatioa.  ••••••••••........ 3*2
the Hagoa-Poiaoaillo equation waa alter derived in a aero 
rigorous naanor, ths derivation spanning that (a) tho flov lo 
parallel to tho axis of tho tube sad (b) that tho flov io steady,
(o) there io no slip at tho walls of tho tabs, (d) the fluid io 
ineenpressibie sad (o) tho viscosity ia prsportieaal to tho radial 
veloeity gradient.
Reynolds showed that eoaditiaa (a) above can bo achieved 
it the flov io laniaar, which io whoa tho Reynolds masher 
(R. - £ *  -4) is lMi than about 2000. Conditions (b), («) and (d) 
are not oonplotoly valid for gaooo and (o) ia dependent on whether
th# fluid i# Nevtonian.
Th# Hag#»-Pois#uill# equation can be arrived at by using 
th# Navi#r-Stok#a #quation. Using th# cylindrical co-ordinate font 
of the Navier-Stokes #quation and applying it to th# particular cas#, 
vhere, (l) th# axis of th# tub# i# th# a axis, (2) th# tangential 
and radial components of the Telocity ar# s#rof (3) th# pressure com­
ponents parallel to th# x axis depend# on s alon#t and (4) th# 
pr#ssur# is constant in erery cross section,
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1  >
0 - - S  ♦ n 17 • ----- — ) ................5-3
, d2v , dr •
^  - * \t t  * i  - r )  ....................... 5-4• r  . .dr
Applying boundary conditions to this equation, that is, velocity v 
is s#ro when r is R, 
the solution is
%  - - i j  S  ........................ >•»
and vh#n, r ■ 0 and th# velocity v is isr
then
r ^  . B2 <16m  4t) dz * *..........................
It can b# seen that th# velocity profile across th# tub# is parabolic, 
and th#r#for# th# mean velocity v is #qual to half th# naxinwn velocity 
V - J L  ^  . 1 - )   5.78 T) * 4*
but V - * B2 V,
h#Bc#* v  -  5 ^ “ I "  S  )   w
vhieh again io th# Hag#n-P#is#uill# #quati#n.
Thie siapli equation is inadtqutU for acourata work ia tbs 
abon font aiaea conditions (b), (s) and (d) are not really satisfied,
A correction for (o)9 tho slip at tho valla of tho tube, oaa 
ho node by increasing tho radius of tho tube by a faster ( 1 ♦ 
where r Is tho radius of tho tubs, and L  is a constant, which is 
thought to bo a function of the bo an free path of tho noloculos of 
tho fluid in tho tube* In effect, slip nay bo asanasd to bo tho 
slipping of tho fluid at tho boundaries.
In 1873# Kundt and Warburg (129) perfumed a series of 
experiaeate upon tho daaping of a vibrating disc surrounded by a gas.
They found that at low pressures tho daaping decreased. This offset 
they ascribed to a slipping of tho gas over the walls of tho tube*
Their interpretation of the pheneaenea has been oonf iraed by later 
work, both exper Iwentally and theoretically. In 1879# Maxwell developed 
a theory for tho value of slip. Although not perfeet, it io tho 
boot thot boa boon put forward. Ho utilised for tho purpose tho 
results of au elaborate analysis that ho had previously wade of tho 
stresses in a working gas. Hie reasoning could bo put into a very 
siaple form (126) (127)* He ebtained that,
*/8 i/2
f c  - 2*. 2 - ~  .  1  %/a} . 3  . { B T  j   5.9
•r £  - 2 . .  { { 2  - t J /t } L ................... 5.10
where T ia the absolute tewperature, K tho gas for a grow, p tho 
pressure, L tho weaa free path, o a constant lying between 0.491 end 
0.499 (so that 2e approxinately - unity) , aad f la tho fraetioa of 
tho tangential nomat of tho aoleeules given to tho solid boundary.
The v»1m of f io usetrUia auod could even txcocd unity, 
indiutlii that tho molecules aro reflected, on tho avera|t , vith a 
partial reversal of thoir tangential Toloeitieo. Assisting that tho 
molecules aro reflected diffusely according to tho i s m  ooaino lav 
that holds for tho diffuso roflootioa of light* or for tho offnsioa 
of molecules frosi a hole, (thoroforo boing diatribatod as if they 
east frosi a Hazvollian gas at root relative to the vail)* f ■ 1, 
and thoroforo t  • 2cL. Hence, iz io vary nearly equal to L.
Diroot noasuronoata for tho value of slip have boon node by 
Timiriaseff (128) using tho nothod of two coaxial cylinders vith tho 
fluid between than* Stacy (129) and Van Dyke (130) have also usod 
tho coaxial cylinder nothod, but have euployed a sere accurate fonsula 
for thoir work.
Knudsen (40) did sons oxporiasnts vith flow in a tube to 
find tho coefficient of slip. Ho obtained tho fonsula for tho naan 
free path as
i/8
«• - f  11 { 2/( *Pp ) ) - / g ...........
5 ( PP
Ho carried out a substantial masher of oxporinonts vith several different 
fluids on solids and concluded that tho slip correeiien coefficient 
could bo represented by tho equation,
£ -  •.|t| | V pp* ) 1^ 2   5 . w
Ho found empirically that the average value of tho constant 9e9 vas
0,81,
During tho last half century a number ef different foraalae
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b r n  b«cn pat forward for tho m u  fro# path L. It ia tboroforo 
wory difficult to say which ia tho boat aquation to uao for calculating 
tho alip correction. Obviously it would bo bettor to obtain tho waluoa 
experimental ly with the apparatus to be used for the Tiaooaity measure­
ments; unfortunately thic would produce eerioue difficulties in tho 
deaign. In tho worst oaae the correction to the Tiaooaity would be 
of the order of 0*5 and eren an uncertainty of 30 $  in the noun 
free path value would only mean an uncertainty in the Tiseeeity ef
0.1 1>.
Assuming n Maxweli-Boltamaun velocity dlatrlbntlony the 
■earn free path can he establiahed to be,
where L io tho arerage collision distance.
These equations were derived by simple kinetic theory, with 
meieouiee devoid ef intermeleeular attraction, in which eaae the free 
path ef n molecule io n straight lino between collisions. In actual 
fact tho path io thought to bo curved, increasing the eeIliaions and 
therefore decreasing the length ef the path between collisions. 
Sutherland (9) need the assumption of herd spheres but added n weak 
attraction between them, failing off rather rapidly with distance. 
Such an attraction note in two ways te produce n shortening ef the 
mean free path. He deduced that the mean free path in a homogeneous 
gas waa of tho form.
P 5.13
vherc C is ths Sutherland constant, T is ths ahaolnte UsptraUurt and 
Lo is ths Stan frss path far ths sispla aolecule. Unlsss qualifisd ia 
sow vsy ths tans as an frss path is ambiguous. Ia eoaaa practice it 
aaaas sithsr L sr Lo.
Stunning up, ths Talus sf ths slip ssrrsstisa can bs expressed 
ia a number sf ways. Hors arc a fsw sf thou. As stating F - 1 aad 
2s - 19 thou ths slip ssrrsstisa is
8, 2.02T*
, , £ / i |  - r n r p ’  ..............................................................
-5V
w 1'18 „ 4059 n
•r   r ;   ................... 5*16
8 x 2*02 f| 8 * 2.02 t)
*T ( p f W a ( i ♦ c/i ) d { i ♦ 1150A  ) (pf)i//2
..................  5.17
taking C fro* Shifria's nark to bs 1150fC.
Froa Knudsen's work,
0.81 8 * 2.128 T)
8 &  / «  T T U S   ................. 5-18
* ( & ) 1
lbs absTs four squat ions far ths asaa frss path (ast ths slip) 
arc plotted ago Inst temperature, sss figure (%l). Tbs equation 
which was finally used by ths writer was Knudsen's, since his equation 
is based on experimentsl work.
The viscosity equation with ths slip esr rest ion is therefore,
n * * I** 11 ♦ 8«L/d J .....5.19
8 I <1
Poiseuille's equation was altered to allow for ooaproeeible 
flow conditions, discussed by Erk (131)* The equation which ia
- 54-
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bastil ou the assumption of isothermal tonditioM, eonitoai M i l  flov 
oad idool goo Whorl our, aay W  vrltioa la tho for*
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\daore ie tho upotroon prooooro oad V the volume flov rote.
For simple capillary flov ooadltloao tho above equation la 
otill inadequate, olaoo it aogloota tho acceleration of tho flov at 
tho entrance te tho tube* At tho entrance to tho tuW the velocity 
profile nay ho aaraced to W  uaiforn, at eoae distance along tho tuW 
this profile ehaages to parabolic. It therefore felleva that there
suet W  cow drop ia pressure duo to tho fact that the fluid vill
have gained oono kinetic energy. this, ia iteelf, vould not affect 
tho equation for tho viscosity, if tho velocity profile could W  fully 
converted to a uniformly distributed profile at tho exit and therefore 
recover this energy. Thie cannot W  fully achieved and allowances
■eat W  oede for thie laaa of head. Tho kinetic energy given to tho
fluid per unit time io, •
-  J  A  2  (  2 *  r  f *  )  6 r .  -   5 . 2 1
* 2 *2 K4
The offootivo pressure drop in tho transition length thou becomes
. j L j d  
*2.»4
This leaa of pressure head does not take into aooount tho
aetual viscous friation in this transition length* In order to allsv
far this, tho oad correction ia assumed to W  of tho form, where
* h4
io a constant. Tho length of tho tuW over which this transition 
takes plaaa ia called the transition length. Several theoretical and
•xptriMDtal dtUraiaatiDiis ef thie length ami the value ef the 
constant hare been made ewer the iaet half century er so. The 
transition length usually defined in the font i  4 <  m ft *•»
x ie the dietaaee from the eatraaee where the flew ie 99£ parabolic, 
d ie the dieewter ef the tube aad ( 3  is a constant.
Bonesinesq (138), Schiller (133) (13d) (133) end Atkiaeen 
sad Oeldeteia (136) have all obtained values for the constants ^  
sad 'a9, using apprexiaate ferns ef the Naeier-Stekee equation. 
Beaaoiaeeq, aseuniag a rounded entraaee, derived a value ef 9n9 • 1.12. 
Many derivatieae have einee failed te preduee a rigorous value ef 9a9 
for square cut ends. The values obtained for the constant vary 
from 1 - 1.203, frssi both experimental aad theoretical work. Expert- 
mental results have reduced the eeatter ef the value af 9m9 te 1.08 
te 1.21; however, it can be eeea that 9m9 cannot be very well defined. 
Some experimenters believe that the constant varies vith both temper­
ature aad Reynolds number. Unfortunately there are net enough results 
ef sufficient accuracy available te prove er disprove thie theory.
A further eerreetioa, first suggested by Ceuette (137), ie 
the eerreetioa to allow for the viseeus forces between the converging 
aad diverging streamlines outside the eatraaee aad exit ef a capillary. 
Thie eerreetioa ie usually achieved by increasing the length ef the 
capillary by amount 9nr9, to ( L ♦ ar ), where 9n9 ie a constant ef 
the order ef unity. la 1893, Knibbs (138) derived a graphical method 
ef evaluating m and a, aad used it te analyse Peieemille's data aad 
dedaeed that a was sere. Barr (90) described several ether attempts 
te fimd a, concluding that the beet value was a • 0.37* Thie value
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k u  ktto ustd by t m r n l  authors. On tho other hand, Swindells,
Coe and Godfrey (159) found that 9n9 was probably loos than 0*57 and 
perhaps soon sore. It also sees* evident that 9i»9 should bo included 
in the constant *■* •
For ran considerable tins the Magnitude of the end correc­
tion* hare been discussed. Much of tho earlier verb has been discussed 
by Barr (50) • The nain complication in establishing 9n9 appears to 
bo in disassociating tho too constants 9n9 and V .  Since tho 
equation of flow for a capillary viscometer can bo expressed as,
n " u-iA'l** m  ) ~ w f & T m 7  * ,ill‘ 5,22
-V • -  2 - i
equation (5*22) can bo expressed as,
^  j  1  ♦  ■ » /  x  )  ♦   5 . 2 3
It is ebvieua that unless r\ is seen rate ly kaova any variation 
in tho expected fern of the equation nay either bo duo to 9n9 or 9n9. 
Therefore, none of the constants can bo evaluated without a knowledge
i
of the other constants. However, equation (5*23) nay bo plotted, 
and if a * 0, nay bo usod in tho font « -q ♦ aft, whore 9n9 will bo 
tho slops and t) the intercept. As Bo approaches sere tho curve becomes 
horlsontal, at least for rounded entrances.
Dorsey (140) investigated the asasuronents that Bend (I4l) 
node with capillary tubes with square cut ends and found that 9a9 - 0 
and 9n9 - 1.146 whan Bo < 10, aad9a9» 1 and 9n9 0.97 when Bo <>10 
with no apparent transition region. However, it was pointed out by 
Barr that Bend's data for Ro > 10 are unreliable. Doing capillaries
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viik tapering ends, Tuenikoski (142), Peter and Vagnar (145) and 
Cannon, Manning and Ball (144) have observed that tho end correction
constant ia laaa far tapering ends than it ia far rounded entries,
when Bo ia lev, ( n - 0 ). Swindells, Hardy and Cettingtss (145) 
observed a similar of feat far square ant ondat their ohoorvationo 
are not what might ho expected, but nay have been duo to tho fact 
that in asms eases they "fire-polished" tho ends of tho tubes. It 
ia believed that 9* 9 can bo made as small as required by suitably
flaring ths bore at the ends of the tubes. However, there io me
definite proof of tho truth of this statement. There io aloe some 
speculation that 'a' ia constant down to quite lev values of Bo, 
for taboo vith square out ends, while this appears to ha reasonable, 
there io no ovidonee to boar this out.
Hi omen (146) found that fn# had a constant value of 1*124 
♦ .006, in tho range 200 to 1010, oad stated that ho did not support 
the results found by Bond, that 9av decreases as Bo increases, when 
Bo la greater than 700*
Flynn (6l) and Lenoir (60) obtained values far tho constant 
•a*, using several different gases. Their results indicated a value
of fs* equal to 1,175 ±  0.014 , using Reynolds numbers up to 1600*
The authors did no to that in scan oases it «aa difficult to ascertain 
tho value of 9m9 and ia soma oaaoo got values between -1*62 and 2*19.
Reynolds found that tho upper limit for tho Reynolds number, 
fer which laminar flsv vill prevail in tubes io 2000* Nissan (147), 
however, claimed that deviations from laminar flov oonditiona can occur 
when Re > 1000, vhieh ia open to doubt, sines ho neglected tho K.B. 
corrections*
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Te ran up, due to tho look of evidence, fn* may bo f  tawd 
to bo sere. Tbo value of is uncertain and nay vary oonaidorabiy 
vith tho typo of eado (botvooa 1.08 to 1.21). At present the variation 
of 'a* vith density or Re appears to bo small, although •n' and 
have not boon examined separately. He never, Cannon, Manning and 
Boll (144) did find that m ■ 0.037 (Be)®*^, but vith square out ended 
oapillarioo. It is possible, and perhaps most reliable, to obtain 
the end correction constant for Individual oapillarioo using the 
equation » q ♦ A . That is, the value of may bo deduced by 
varying the maos flov rate through a given capillary, vhilst keeping 
the temperature constant.
To the present date, Langharr'c (148) results for the trans­
ition length, assuming round entry, mast bo considered to be tho most 
accurate. Ho found that tho centre line velocity mould roach 99 % 
of its msilmms value according to the equation
15 99 £ * 0.0375 Bo. , shore m is the development length,
and d is the diameter of tho 
tube...................... 9.24
Tho experimental determinations of Nikuradse (149), Shapiro 
and Smith (130) and Beehetke (151) tend to strengthen the results 
obtained by Langharr (146) • Theoretical investigations have been made 
by Bonsslnosq (152), Schiller (155), Atkinson end Goldstein (156),
Tatsuni (192), Langharr (148), Shapiro (195), end Siogal and Kline (194). 
Experimental determinations have been made by Nikumdns (149), Shapiro and 
Smith (190), Shapiro and Kline (195), end Beehetke (191).
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As stated before, Bonesinesq employed an approximate form
of the Navier-Stokea equation to obtain a solution for the development 
length. For the purely laminar sons ho predicted,
H J  - 0.«65B* .................................. 5.25
for a bell-mouthed entry*
Sehiller assumed that the velocity profile in the transition 
length was composed of a straight lino segment, terminated by parabolic 
ares, end by applying the msmsntnm equation to the entry cross section 
and the Berneuille equation to tho central frictienless core of the 
fluid, ho obtained,
(| ) « 0.029 H................................... 5.26
The main objection to his reasoning was his assumption of a central
core. Niknradso, did seam experimental work that showed that up to• • ' [ */ . ; ‘ ’ ’ >
approximately |^J • 0*01 Be the assumption of the frictienless core 
was justified. When x/(d Re) is larger this central core docs not 
exist.
Atkinson and Goldstein also used the approximate form of the 
Rovier-Stakes equation, improving on the work ef Bouseineeq by employing 
a series solution based on the Blasius boundary layer equation.
The solution which retains the largest number of terms in the 
Mavier-Stekes equation is that of Langharr.
Klims, Shapiro and Slegal presented three theories for the 
treatment of tho transition length, and like Tatsuni are similar in 
approach to Schiller.
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Tho results ef Atkinson and Goldstein Indicate that Langhaar's 
results are approximetcly 2 %  high. A greet deal af the work on ike 
transition length has bean dona using high Reynolds mashers, that ia 
whan ( x/(dRe)j ia very small, and has not been discussed here. For 
say calculations far tho transition length, the equation attributed to
lengbaar will bo used. That ia,
{ s/(dBa)| - 0.0575 ................................  5.27
Tea more corrections can bo applied to tho basic equation*
Those are, corrections for oonieality end elliptleity of tho boro of
tho oapillary tube. If tho included angle of tho cone io email and
ths boro uniformly conical, far small flov rates Knibbs (138) proved
that a correction far r* can bo made in tho fom,
3 r3 r3 ; *1 2— — —  . a.,,— ... ■ f where r, and r9 are the .......3.28
/ 2  2  v 4 44
'*1 * 1 2  * 92 ’
radii at the ends ef tho tube*
Knibbs actually preferred to express tho oonieality by 
< r l  *  ' 2  >• • —  —  1 in which ease, if 2r ■ r. ♦ r2, the
(»j ♦ »a ) • m w
aiaplifiad aquatioa far r4 ia,
r4 j 1 ♦ (10/3 )*2 ♦ (37/9)a4 ♦  )  5.29
However, in the majority of cases r io found by n volume method and 
not by diroot measurement of the end diaswtero, in uhieh case the 
sorrsotion ia
g- l Im r< { 1 - 4«2 * 20a4/ 3 ....) .5.30
( 1 ♦ *5/3 ) * 1
Heuay (136) raised ohjeotioaa to tho total neglect of tho
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radial ftlMiiita aad iotrotettd a factor ef ( 1 - 2e ) by taking 
inta acoeunt tba variation af tba kina tic anargy par unit n l a n ,  
along tha tuba.
It has baaa assmed that tha capillary hara ia perfectly 
airaalarf bowm r ,  it ia quite likely that tha hara nay ha elliptie.
It ia diffiaalt ta aaaaaa tha ellipticity af tha hara af a taha and 
tha affaat it hna an tha fimr aquation. Starting vith tha dafinitian 
af viscosity9 it aan ha praaad that a aarraation for r4 ia tha 
Feiseuilla aquation aan ha nada in tha fova, ( 2b,c > ) / ( b2 ♦ a2 ), 
ahara h aad a ara tha aani-azaa af tha allipaa. Knihha pointad ant 
that if tha sllipticity it dafiaad hy Q. - ( h - a ) / ( h o a ) f 
than far mall flav rates9 naiag a hara af m a n  radius r ■ ( h ♦ a ) 9
r4 m y  ha aarraatad by Multiplying hy ( 1 - 4 a 7 ^ 4 ♦ 5.31
Therefore, allaving far hath aoaieality and alliptiaity9 tha 
fourth pavar af tha radiua9 if ahtainad hy a volum mthad9 m a t  ha 
raplaced hy
r4( X - 2 fc8 - 4m2 )  5.32
If tha aaniaality and ellipticity ara aaall9 tha above eorree- 
tiona ara vary avail and nay ha nag looted. Tha vain diffieulty ia in 
tha actual physical vcaaarmant af tha aaniaality and ellipticity 
af tha hares of tha tubes vith any accuracy. Tvs uetheds used ta 
check the ellipticity ara (l) ta X-roy tha tuha filled vith mrcuiy9 
radiographs heing taken vith the tuha rotated inta several positions 
and (2) ta cut tha tuha into avail seations and aetually venture tha 
anas. Tha accuracy af the fervor method is open ta s u m  doubt, since 
tha rays have ta scat frcv shat night ha eonsidered ta ha a paint
—62—
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•ouret, producing a pen-unbra. The latter Mthod is not always 
convenient. Further ea— into en Maturing the bores of tubes aro 
given in appendix (5).
vith stean9 but aro thought to bo worth neationiag are, (l) tho 
inconsistency of tho value p/p for tho fluid along tho tube, and
(2) when tho flow is not truly isothensal•
when the gas is not ideal, that is, inconsistency of tho ratio p/p 
along the capillary. Using Van dor Waals equation of state, neglecting 
higher order terns, tho oorreetion nay be node by aultiplying
Van dor Vaals constants. This correction is usually very snail and 
therefore neglected.
When the gas flow is not really isothemal, according to 
Bond (141) a correction factor for this effect should bo taken into
is the ratio of the specific heats, and c is the velocity of sound. 
Like tho previous correction this is snail and therefore usually 
neglected.
Therefore, in conclusion, the fully developed equation for 
a single capillary, accusing conpressiblc flow, is
Two final corrections which do not really concern the work
Trouts and We iso 1 (29) derived a correction for tho case
AP by ( 1 ♦ ) , whore C ■ (b/ttT) - ( a /(Rt) ), a and b being the
5.33
where is the coefficient cf linear expansion fer the material of 
W o  capillary tube amd suffices 1 and 2 refer to upstream amd downstream 
conditions and AP ia the pressure drop across tbs tube.
The corresponding flov equation, applicable when steam ia 
the fluid being measured, ia,
” - 1 1 ♦ • V * J  --£ i V r i . o < A t )  - 5 5 4
where, is the apaaifia volume af steam at the mean pressure in the
capillary.
The present verb deals vith a viscometer in which the two 
capillaries are ia series. The aquations for the tvs capillaries 
may ba expressed as,
* *} APj* (1 ♦ 8 £ /ij) jl ♦ 3MOs]
128 i V .j ~  ( 1 ♦ At o*) 8K 1
*  4* APjjg ( l  ♦ 8 £ / < ,) { 1 ♦ JAVS)
n “ 128 si V»2 “  ( 1 ♦ At -O  8* I
where suffices 1 and 2 refer te capillaries 1 and 2 respectively.
Making the assumption that the end corrections m^ and m^ 
arc vary nearly the aaaa and equal te m, and treating the aquations 
simultaneously to eliminate m, vs get,
* g 4* { 1 ♦ 8 S/4 } ( 1 ♦ 3AtoO , tr. AP 4 1
* — -------------  ' i ^  < ( * * >  " {  •’  *
vhara K la ths ratio ( 1 ♦ 8 S / * , ) / (  1 ♦ * t/dj ), ohieh la aaall 
and therefore neglected in the actual working equation, f ia the 
buoyancy correction applied is Q and d ia the mean value af dj and
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if « 4g. Tho buoynncy correction for tho weighings io
where P^f and aro the densities of air9 haionoo weights and 
water respectively, Vs^ and Vs() are the speeifie re lues a at the nean 
pro sears a in their respective tubes. If Pa is the ataospheric 
pressure and AP* the pressure drop between the exit pi emus eh saber 
and the condenser, the aean pressures in each tube will be
5*37
PttAgn and Development of tha Apuaratui
Siaoo tho primary aim of this project vac to obtain tho 
viscosity of steam at atmospheric pressure over the temperature range 
100#C to 1100°C9 the initial step vas to doeido on tho typo of notarial 
to bo usod far the viscometer. There are quite a number ef Materials 
available for uae up te9 and above 1100*C9 the temperature ceiling 
which vas set. Unfortunately, enly a few materials are suitable for 
the intended work. The short list vas: metals9 the stainless steel
group aad the noble metals (mainly platinum and its allays) 9 ceramics 
and quarts*
At this point it would he necessary te note that9 since the 
system ia intended te he a primary open circuit cue, the diameter ef 
the capillary la required to a high dagrae af accuracy. It vas 
envisaged that tha capillary diameters would he af tha ardor of I m  
ta 2 nm. There ara several standard methods of measuring the be res 
ef capillary tubas, ace appendix ()), the majority requiriag transparent 
madia far tha capillaries. This, together with the temperature limit, 
was the criterion for deciding on the material er materials te he used*
There are enly a few niekel-ehremium, chromium er oxidation 
resistant steels which are suitable for very high temperature work, 
the majority having high axidatien rates at temperatures shave 800 C.
The platinum allays would ha suitable with regard to tha temperature 
eonsideratien, hut there mould ha difficulty in determining tha 
bores accurately and tha east would ha vary high. After same dis­
cussion vith ths manufacturers9 it was concluded that ceramics could
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Chapter VI
not be produced to any euliable tolerance. Thio loft quarts, which 
is transparent and can stand being repeatedly heated tip to about 
1060°C without any devitrification (Melting at about the emao teajHife­
ature ae platinum, between 1700#C and 1800°c). Quarts also appears 
to be highly resistant to chemical attack and is inert to steam and air 
at high temperatures sad atmospherie pressure. The main disadvantage 
ie its fragile nature. Nevertheless it wee decided that ths viscometer 
should be side of quarts.
One sf the initial considerations sf ths system was that the 
capillaries should be removable, after use, in order that they oeald 
be re-ealibrated• The need for removal of the capillaries could 
be overcome by the nse ef a check fluid; a stable gae which could be 
passed through the apparatus, before and after use, time checking 
the stability of the system. (This should net be confused vith s 
calibrating fluid) • However, a further reason for having removable 
capillaries ie that the dimes tore and ths length ratios ssuld be 
varied. Although a given diameter eise ef capillary could be used 
ever a wide temperature range, there are both practical and theoretical 
difficulties vhieh arise when it is used over too vide a temperature 
range. The development length x in the entrance section ef the 
capillaries has been assessed as being dependent on the bore ef the 
capillary and the Reynolds number ef the flaid flew, i.e. x ■ 0.0573 Re d 
see chapter (V) • It ie therefore obvious that this is one ef the 
criteria determining the minimum temperature for which a capillary of 
given bora, haring a given pressure drop across it, eaa be used. The 
apper temperature limit ie dependent on the practical eeaeideratlea
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of collecting a email mass of condensate, far a given pressure drop 
across tho oapillary, apart from tho obvious Uniting properties af 
the material af the capillary.
There appeared to ba two main ways af making it possible to 
remove the capillaries, (l) to have standard ground conical joints 
and (2) to m i d  tho tubes to tho root of tho ay atom. Arrangement (l) 
baa tvs main disadvantages, the likelihood of leaks at the joints and 
a diffusion of tho materials at the joints, which in effect tends to 
produce a void at elevated temperatures. Arrangement (2) has the 
advantage that there vould be no leaks; however, it would be necessary 
to wold the capillary in position, vith tho likelihood of distortion 
of the oapillary bare and the breaking ef the jeint to remove the 
capillary. For practical reasons, method (l) was initially investigated. 
In tho first place, standard conicol glass joints sf tho B.5 and B.10 
were tasted at temperatures up to 500°C for leakage with different 
internal pressures, see appendix (l). The max imam leakage rata, vith 
a 3 cm mercury (gauge) internal pressure, was about 0 .Glg/sec, which 
ia very small, even cons id# ring that vith two capillaries four joints 
will be used. After this, several B.5 and B.10 standard conical 
quarts joints were subjected to temperatures up to 1400°C. Up is 
about 1200°C the joints eould bo parted, vith some difficulty, by 
soaking then in alcohol or penetrating oil. However, if heated to 
above 1200°C, they eould net be parted.
The results af the joint testa being reasonable, it was then 
aeeessary to decide ea the lengths and the beres of the capillaries.
The three main footers influencing the bores and lengths are as follows:
- 68-
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(1) Tho Reynolds It has been wll established that for
stablo laminar flow conditions to prevail in tho tube, tho Reynolds 
nusber should bo loss than 2004), although laminar conditions can exist 
at higher Reynolds numbers, tho conditions being then inherently 
unstable.
(2) Th. U M t h  of the Eatowi.. Tran* it Ion length. This otoiou.1/ 
should not be greater than the length of tho capillary tube or else 
there would not be any Poiseuille flow in the tube.
(3) The practical difficulty of collooting snail quanltles of water 
or stoan. The method used to collect exhausting fluid governs the 
minimum mass flew that can be tolerated.
Te investigate conditions (l) and (3) curves ef mass flow 
against temperature for various diameters with a given pressure drop 
were plotted, (see figure 6.1), using existing viscosity data. Te 
investigate condition (2), curves of development length against temper­
ature for given diameters vith a constant pressure drop were plotted, 
see figure (6.2) • From these curves estimations were made for the 
diameters and the length ratios for the capillaries. It was decided 
that where possible tho development length should not exeeed 23 of 
the overall tube length, although in actual fact experiments were 
carried out vith the development length over 50^ of tho overall length.
At this juncture, it was decided to make a simple single 
capillary viscometer out of glass, in order that the auxiliary 
equipment could be developed and decided upon. Tho main auxiliary 
equipment being a manometer, a collection system, a boiler, a super* 
heater and pressure stabiliser, furnaces and control equipment.
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Amlllarr mnin— nt w d  D..in of tiie Slngl. Capillary Ai»muratoi»
Boiler The boiler mis the first item to be developed and at first 
sight this would appoar to be a simple task. However, after several 
tests it was found to be difficult to maintain steady ebul&tion whan 
using de-mineraliaod water. When a simple externally hasted bailer 
woe used te boil super-pure water, the water Adjacent to the wall of 
tho vessel superheated prior to vapourising and the resulting sudden 
ebullition produced large pressure fluctuations. A simple rig vms 
sat up, te develop a suitable boiler, in vbieh tho steam from a 
spherical flask passed through a suitable oapillary. The pressure 
at the boiler was measured tiding a simple mercury*-in-glass U tube 
manometer. In an attempt to reduce the pressure fluctuations obtained 
when using an externally heated boiler, glaee beads, very small glaaa 
capillary tubes and stainless steel wire gasas wire in turn put into 
the bottom of the boiler. The pressure fluctuations did decreased 
vith each modification, but were not reduced sufficiently.
A nichrome element was then wound on to a 2 me diameter 
glass tube (see figure (6.3))* The heater was fully immersed in the 
water and used as a heating element. This proved to be very success­
ful, the pressure fluctuations being reduced to about 1 m  ef mercury. 
This type of hosting oloaont was used for tho singlo sad tho soriaa 
oapillary systems.
A standard cyclone type ef boiler was adapted (sea figure 
(6.4)) in which the heater ia in a aids arm, tho steam entering the 
main body tangentially, praduoing a vertex in the main body. The 
boiler for the single oapillary system was specially made up. Its
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capacity vas about one litre and it had jnly one 1 Kv hooter of tho 
type described above. The boiler for tho series capillary eysteis 
vas bought from Messrs. Quickfit and Quarts and bad a vater capacity 
of one and a half litres vith three one-kilovatt heaters. Quo of the 
heaters van node in the way previously described und used as a control 
heater. The heaters supplied vith the boiler vere encased in glass 
and proved to be useless os control heaters; hovevor, they vers used 
to boil the voter Initially. The control heater then took over when 
the vater comsenced to boil.
A further refinement vas attempted vith. Hie first boiler.
It vas ar mined that If high boiling rates were used, the boiling 
stability vould improve. With this in nind9 it vas decided to hove 
a loop circuit, vith a oondcnaer in this circuit und to tap off snail 
quantities of stesn for tho viscous ter. Ths loop oircuit vith the 
condenser ia it can be seen in figure (6*4)• This vas not a success, 
since only slight variations in the condenser cooling vater inlet 
temperature and/or flev rate produced alarming pressure fluctuation*.
After the greater part of the experimental work had been com­
pleted, it vas found that Collins and Keyes (157) had successfully used 
a heating element vhieh floated on the surface ef the vater in the boiler.
A mercury-filled control manometer vas connected to the boiler, 
and the manometer vas connected to a Sunvie electronic relay vhieh 9cut 
in9 and >eut9 a rheostat vhieh vas ia seriss vith the control heater.
A variae (variable transformer) vas used for course adjustment of the 
control heater pover, the control manometer varying the heater pever 
by 1 iL to 2 jt. Even vith this control system the pressure of the
—74-*
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Initially a large spiral glass tube was connected te the 
boiler far uss as a superheater* This functioned satisfactorily but 
the pressure fluctuation iron the boiler wae enly • lightly damped cut. 
It was therefore decided that either the pressure control at the bailor 
should be improved, or some type ef throttling device should be used 
prior te the viscometer, to damp out any fluctuations. Novak (138) 
had sons success vith a damping arrangement which ko used in n gas 
chrometegraphy apparatus. A superheater (see figure (6.3)), based on 
bio personal suggestions, vas produced, initially in glass, later in 
quarts. This device proved successful in reducing the pressure 
fluctuations at the exit from the superheater down te 0.005 ma mercury. 
A standard electrical tube furnace was designed fer the superheater.
The superheater furnace was supplied from a 230 volt Sorensen voltage 
regulator, the voltage being varied usiag a Varia.
Vfo— tor
Th. vi.oMMtor ia a. shown ia tigor*. (6.6) (6.7) and (6.8). 
The lead in tube urns n long spiral ao that the steam could attain tem­
perature stability prior to tho capillaiy. An entrance plenum chamber 
ia positioned at tho end of tho stabilising coil. Tho object of 
this plenum chamber ia to ensure that tho vcloeity of tho steam at 
the entrance to the capillaiy ia small in magnitude and uniform across 
tho chamber. Soma plenum oh ember design experiments were carried out 
(see appendix (2)). From these testa, it was found that a 2 on bore 
entrance plenum chamber, vith two course grade sintered glaea filters.
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2 cm apart la it, m i d  be tha nininua requirements ia ensure that 
thara m  ao •coring* of tha flew. Pressure tappings ara takan from 
tha antranea and exit plenua chambers, aa naar to tha capillary aada 
aa paaaihla. Tha dewastrean tapping ia takan out at tha furthar and 
af tha fumaaa and runa outside tha furnaaa far ita full laagth 
bafora raaching tha nanometer. All tha tnhaa in tha system which 
wara outaida tha furnaaaa ware haatad vith haating tapaa, which ara 
auppliad through a Variac fron a 250 wait stabilised voltage supply* 
Tha lang pro a aura tapping outaida tha fumaaa oaaaad a oonaidarahla 
amount of troubla, ainaa, if any paint alaag it dropped below tha 
aataratian tanparature, condanaation took place at this paint. Any 
subsequent pressure fluctuations, however snail. Moved this droplet 
into a hat section, producing instant ebullition and aa aacoaipaaying 
pressure rise. Tha ays ten than roasted Ilka a feed-back eacil later 
at resonance, tha auplltude of tha fluctuations increasing until tha 
narcuxy in tha mnnsnster was ejected.
f l a m e s
The initial capillary aisaa selected wars, length 30 as, 
and two dlaneters 1.0 mm and 1*5 an. Tha ends of tha capillaries 
wore ground to suit 0.5* standard conical sockets, as this was tha 
nest suitable cone also far tha outside disaster af tha tuba (sac 
figure (6.9)). Tha first capillaries had a recess ground at tha 
and of tha cone as shown in figure (6.9)* The recess was aada to 
reduce tha length af tha cone, but it was found that the recess was 
a point af weakness and was therefore not included in later canes.
A large noaber of capillaries wore initially roughly calibrated and
-*1-
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a short H o t  made up of tbo bettor ones. After a second calibration 
tho final eapillaries were so looted. For Method of calibration see
appendix (5)•
M u M l M s  si M—
There appeared to be four aaln ways to do to mine the aass 
flew rate, (l) collecting tho atoan in a heated eylinder9 (2) collecting 
the condensate, (3) putting a flew ms tor in either the supply or 
exhaust line, or (4) cheeking the rate of less of weight ef the 
boiler. Methods (l) and (3) have similar difficulties, in that they 
both require to be calibrated and that they both need excellent teaper­
ature stability. It is true that Method (l), if perfected, could fire 
continuous readings and would therefore be an excellent method.
However, it was thought that without a considerable amount of develop­
ment, measurements of sufficient accuracy could not be made with this 
type of instrument. Method (3) has the drawback that the meter needs 
te be calibrated aad the author is net aware of any flow meter that 
has been produced to measure mass flow rates ef the order of 0.01 to 
0.001 gr/see, vith an accuracy of better than 0.1 %. Method (4) 
introduces magy practical difficulties, i.e. having a very sensitive 
balance at the beiler which would not be affected by the heater leads 
aad the main steam tube; also the tubing from the boiler would have 
to be completely leak-proof. It was therefore decided that method (2) 
vas potentially the most likely te give results ef sufficient accuracy.
Several types ef condenser were tried for condensing the 
exhaust steam, the type which proved to be the most successful being 
the Liebig condenser. The condenser was hung at an angle of about 30*
-83-
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to tha vertical, aa this stepped any supercooled vapour from leaving 
the condenser, but did not stop the water droplets froa running dawn 
the condenser at regular intervals (see figure 6.lo).
The eondensata vas collected in prs-weighed test tubas.
Trial tests vara node to chock the evaporation rata from the condensate* 
It vas found that tha evaporation rata vas negligibly small when the 
test tabs vas about 6 inches deep. Initially tests vara carried 
out to chock the best type af condensate receiver. The receptacles 
vers varied In an attempt ie smooth out tho variable sisc of the 
droplets falling down ths condcnssr. Unfortunately tho results vers 
sot vary successful and as ths simp Is tost tabs vas usod as a receiver 
(sos figure (6.10)). Under normal conditions, it vas noticed that 
th# time between droplets vas remarkably constant far a given not of 
eseditions, but small vibrations could very much upset tbs time between 
droplets. A later modification vas to put s small piece of asbestos 
repo about half-way down the condenser and a small piece of quarts 
wool at the exit from ths condenser. In both eases the materials did 
net fully fill ths bora of the condenser but wore only at ths walls.
Ths offset vas only a mild damping, and tended to oven out tho frequency 
of tho droplets. The condensate eel lection time vac made by a Cumeror 
Cuss reloy-eoersted stopwatch, the system being tripped by a micro­
switch situated under tho condenser. Por tho calibration of tho timing 
system soo appendix (3) • A 1 mm boro nossle followed by s coarse 
sintered filter was put in tho exit lino prior to tho condenser, in both 
apparatus. The object of tho nossle and sintered filter was to stop 
any diffusion of air back into tho vis corns tor.
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The oftia TiicoMier furnace for tbo single oapillary system 
waa dtiijpMd on tho standard tubular principle vith three main windings 
(••• figura (6.11)). Tho electrical povor supply was Iron a Sorenson 
voltage regulator via throe Variaos (see circuit diagram figure (6.26)). 
Tncrmo couples
A thin vail copper tube was produced for a dual purpose.
The tube housed the stabilising spiral sod the oapillary tube concentri­
cally within it and also acted as a conductor to even out the temperature 
along the viscometer (see figure (6.12)). Tho tube also has six 
stainless stool thermocouple sheaths in one and sf it, ths position 
of theae shoe ths being such that they are on a P.C.D. between the outer 
stabilising spiral and the capillary. The hot junctions being at 
7 cm intervals along tbs viscometer, the two extreme sad enss are there­
fore 2*9 on beyond the ends sf the oapillary. Initially the thermo­
couples wars aado of chromol-aliaasl wire, which wore calibrated agaiast 
a calibrated N.P.L. platinum-rhediuw thermocouple. Those thermocouple# 
were scrapped because they proved unstable. Uncalibrated thermocouples 
made of platinnwplatiaum 10 £ rhodium wire were finally used, a cample 
thermocouple being calibrated against a N.P.L. standard thsrmoeouple.
Tbs calibration was found te be within the tolerance given by the manu­
facture re of the wire, Messrs. Johnson Mathsy Ltd. Tho cqnipmont used 
in conjunction with the thermocouples was a Tinsloy Auto Vsrnier potentio­
meter, tho coal lost subdivision being 1 pV, a selector switch imasrsed 
in paraffin, a standard coll having a N.P.L. certificate cad a Tinsley 
galvanometer.
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A simplified form of the fiov equation for the eeriee oapil­
lary system, einee the design is mainly for the series oapillary system, 
can be written as,
t| - K { APjA * !  “ k AFj/V«2 ) ,
and assuming that Ys^ • Vs2, which is not strictly true, the equation
becomes,
r, .  K { A P j  - k & F a ) .
If dj m d2 , which is near enough for this purpose, then the equation 
nay be further modified into
Tj ■ I { APj - k APg ] , since k will api»reximately equal unity.
Therefor e , ________________________
(tUr,) )8 (6(ap2) )a
$T^ 1) m — ........  ♦ — ■  ... ... . ...
J  (A P j -  APj) 1 (A Pj -  APjj) 1
It is therefore apparent that the error in the viscosity due
te errors in the pressure measurement is not the straightforward sum 
ef the two errors in the individual pressure drops, but a more complex 
effect. On account ef this effect, the accuracy ef the pressure 
measurement is one ef the most important factors in the overall accuracy 
ef the viscosity values.
A further point ef which account had to be taken when deciding 
on the type ef manometer to use, io that the fluid in which the pressure 
drop is to be measurod, is steam. Coneequeatiy, the manometer must 
be heated or have sous type ef diaphragm te transfer the pressure or 
there must be a e team/water interface somewhere in the aye tea. A brief 
resume ef the types of manometer that were considered ie given in the
HaaoMtttr
table on the following page* It was decided that a manometer which 
required, either a water/e team interface or a diaphragm in the pressure 
lines te transmit ths pressure would not bo suitable for tho required 
purpose. A diaphragm reduces the sensitivity and in some eases 
reduces the accuracy, and a water/steam interface is a meet unreliable 
method of transmitting the pressure, ths latter method being especially 
unreliable because may slight fluctuations in the pressure might move 
the water into the hot eeetioa and produce violent boiling vith an 
associated pressure rise. It was therefore decided that a fluid-in- 
glass, II tube type ef manometer would bo used.
After some research into the matter, it waa decided that ef 
the types ef manometers listed in the table, the mercury-in—glass 
instrument suited the required purpose best. Ths mans ms ter tubes 
may either be inclined or vertical. The main reason for using inslined 
tubes is to increase the length of the mercury columns and therefore 
improve the sensitivity, but ths angle of inclination moot bo measured 
accurately. There ia also tho addod difficulty cf reading tho 
elongated menisci. Ths practical difficulties ef alignment and 
measuring the angle ef inclination of the columns outweigh the advantage 
•f precision of tho inclined column method. It was therefore decided 
that a vertical column instrument would bo used. Although there are 
quite a few fluids which have a opecifio gravity that ia much lose 
then mercury, few are so adaptable. The majority of manometer fluids 
would require that either a diaphragm or a water/steam interface be 
used.
There appear to be four main methods of measuring ths height
90
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iyp* Sansit-ivi.V. Accuracy Remarks
Bourdoa 1/900 1/300 Requires a diaphragm or a steam/ 
eater interface. Cannot be readily 
heated. Sensitivity and accuracy 
refer to instruments undo by Messrs. 
Wallace and Tieraan.,,
Ring Balance
f.s.d.
0.9 *  
t.a.d.
As above# sensitivity and accuracy 
refer to instruments made by Kagan 
Ring Balance Co. Ltd.
M i t w i B O i U r ♦ 3 * An above, prodnood by the Infra
J W  Co. ____
Electrical
HniMaitr
H f 6 ins Ilf6 ins
Hg. Hg.
An above, nso reference number
1»52) . ...
Spoon or Spiral 
Gauges
Can bo high but 
appoars to bo 
dependent m i 
ths auxiliary 
equipment.
Can be heated but requires 
calibration, see references
(160) (161)
Kl.etr.lyU.
Menomtar
Requires n diaphragm, eoe 
reference (162).
Bets Manometer 0.02 in 
Ra°
0.01 in
! Ha0
Would bo required to bo filled vith 
Hg on9 if voter, veuld need a 
diaphragm, all reducing accuracy. J
Diaphragn opera­
ting Strain 
Gannas
Dependent on tho 
calibration.
Could bo heated.
Fluid in Glass 
or Hatal U tub# 
Manametnr
Dependant on 
oquipnant - 
..aid h  high-__
Could bo heated, depending on the 
fluid need in the inetrument
f.s.d. - full seal* defleetion
ef a mercury column: (I) using a telescope with a csthetemeter, (2)
using probes which arc connected te an cicatrical indicating circuit
(3) using a capacitance method to indicate the surface level, and (4) 
using an inductive method to indieate the surface level.
Several tests were earried out using mild steel probes te 
detect mercury surfaces. An electronic relay was used in the elee- 
trical indicating circuit, cine#, the current required through tho 
probe was of the order of miero-amps, end therefore too email te pro­
duce say appreciable oxidation ef the mercury surface er die probe 
points. It was found that the sensitivity rapidly decreased with 
time and enly slew pressure fluctuations could bo piekod up. Tho author 
did not try using an oseiliosoopo in the indicating circuit, although it 
ie reckoned that such a method improves ths accuracy. It wsa felt 
that the probe method was not sensitive enough te pressure fluctuations. 
Hanks (59) sad later Flynn (61) end Lems ire (60) used n probe manometer. 
They reckoned that their accuracies were ef the order cf 0 . 0 0 0 1  inch 
with a sensitivity ef slightly lees than this value, a fact which the 
author fiada very hard to believe.
The eapaeitaaee method has eons true tional drawbacks, but wsuld 
appear te be potentially the taest accurate ef the four methods, since 
the accuracy would almost entirely depend upon tho micromotor bonds 
operating the probes, the capacitance between the probe and the mercury 
surface being kept constant, that ia, us lag a null method of indicating 
the surface. It should be appreciated that this method has ths draw­
backs that, the electrical circuit would require repeated calibration 
checks aad that the eapaeitaaee ef the arrangement could bo easily upset.
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by slight altsrutions in ths system in elese proximity to tho probes. 
These ore net insurmountable problems, but should be borne in mind.
The inductive method io to have eeila outside the manometer 
tabes, using a null method to indiaate tho surface of tho mercury, a 
micromotor, attached te the ceils, doing the actual measuring. This 
method, although it does net require leak-proof sealing ef probes, 
does have all ths drawbacks ef the eapasitames method.
The moat straightforward method of measuring tho height of
tho mercury columns is te use an optisal system. There are a large 
number ef variations of tho basis system; however, the moat straight­
forward is to view tho mercury surface through a telescope attached 
te a graduated scale* The overall securacy ef this system ie 
dependent on the accuracy of the measuring instrument (cathetometer) 
sad the precision to which the mereuiy surface can be observed* 
Obviously the overall accuracy ia all the above methods is also depen­
dent upon the temperature stability insids and outside the manometer
box*
Initially a three limb manometer was made. The main body 
sf the monomotor was made of mile steel sad hsd three 2 em disaster 
precision boro glssa tubes fer the columns. The tubes were sealed 
ia at their top and bottom by glands using P.T.F.K. Intern rings*
It was found that although mild steel is quits inert te mercury, the 
mercury was contaminated at the working temperature used, and had to 
be replaced quite frequently; also at the working temperatures used, 
ths P.T.F.E. packing tended is extrude sad break the glass tubes* For 
these reasons this manometer was ssrapped and replaced by an all glaaa
-9>
om, (••• figure 6*13) • This nanometer vas placed in a Sindaay* box 
vhieh has heating elements d o w  two opposite eidee and pinto gleee at 
its front aad hook (see figure 6*14). A thermometer recorded the 
mcrctury temperature and n contact thermometer situate in the me nometer 
box controlled on electronic relay vhieh out in and out n rheostat in 
eerios with the manometer hooters. Ths pevsr urns supplied from s 
110 volt "Sola" voltage stabiliser sad vas varied by ths con ire llsr by 
about 40 > of ths maximum pover. This kept ths temperature in ths 
mensem tsr box is vith in 1#C ever a half hour period.
The centre column vac viewed through a fixed teleeeepc end 
therefore kept at a constant level. The outer columns were observed 
vith n single ca the tome ter. The constant level in the central eel urn 
van achieved vith the help ef n "make up" cylinder, (see figure 6.13) •
The cylinder, which vac connected to the manometer by n tube, had a 
coarse and a fine adjustment piston which could supply or remove mercury 
from ike system and thereby keep the level ef the centre so lone constant. 
Tha three eoluame were initially open to the atmosphere end the centre 
eelumn adjusted to the position indicated by the fixed telescope. The 
two outer eeloans were than rand and tha readings used as seres fsr 
subsequent pressure readings, no pressure readings being taken unless 
ths centre column m i  properly "screed". The approximate relative 
positions of the two telescopes to tho nanometer ere given in the 
figure (6.16).
Sighting of ths mercury surfaces produced one sf th# biggest 
prebisms (see appendix (6) ), sines inoorreet Illuminati on af ths 
mercery surface could produce an apparent meniscus. This vas partly
-94-
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m m M  by patting « light allay ohsat, vith thraa 1/8* alita in it, 
ins id# ths nnnomotor bos, just bahind ths aatasl ■snoastsr. Ths 
alita bo lag centrally pasitisnad bahind soch af ths eolnano. With 
illuninotion fra* the roar ths tap af ths aaraary nsniacua oppaorad aa 
a dork oilhaaatta, »uly vhan ths nsniaoas oppaorad in this way vna o 
road lag tokan. A furthar ispromtnt van noda by blanking port af 
ths front vindav to a tap too *aoh light gotting in fra* tha front and 
raflaating fra* tha aoroary aarfaoo.
Initially on alaatriaolly pavarad fan was fit tad inaida tha 
tap af tha nanaaatar box in an ottaapt to iaprovo tha taaparotara dis­
tribution in tha box. This vna lotar dioaardad ainao it tondod to 
vibrato tha aaraary uaniscl and hod littla offoot an tha isnparotnra 
diatribation.
Thraa vay •Kxeslo" flat typo gloas volvoo vara originally 
fittad to sash liab of ths aonoastsr. Unfortunately thsy nsodod 
frs^usnt attsntion, oaoh as grsooing and tightoning op, and an aana 
aaaoaiana thsy iaokad in aartoin positions. This typo af volva vna 
dioaardad and thraa way cocks produood by Hassrs. Fisans Ltd.
fittad in thair plans. Thaos cocks hors a gloaa body with a knurlod
P.T.F.E. conical ping* Although tho P.T.F.K. ping could tolarata 
tha toaporataroo oxpsrianoad in tha nanaaatar bax9 thsy did tond to 
pall through ths body of tar about thraa or four days uos, vhan thay 
vara raplaoad. It * •  alas naoaaaary to tigh tan tha* up at tha 
boginaing af sash day's sxpsriaents.
Thors ora aoiqr rafinaaanta that son ba oppliad to a aacosstar,
bat it van fait that any furthar rafinaaanta to tho nanaaatar vara
- 99-
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nnMeistary under the circumstances.
On AfiMbl/ ef the single capillary viscometer, all the 
vacant spaces in the superheater furnace aad the nain furnace were 
filled vith glass wool.
The Series Capillary Viscometer
Although results had been obtained from the single capillary 
system, its nain object was te deeelep the subsidiary equipment and 
check a system using ground cone and spherical joints• Haring obtained 
results for the viscosity ef steam, at atmospheric pressure up te 
450°C, that were vith in the tolerance limits recommended by the Munich 
International Steam Meeting ef 19&2 (163), i.e. ♦ 1 jfc between the 
temperature limits of 100*C and 300*C and 4 3 ^  between the temperature 
limits of 300#C aad 900°C, it was decided to go ahead vith the series 
capillary system.
The majority of the auxiliary control and measuring equipment 
was the seme for both the apparatus. As stated previously, the beiler 
vas larger, haring a capacity ef one and s half litres, a tvs kilowatt 
starting heater and n one kilowatt variable power control heater,
(see figure (6.3*))•
The superheater end pressure stabiliser ie larger and made 
ef quarts, (for design see appendix (l) and figure (6.3))*
The Liebig condenser i» alee larger, since it must be able 
te deal vith steam ieeuiag from tho viscometer at nearly 1100°C, (see 
figure (6.10)) for condenser end condensate collection arrangement). 
Thermocouples
Seven new thermocouples made ef platinum-platinum-10^ rhodium
viit wirt pnduMd, all tha wire baing takan froa tha anna batahaa of 
nitriAli. Oaa af theaa theraeceuplea w u  calibrated against a 
N.P.L. calibrated thermocouple, tha aalibratlan agreeing vary nail 
vith tha values issued by tha aaanfasttumra af tha wire. Tha arrange- 
aant af tha themeeeuplee in tha apparatus can ba aaan in figures 
(6*17) and (6*34) • Sis af tha eenples vara arranged in tha apparatus 
aa that their hat jtmetieas vara at equal intervals aver tha total 
length af tha capillaries. That isv tha diet sees between tha hat 
juaationa was about 8 an* tha capillaries vara pesltiened along tha 
seatral axis of tha viaeometer, an a disaster about two eentlnetree 
laaa than that af tha P.C.D. af tha eapillarlea* Tha seventh thermo­
couple vas located in tha centra af tha group af therneeeeplee and 
could ha novad axially along the group, being used aa a check thorns 
eeuple. Tha eleetrieal instruments and circuitry vara tha sons aa 
those used far tha single capillary arrangement.
Furnaces. ‘
Two new furnaces ware eons true ted 9 ana far tha superheater 
and ana far tha vlaosmctor, hath af which wire able te ga to tamper- 
aturaa in axaaaa af 1200°C. In bath aaaaa tha fumaaa# ware designed 
vith reference to papers by Laabits (164) (165)» an tha design of 
fumaaaa* Rafaranea was also made to design data supplied by Morgan 
Refractories and Viggin Eleetrieal Basiclance Materials.
Stttatt flan
O v m l l  i i M ............. 9.3* 9.5” 24“
Outer easing........... .light allay sheeting.
Furnace tuba *....... alumina 2* i/D and 22* long
-101-
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loaolatloo............ 9" 9” 4.5* M.I .28 Morgan insulating bricks.
Electrical vindingi.... i..52.3 obn. resistance.•.19 s.v.g. biggin
Brigbtrgy Q virt.. .wound at 10 t.p.l.
► a t e C a m  (••« fl*ur. (6.18))
Or.rail alz........... 9.9" 9.9" 49"
Lada.................. Siadeqye
Furnace tab# .......... Dense alumina..4* bore by 0 .5 "  thick by 44" long.
Insulation  .......... 9" 9" 4.5* Morgan M.1.28 insulating brisks.
Electrical windings.... erne continuous winding tapped at three points 
is sake four actual windings, the central windings being supplied from 
the came Varies, i.e. asking them tvs windings in parallel. The end
windings haring res let cnee e ef 42.09 ohns sad 39.65 ehas with a pitch
* *
ef 10 t.p.i. The central windings haring resistances sf 48.64 ohns 
end 47*66 ohns with n pitch sf 8 t.p.i. ill ths windings using 19 
s.v.g. biggin Brightrey H wire.
All ths electrieal power used was voltage stabilised and 
adjusted hy Variacs.
The electrical windings were wound so te tbs furnace tube 
which had been previously seated with n layer ef Fibrefraes paper, 
after which they were coated in n thick layer ef Fibre frees cement.
Initially, the main furnace had firs windings, as shown ia 
figure (6.19), as it was thought that fire windings would be aeoessary 
te obtain a uniform temperature distribution over tho central 400 an. 
la actual fact, it was found that fire oarlables were really too many 
te control, since there were s large number ef power variations for
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the four «od hosiers, which eould prwtoM tho some temperature die- 
trlbution in tho contra Motion of tho furnace* However, after uoaring 
tho end of tho first sot of rttno vith a given M i  of capillaries, tho 
M i  of tho contraX winding and tho and of the intermediate vinding 
shorted together. Tho Uaptistort of tho furnace vac about 920°C. 
vhan thie failure occurred. Fortunately tho electrical circuits vers 
fully fused and little danogo resulted. At first sight9 it vas thought 
thst ths end soil of ooo of the windings had slipped and ohsrtsd tha 
windings tegothsr9 aa there vac a deposit af natal lie slag at tha 
failure* The gaps between tho windings vers then olosasd up sad ths 
fumaes ones again heated up to 920 C. Tho m m  typo of failure m o o  
again occurred. In an attenpt to dear tho natter up, tho gap between 
tho windings vas increased, (m o  figure £.18)); the initial gap was 
about 3/16", tho final gap vna about 3/8"• The furnace vna once 
again boated up, but failed at about 9b0aC this tint. At this point 
it vna obvious that this vna not a staple shorting failure. Tbs loot 
failure soused considerable dosage; one coil vna burned out end there 
w m  actually a hole conplately through tho furnace tube, which was 
thought to bare a molting temperature of about 1800°C. (it might bo 
noted that tha furnace tube bod a wall thickness af l/2").
It vna finally as sums d that tho oxide film on either tho 
stainless steel retaining elipa or tho Mtuel windings had diffused 
into tho alumina furnace tube, at tho high temperatures being used.
The resulting compound being a lev molting pdint slog, which allowed 
ths windings to short together with low potential difference* being 
need. Tho maximum potential differences between the ends of tho
-105-
windings wns about 60 volts, which ic net sxesssively large.
If temperatures sf up te at least 1060°C were going te be 
used, it was obvious that thie winding arrangement would have te be 
scrapped. It was replaced by a single continuous winding (see figure
(6.19)), Electrical tappings were aad# at three points along the 
winding and alee at the extreme ends. The actual power supply being 
at the centre tapping nod the extreme end tappings, the two intermediate 
tappings wore neutrals. This in effect made three windings, the two 
centre ones being in parallel, aad therefor# reduced the number ef 
variables for controlling the teaperature distribution. The aaln 
point about this winding arrangement was that there would bo no largo 
voltage drops betwe.u any two adjacent eeile, the aaxlmnm being about
5 volte.
taka ■Sftai.Ua’tt .Ms, H w a
The else# of the capillaries had first to be decided upon. 
Using the mass flow and development length curves, given in figures (6.1) 
ead (6.2) , it was decided to aalce the length ratio ef the capillaries 
as 25 sm te 35 cm. The range ef diameters that appeared to sever the 
temperature range beat was 1.0 an, 1.3 ■  end 1.7 mm. In actual fact 
it was found that the length ratio, given above, tended to reduce the 
ac curacy ef the experimental work, ass chapter (Til). The later work 
used diameters ef 1.0 an, 1.5 aa and 2.0 am, with a length ratio ef 
23 cm to 37*3 «*.
Ths main dimensions ef the viscometer ere given on figures
t
(6.20) to (6.24). Ths drawings and photographs ( sss pages 257 is 
267 ) are self explanatory. For diagrams of ths assembled apparatus
-106-
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see figure (6,25). The steam from the boiler is passed via the super­
heater and pressure stabiliser, (figure 6.5), te the aetual viscometer; 
it then flows via the temperature stabilising coil, figure (6.23) (which 
has about 10 ft. of tubing in it)9 to the upstream plenum chamber9 
figure (6.23), *fter which it flows through the upstream capillary 
(which is the shorter capillary) to the intermediate pressure chariber 
(figure 6.2l)• The intermediate chamber is a closed annular ring, 
allowing the thermocouple sheath to pass through its centre (figure 
(6*21)). The steam then passes to the doun-stream chamber and then, 
via a nozzle and a sintered filter, to the Liebig condenser (figure 
(6.10)), there being pressure tappings from the entrance plenum chamber, 
the intermediate and exit chambers. All the pressure lines pass out 
of one end of the furnace to the manometer. In each pressure line 
there are two standard spherical joints and one B.10. standard cone 
joint. Any tubing outside of the furnaces was heated with heating 
tapes which were supplied from a stabilised voltage source. After the 
viscometer cell and the superheater had been put into their respective 
furnaces the spaces at the ends of the furnaces were filled vith quarts 
wool.
The superheater, stabilising coil, intermediate chamber,
V
capillaries and any connecting tubing are made of clear quarts. The 
cylindrical body tube, end capa and the thermocouple sheaths are made 
of fused eilica.
There are the obvious considorations that the thermocouples 
should be placed aa near as possible to the capillaries and that tha 
temperature distribution along the capillaries should be uniform, but
-108-
the major part of tho design vas arranged in its present fors after 
consultation vith the manufacturers, Thermal Syndicate Co. Ltd., 
of Vallsend on Tyne, Northumberland.
For electrical circuit diagrams for the single capillary 
system and the series capillary system see figures (6*26) and (6*27) 
respectively.
-109-
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10R SINGLE CAPILLARY CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
F1 " 80.4 ohms
r2 - 61.3 •
r3 * 105.0 *
r4 * 150.4 •
r5 * 108.5 •
r6 * 10.0 •
r7 " 0 - 2 0  oh—
r8 * 0 - 230 ohm*
r9 " 0 — 20 ohM8
A - An— ter
V - Volt— ter
R - Electronic relays
R - 8 Stopwatch relay
YaPl- 2 M p  variac
Var2- 5 amp variac
T - Contact thermo— tor
P - Contact nano— ter
H - Heating Tapea
- Steam flew
- Pressure tappings
- Control circuits
- Main electrical supply circuits
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Resistances
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rl OB 31*6 ohms
r2 ■i 32.3 ohss
r3 *8 42*1 ohm
r4 ■a 48*6 ohas
r5 • 47.7 ohas
r6 m 39.7 ohas
*7 m 10*0 ohas
r8 m 0 - 2 0  ohas
r9 m 0 — 20 ohas
rio m 0 - 2 3 0  ohas
rll c* 30.0 ohas
A mm Aaaeters
V - Voltastors
R - Electronic relays
R8 - Stopvatoh relay
Tar. 2 sap variac
Vftr2 - 3 asp vaiiac
Var3 - 13 sap variac
T - Contact thsmoaster
P - Contact aanoaeter
B - Beating tapes
- Steaa flow
- Pressure tappings
• Electrical control
- Main electrical supply circuits
The ap;>aratus was initially cleaned; this was done by soaking 
the individual parts in chronic acid for about half an hour and then 
washing in distilled water# followed by rinsing in alcohol and then 
ether. The apparatus was then assembled, the joints being thoroughly 
floodod with alcohol to ensure that no foreign mattar got into tho 
joints. Rubber gloves were worn during assembly te ensure that the 
surface of the quarts waa not contaminated, which could load to devitrifi­
cation of tho quarts at high temperatures.
The main part# of tho viscometer were assembled in a vertical 
position, that ia, all the assembly of tho parte was made vith the 
intermediate chamber standing on its end. Tho eapillarioa, which were 
well lubricated with alcohol, were pushed tightly into their respective 
sockets in the intermediate chamber. The stabilising coil was then 
slid over ths capillaries and the socket on the upstream plenum chamber 
pushed firmly on to its respective oapillary. After which tho socket 
on the downstream chamber was firmly fittad on to the other capillary. 
Whilst still in a vertical position, the assembled apparatus was lowered 
into the outer tube. The body was then filled with finely powdered 
quarts and vith quarts wool at the extreme ends, and the end cap fitted. 
The cell was checked for leaks using a mercury pellet in a vertical drop 
tube. If the leak check proved successful, the cell was slid into 
tho main furnace and the relevant parts connected up. All the joints 
were exterior to the furnaces, excepting the four cone joints on tho 
eapillarioa; it waa therefore possible to coat all the joints, except­
ing those on tho capillaries, vith Appesone silicon stopcock grease -
- 1 2 0 -
Procedure
vhioh ii able to stand temperatures up to 200*C without any Appreciable 
change in its fluidity. llaring got thus far, the main leak tests were 
performed (see appendix (d)).
The furnace, which had been preriously calibrated, was then 
set for a giren teaperature; usually the lowest intended temperature 
for a giren set of capillaries. Between settings, the furnaces were 
giren approximately 24 hours to settle down. The boiler was filled 
with demineralised water under a vacuum, the demineralised water haring 
been stored under a vacuum.
The twe boiler heaters were switched on and after boiling 
commenced, the starting heater was switched off and the boiler power 
adjusted to gire a suitable boiler pressure. The boiler control mano­
meter circuit was then switched on and took over the pressure control; 
coarse control ef the power vas mads at frequsnt intervals until ths 
system settled down. During the initial stages of boiling a vacuum 
wae applied to tho oxit end of the system until steam ieeued into tho 
condenser. This was continued for about tea minutes, in an attempt 
te remove all the air from the system. The system was actually run 
for at lsaat four hours before any experimental runs were attempted, 
in order that the apparatus would be fully stabilised.
After the manometer box had heated up to about 120°C and tho 
control circuit had taken over control of the temperature, the two 
outer columns of the manometer were xeroed vith the manometer rented 
to the atmosphere. The manometer waa then switched to the apparatus 
sad ths centre column adjusted using ths "make up" cylinder.
The condensate was collected, in preriously weighed test tubss,
- 1 2 1 -
by Inserting a test tube under the condenser directly after a water 
droplet had fallen; it was withdrawn, after a suitable period of tine, 
directly after a droplet had fallen. This ensured that the collection 
tine vas the true tine for a given naas flow.
The temperature along the axis of the viscometer was chocked 
one or no re tiaes during a test run, depending on the tine duration of 
a test. The pressure stability was also checked frequently during 
each experiaental run* The barometric pressure was observed using a 
Negretti and Zaabra direct aero baroneter which had been calibrated 
by N.P.L.
The procedure for tho single capillary apparatus was basieally 
ths eeae as that for the series capillary viscoaster.
- 122-
Chapter VII 
Assessment of Errors
It is difficult to moke an accurate estimation of the true 
absolute accuracy of the experimental results. The precision and 
accuracy are definitely allied, bnt to what extent it ia difficult to 
assess. In the feredoing chapter the word accuracy ia used te define 
the relationship of a value to that of a given absolute standard, 
whereas the precision ia defined as the reproducibility of a given 
value. It therefore is obvious that one eannot have accuracy without 
precision, bnt one can have precis ion without accuracy. In this chap­
ter both the precision and the accuracy ef the experimental work will 
he estimated.
There are several factors which limit tha accuracy of tho 
results ebtainad far the viscosity ef steam using the oapillary method. 
They may be put into four groups, (l) the reliability ef the Hagen- 
Peiseuille equation, (2) the accuracy of the aetual measurements, (3) 
the experimental corrections and (4) the accuracy ef eubcidlaxy data 
required, i.e. properties of the materials used, be they fluid or solid. 
These four groups will not be discussed separately, hut brought together 
fer each assessment.
Co— no lug vith the flow equation for a single capillary,
* d4g AP j 1 ♦ 8 t /d ) ■ Q
H - .........................   7.1
128 Q I V ( l . J  &t°< ) ft* 1 ( i .c< 4t )
and using the “most probable" method to ascertain the overall aceuraey 
and precision ef the experimental work, i.e. taking the square root ef 
the sum of the squares of the largest errors in eaoh variable separately
-12V
th« errors will bs discussed.
-124-
The "most probable'* method may bo represented by the equation 
"  \ 2 V
m < » ( * > )   l a
Partially differentiating equation 7*1, and putting the 
result into the form of equation 7*2, ve got
2^
*
- tt) *(i$ - 8 $ (?)
, I » < l V i >  'N ( 8 d  ,(.fc )| 2
I 128 1 ^ V /  ^ d J • ..........................7 0
noglocting tho coefficient of linear oxpansion.
If the above equation is divided by q, an assessment ef tho 
accuracy can be made using ths resulting equation* For tho sake of 
simplicity, if the denominator la expressed as q • ^ » i«t«
neglecting ths snd correction, tho value of d(q)/ q may be expressed
in the approximate form of,
d(n)/tj «/l6 Jd(d)/d)2 . |d(AP)/4P|2 ♦ { <»(*)/« )2 ♦ |d(v)/v)2 '
( w ^ l  r^j * I 1 ♦ I *(*>/* ) ♦ I d(R>/9 1 ♦
(■( V ~  Taij* l 4< *>/fcl
................7.4
Thin equation, although only in an approximate form, ia 
thought to be accurate enough for the assessment ef the accuracy of 
the experimental work using tho single capillary apparatus*
Using ths saae procedure tor ths ssrisn capillary system, 
that is, partially differentiating the flow equation,
* _ * V 8 (1 +8 e /d) { . (VV4 a^ oCAt)^ 128 (ix - i p  a j *  1 ^  j u
,  7.5
and making the saae approximations, ths approximate equation for the 
error nay be expressed ae,
1 ♦  l‘ A ) 2 fi(4Pj ) /4P2li  ♦i ij
♦ M V A i) ♦ (* V h L N V / S I  ♦ ♦
iVh! *K V1*!2 ♦ ‘WAJ2 ♦ M»i)2 WVA*)2
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2
11 (I)/ ^ . .  j» « £  )/ -  I
{ (d/ ♦ 8)|
2
I '“/ fc. ■' °'i 
................................................ 7.6
The folloving assessments of ths individual errors vill be 
used in conjunction vith equations 7*4 and 7*6 to estimate the overall 
accuracy and precision.
An equation of tho fora,
*(n>Ai -
viii be need to estimate the precision ef •n* experimental results, 
where sad ^  are the viscosities obtained from the fitted curve 
and the actual experimental result respectively.
Discussion of the Individusl Variebles
(l) Dl— ttw.
The disasters of the capillaries wers measured us lag a
gravimetrical method. The accuracy is dependent en several related 
and unrelated factors. Ths equation used for obtaining tho diameter*
- 1 2 6 -
W 3
r - I f ---- ♦ /3 } / ( I. ♦ 'X ) ...... 7.7
P> *
where is the weight ef the pellet of mereury, L io the length of 
the pellet between the wetting surf sees, is the deneity of the
mercury and \  ia tha depth of the meniscus.
Since X  ** small, X  ^ cm* neglected for the purpose ef assessment 
ef errors.
Equation 7.7 then becomes,
F "J '^ ^ p L m (* ♦ \  ) and X  - ^ " "2, "2
lienee d(r)/r m 2 I ♦ Krt/fj ♦ [ t W A * )  ♦ ^ ) A *  )
........................ 7.8
The mercury used for tho volume measurement wee triple distilled 
and had been stored in a vacuum prior to its uso. Tha values for the 
density of the mereury were taken from Smithsonian tables, tho accuracy 
of diieh is thought to be better than 1 in 20000.
The mass measurements were made on a Stanton Unimatic single 
pan balance having a sensitivity 0.1 mg par vernier division precision - 
standard deviation of 0.025 mg, accuracy of weights to N.P.L. tolerances 
(1961), expected errors lass than 1 in 200000.
The length measurements were made with a Pye precisian 
eathetometer, having a vernier calibrated to 0.05 mm, with a reproduci­
bility of 0.05 ms. A Swift microscope head, having donbla hair line
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vas fitted to the cathetoaeter.
Based on tho above data, the accuracy of the meaaureaent of 
the diameters vas about ♦ 0.0125 5&. In the majority of eases the 
diaaeter reproducibility vas found to be vithin this tolerance (see 
appendix (5)).
Length of Capillary
The iye cathetoaeter vas also used to Measure the lengths of 
the capillaries. The assessed accuracy of the measureaente being about 
♦ 0.01 54.
Pressure Drop
The differential pressure aeasureaents depend upon tvo aaln 
factors9 they are the height and the density of a uercury ooluan, 
i.«. AP - h P and P - 0(t).
Tho error can bo oxpressed by the equation9
dAP/AP -
2 i . 2 '
* m  •• 7*9h
Tho density of the mercury used in the asnoaeter is knova to 
bo bettor than 1 in 100009 over the teaperatureo used. The density 
of tho aorcury obviously depended upon tho taaporaturo of tho nanoaotor. 
The taapernturo varied by about ♦ 1.5 C9 but tbo accuracy of aa individual
orending vas 0.1 C. Tbo actual pressure drops were measured vith a 
Svift Utilex precision cathetoaeter9 fitted vith a Moore and Vright 
aieroaeter head (having a sensitivity of 0.004 mb and n range of 25 an) 
aad a vernier (graduated to read 0.01 an) • The sighting reproducibility 
of this eyetea ia given in appendix (7).
Froft th* above obfttmtion it vas assessed that the absolute 
accuracy of the individual differential pressure measurements vas 
0*1 f» far APg and 0*05 */• for AP^* the expected precision is thought 
to be 0*27 /•’ to 0*14 for iPj and 0.25 ^  to 0.12 Jo for AP2, depending 
en the actual pressure drop being measured*
Mass Flow Hate %<i%
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upon two nain factors, the nass of vater collected and the tine to 
collect it* That is, Q • w/t from vhieh vs can get
The veighing vas done on the Stanton Uninatie single pan balance, about 
vhieh data is given in this chapter under the heading of disasters •
The neasuraaent ef the tine to collect the oondensato vas 
givsn by a relay and stopvatch manufactured by Messrs. Canerer Cuss 
(for ealibration sse appendix (6)), ths assessed accuracy for vhieh io 
bettor than 1 in 6000* This gives an assessed accuracy for the nass 
flev rate ef better than 0*02 f»• This accuracy dess net take into
account two ether factors vhieh are not readily assessable, (l) the 
uncertainty of collecting droplets of vater and (2) the leak at the 
relevant joints* (l) The experimental scatter obtained vhen collec­
ting vater droplets ie of najer inportanee and although attempts were 
node to even out any scatter in the observed values of ths nass flsv 
rates for given conditions, ths reprsdusibility vas not better than 
♦ 0.5 It is thought that the timing procedure cannot bo blamed
for this effect, but that ths variation in ths sis# sf ths droplets
The measurement of the mass flsv rats is obviously dependent
7.10
and vibrations (causing ths droplets to fall before they would normally 
he expected to do so) were mere likely to have been the cause of this 
experimental scatter. On account of this scatter in the value of 
the ness flew rate a minim—  of five seta of readings were taken at 
a given temperature. This uncertainty will not ba taken into — count 
when aeaeeaing the overall accuracy, but it will be used when accessing 
the overall precision.
(2) Leak teats were carried out on tho assembled apparatus, 
just after assembly and j— t before dismantling (— e appendix (4)).
From these testa it can be seen that even when using a pressure in 
excess of those to he used in the apparatus, the leak should not be 
greater than 0.1 f>.
It ia therefore expected that the measure— nt of the n— • 
flew rate should be better than 0.11 accurate (i.e. + 0.055 &) • 
Temperature Measurement
The temperature inside the viseo— ter was — enured using 
six platinum-platiaun 10 rhodium ther— couples, all being made from 
wire from the sa—  reels. 0—  of these couples was calibrated against 
a N.P.L. thermocouple of the sa—  materials. The uncertainty af the 
value ef the temperature la estimated —  ♦ 0.25°C up to 500°C and 
♦ 0.75*6 bet—  500°C and 1000*C. This uncertainty of the value ef 
the temperature eould affect the overall accuracy ef the vieeoeity 
— asure— nt. If the equation fer the viscosity of ate—  ia assumed
to be of tho form r\ • a ♦ bt, whore t ia the temperature in °C and a 
and b are oonstaats, then the uncertainty of r\ can be expressed —
d (il)A) - Bn°-4 ^ JTw o 7  vh"r* oi n and8U.4 ♦ U.4U7 « b ar. those given hy Shifrin (28)
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At 3O0°C, vhifh will be the worst case, the uncertainty in tj using the 
above equation la + 0.108 %.
Specific Volume of tbe Steam
The values for the specific volumes of the steam were taken 
from the Y.P.I. Stems Tables 5th edition (i960) (166). It is difficult 
to assess the accuracy of these values; however, it la thought that 
they nay be better than 0.1 $.
Aa stated previously, the accuracy of the temperature measure­
ment was approximately ±  0.25° C up to 500°C and ♦_ 0.75°C between 500°C 
aad 1000°C. This uncertainty in the value of the temperature will 
affect the specific volume of the steam. Making the approximate 
assumption that for steam FV • sRT, then an approximate equation for 
the effect of the uncertainty in temperature can be expressed in the form,
2 2 2™ ^
♦  {  d ( T ) A  j  ♦  {  d ( V ‘ ) A ’  }  ....................................
where d(V*)/Vf ^  the uncertainty ia the table values,
where P ie dependent on the atmospheric pressure and the pressure drop
across the capillary.
The atmospheric pressure was measured by a Negretti and Zambra 
mercury barometer, accuracy ♦ 0.15 am Hg., sensitivity of 0.05 mm Hg., 
calibrated by N.P.L. As stated previously, ths accuracy of ths pressure 
drop across the capillaries is 0.27 in the worst case. Therefore 
the accuracy of the epecifie volume values ie assessed to be better than
♦ 0.097
Acceleration due te Gravity m
The value for fg# at tbe University of Glasgow token from 
a semi-empirical equation ie 981.563 cm/sec^. It ie thought that tbe
—1 3 0 -
d ( v ) A  - I 1 d(P)/P }
uccurucy ot this value Is better than 1 in 100CU.
Sllh
Am stated ui chapter ( v ), ths actual value ot the slip 
coefficient is u m r u i u .  Ui»m«i9 the largest value fer the slip 
correction is of the order of 0*5 9* »f the viscosity oud therefore even 
ua uncertainty of 20 £ in the value of the slip correction would aeon 
an uncertainty of only 0*1 ff in the value of tho viscosity, 
hinsair iatpsusiea »I the Caulllaty Tubes
Ths sffeot of tho linear expansion of the capillary tubes 
in both eye tests, has been allseed fer and anounte to a — linn of 
about 0.16 >» for th# quarts tubes and to a stay inn ef about 0*44 f» 
for the glass tubes. Thsrefer# an uncertainty ef 10 9* in the value 
of the coefficient of linear expansion o( would only anount to an 
uncertainty in the value ef f| of 0.016 £ fer the quarts tubes and 
0.044 for the glass tubes. The offset of the uncertainty in the 
value of nay therefore be negleeted.
End Correction Constant ti>
The series capillary systeu renoves the need for a knowledge 
ef an accurate value of the end correction constant This ie a
correct statement, if and only if, the end corrections for both ef 
the capillaries are the sane. It is difficult to obtain an accurate 
value fer 9af (see chapter (v) for a discussion on V ) .  Unfortunately 
in the work vith the glass apparatus, ths nass flow at a given tempera­
ture was not varied in a methodical manner and it was net possible to 
use the graphical method to find tho viscosity, consequently a value 
for •«■• was assumed. Ths uncertainty of •m* ie thought to be about
- 1 3 1 -
♦ 4 which would result in an uncertainty of ♦ 0*4 in the value
of r\9 in the worst possible case.
The mass flov through the series oapillary system was not 
varied for the first three capillary slses used, consequently the end 
correction constants in each capillary could not be compared for 
equality* However, the sacs flov was varied in the Majority of the 
latter series capillary runs* It can be seen fresi the results and 
discussion in appendix (ll) that the experinental scatter precluded 
any definite conclusions regarding the value of 's' and its eosparar 
bility in the two capillaries* On account of this it was decided
that no correction or estimation regarding the uncertainty of the
equality of the end corrections for the series system could be made* 
An estimation of the effect ef the uncertainty of the equality of 9n 9 
can be made from the basic flov equations for the tvs capillaries,
* \” {•*}/( 8* lj ).................. ? a 3
* \" I ** )/( l2 >
where the suffices 1 and 2 refer to the capillaries (l) and (2) and
^  and are the Peiseuille viscosities.
Differentiating the equations for 9n9 and re-arranging, we get
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Q
7.14
16 x
Assuming that the uncertainty in the values of m^ and from a given
value are the same, i.e. d(a^) - d(^) ■ *(■)» then
Q d(*)
lj 12
7.1516 « T)
Making an approximate assumption that the overall uncertainty between
the values ef 9m9 le 4 i.e. d(m) equals 2 <fo9 then the worst possible
effect that this would have on f) would be when Q equalled 0.024 g/see
■1 <aad tj equalled 2 .0 2  10 g/em see, and 1^ and 1^ were approximately 
33 mm and 23 m  respectively, making thie uncertainty amount to about 
♦ 0,19 Thie uncertainty has net been used when assessing the
accuracy of the experimental work einee it ie enly an estimate.
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A table giving the aaeeeeed accuracies ef the results 
obtained from each assembly, and the estimated overall 
precision ie given on the f el loving page.
E stim ation  s f  the O v e ra ll Accuracy and P rec is ion  s f  the Experimental
Results
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Glass A;n>aratus
Capillary Ho, 
1.
2.
Accuracy
♦ e .5 7  %
♦  o . 6 i  i
Capillary No, 
3 a and 4 b 
2 a and 2 b 
8 a and 8 b 
B a and B b 
A a and A b 
C a and C b
Accuracy
♦ 0.74 f  
±  0.64
♦ 0.64 +
♦ 0.98 Jt
♦ 0.57 *
♦ 0.97 *
Sinea, fro. initial to a to. it m m  obvious that tho 
reproducibility ef tho naoo flow rato could not bo bettor than
♦ 0.5 it w w  expected that tho ore rail precision ar scatter (not 
accuracy) of tho experinental roeulto, should bo of tho ordor of
♦ 1.0 to ♦ 1.5 £
Results. Diicttnion of Httalit and Conclusions
Ths results listed belov have been divided into the following 
sections,
Results obtained using the singIs capillary apparatus
Table (l) - Groups 1 to Xll - results obtained using a capillary having 
a nominal bars of 1 ms.
Table (2) - Groups Xlll to XV111 - results obtained uaing a capillary 
having a nominal bore of 1*3 at,
Results obtained using the series capillary quarts apparatus 
Table (3) - Groups (l) to (18) - results obtained using capillaries 
having nominal horse of 1 at, and a nominal length ratio 
of 35 i 29 .
Table (4) - Groups (19) to (30) - results obtained using capillaries
having nominal bores ef 1.3 mm. and a nominal length ratio
35 : 29 .
Table (9) - Groups (3l) to (44) - results obtained using capillariee
having nominal bores ef 1*7 ms* and a nominal length ratio
of 35 s 29 .
Table (6) - Groups (49) to (46) - results obtained using capillaries
having nominal boroa of 1.9 ms. and 1 nominal length ratio
of 37.9 : 23 .
Table (7) - Groups (47) to (98) - results obtained using capillaries
having nominal bores of 1 mm. and a nominal length ratio
of 37.9 : 23 .
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Chanter Ylll
Table (3) -  Group* ( 39) to (65) *  r e s u lt *  obtained using c a p illarios
having non inal bores o f 2*0 w .  and a noninai length  r a t io
of 57.5 : 25 .
(1)
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Reynold* No* » 1.2744 Q/r| ( mean value for the tube )
, Group No. i°C. > Q alO2 
g/eee.
, AP 
«*/~2
V , t| alO4 ,, 
poise.
i, 1 j 1 ► 112.8 ► 0.38454 26.212 1697.7 1.27692 113.1 0.88431 26.231 1699.1 1.2768
3 113.7 0.87475 26.221 1701.9 1.29074 113.9 0.87076 23*926 1703.1 1.2808
5 113.B 0.87031 26.020 1702.6 1.2871
11 6 139.3 0.60200 20.038 1817.6 1.3885
7 139.6 0.60438 20.136 1818.9 1.3885
8 139.7 0.60687 20.366 1819.1 1.3988
9 139.9 0.60853 20.122 1817.2 1.3782
10 139.9 0.60693 19.970 1817.3 1.371111 140.0 0.60602 20.058 1817.7 1.3796
111 12 155.4 0.58126 21.287 1937.4 1.4395
13 155.6 0.58172 21.371 1938.3 1.443614 155.9 0.58903 21.371 1939.6 1.4275
15 156.1 0.57358 21.113 1941.1 1.445516 156.3 0.57979 21.252 1941.8 1.4376
17 156.4 0.57404 21.059 1942.5 1.4392
IV 18 207.0 0.51635 23.538 2103.1 1.6741
19 207.4 0.51460 23.285 2105.1 1.6598
20 207.8 0.51337 23.132 2107.0 1.6512
21 208.0 0.31207 23.137 2108.5 1.654922 208.2 0.51009 23.137 2109.5 1.6611
23 208.4 0.50891 23.072 2110.4 1.6597
V 24 250.2 0.40740 22.294 2371.3 1.8043
25 250.3 0.39971 22.117 2371.8 1.824526 250.5 0.39633 21.965 2373.0 1.8286
27 250.7 0.39501 21.948 2370.8 1.8354
28 251.2 0.39345 21.913 2373.1 1.838
29 251.5 0.39270 21.872 2373.0 1.8385
continued /.
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Table (l) cont.
Reynolds No. ■ 1.2744 Q/t| ( mean value for the tube )
(imp No. , i°C. Q *102 
g/ooc
. AP 
gf/e.2
t V
•■Vi
y\ xlO4 
poise
VI 30 256,1 0.42387 23.770 2338.6 1.8750
31 256.1 0.42532 23.768 2338.6 1.8681
32 256.2 0.42505 23.861 2339.8 1.8799
33 256.3 0.42433 23.317 2340.4 1.8508
34 256*3 0.42384 23.535 2340.4 1.8538
35 256.3 0.42264 23.758 2340.1 1.8786
Vll 36 303*1 0.33141 22.210 2547.0 2.0784
37 303.3 0.32893 22.029 2548.1 2.0765
38 303.8 0.32740 21.943 2550.5 2,0763
39 304.2 0.32529 21.870 2552.3 2.081740 304.3 0.32370 21.763 2552.1 2.082141 305.4 0.32378 21.709 2557.2 2.0721
m i 42 342.9 0.32389 23.340 2788.0 2.2219
43 343.1 0.32307 25.249 2789*0 2.218944 343.2 0.32119 23.161 2791.1 2.2227
43 343.5 0.31997 24.990 2792.7 2.214846 343.7 0.32026 25.029 2793.7 2.215947 343.8 0.31987 24.977 2795.7 2.211948 344.2 0.30390 23.929 2798.9 2.2307
IX 49 357.8 0.28155 22.612 2777.3 2.297850 357.5 0.27816 22.460 277*.3 2.3118
51 357.1 0.27531 22.164 2774,9 2.306552 356.8 0.27474 21.966 2773.8 2,2913
53 356.5 0.26944 21.810 2772.7 2.322154 356.2 0.26952 21.626 2771.6 2.3024
55 356.0 0.26749 21.540 2770.8 2.3118
56 356.0 0.26974 21.579 2770.7 2.2938
X 57 400.5 0.23505 21.968 2981.1 2.502758 400.3 0.23616 21.962 2981.2 2.4900
59 400.2 0.23666 21.962 2980.8 2.4849
60 399.9 0.23509 21.906 2979.5 2.496661 399.6 0.23548 21.837 2978.3 2.4854
62 398.8 0.23318 21.575 2975.0 2.4828
XI 63 441.6 0.19929 21.068 3179.9 2.662764 441.4 0.19821 21.139 3178.9 2.6875
65 441.2 0.19732 20.969 3178.2 2.678566 441.1 0.19640 20.914 3177.9 2.6844
67 440.9 0.19677 20.895 3177.0 2.6776
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Tablt (I) toii.
Reynolds No* » 1 . 2 7 4 4  Q/V) ( mean value for the tube )
Croup No* t“c. ,. 4 *102 , 
g/aea
. ftP , 
gf/cm2
V
- V .
, i\ alO4 
poise
XI 68 440.9 0.19741 20.820 3177.1 2*6390oont. 69 440.9 0.19876 21.092 3176.7 2.6758
Xll 70 448.8 0.26283 29.394 3312.9 2.6930
71 448.9 0.26317 29.414 3313.2 2.693172 449.1 0.26311 29.416 3313.7 2.6918
73 449.3 0.26297 29.389 3316.6 2.689974 449.4 0.26310 29.387 3320.1 2.6836
75 449.6 0.26189 29.287
• i
3322.4 2.6871
Reynolds No* • 0.8432 Q/t) ( mean value for the tube )
Group ,. No. t#C. , 4 *102 
*/••• \h to
, V
aai5/*
, tj *104 
poiaa
Xlll 76 173.0 0.11907 9.837 2021.9 1.3190
77 173.2 0.11976 9.920 2022.7 1.521878 173.3 0.1211) 10.045 2023.0 1.5211
79 173.4 0.12069 10.035 2023.5 1.526780 173.6 0.12089 10.035 2024.5 1.5228
XIV 81 228.6 0.11634 18.192 2262.1 1.744482 228.9 0.11636 12.150 2263.4 1.7427
83 229.0 0.11941 12.150 2863.9 1.739484 229.0 0.11990 12.154 2263.6 1.758985 229.3 0.11939 12.136 2264.4 1.7581
XV 86 274.7 0.11186 14.098 2457.6 1.958187 274.8 0.11307 14.098 2498.0 1.933188 273.0 0.11286 14.108 2459.9 1.9431
89 273.1 0.11337 14.187 2461.3 1.943390 275.1 0.10989 13.649 2461.3 1.9330
Continued
T»bl« (a) cant.
Reynolds No* » 0.8432 Q/t) ( mean value for the tube )
Group No* , t * c .  , . 0 x i o 2  , H9 1 
g,t/«m2
, V ,
| - 7 *
r\ *104 
poise
XVI 91 345.3 0.10779 17.064 2762*5 2*221892 346.1 0*10848 17.207 2767.3 2*2312
93 346.2 0.10745 17.210 2768*0 2.245394 346.4 0.10738 17.160 2769.0 2.2393
93 346.7 0.10715 17.187 2770*3 2*2474
96 346.8 0.10804 17.255 2770.6 2.2353
XVII 97 40b.4 0.10678 20.901 3032.8 2.5253
98 406.6 0.10645 20.818 3033.8 2.5226
99 406.8 0.10603 20.770 3035*0 2.5265100 406.9 0.10616 2 0 . 8 0 6 3036.5 2.5263101 407.0 0.10551 20.679 3037.1 2*5268
102 407.1 0.10519 20.627 3037.7 2*5282
103 407.1 0.10496 20.599 3037.7 2.5307
m u 104 454.3 0.10589 23.792 3229.8 2.7370
1 0 5 454.4 0.105S5 IT.786 3230.3 2*7368
106 454.5 0.10561 23.718 3230.9 2.7352
107 454.3 0 . 1 1 * 5 7 9 2 3 . 6 9 3 3230.0 2*7268108 454.7 0.10595 23.560 3233.2 2.7039
109 435.1 0.10360 73.534 3235.0 2*7092
T*M* t?)
I Reynolds No* • 1.2215 Q/t) ( mean value for the two tubes )
Croup No. Q xlO3 , 
s/*ee
6Pj .
t M / m
2., ' 
rf/em" n
- 
- 
»
f tw  *
r1 xlO4 
polM
1 110 126.9 8.5653 26.401 21.121 1802.1 1761.6 1.3027111 127.1 8.5818 26.042 20.735 1803.4 1763.4 1.3009112 127.3 8.3693 25.416 20.176 1805.9 1766.9 1.3131113 127.6 8.1893 25.256 30.196 1806.5 1767.3 1.3048114 128.1 8.2585 25.366 20.215 1811.0 1771.9 1.3097
2 115 178.0 7.7731 30.557 24.049 2024.7 1944.6 1.4739116 177.9 7.7903 30.556 23.928 2024.2 1944.3 1.4929. Cant/
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TabU (l) cont.
Reynold* No* « 1*2215 Q/n ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group , No. . t c c Q xlO5 
*/•••
M*1 
*1/«MJ
AP2
gf/ea2
V1
•■V*
V2
«■’/*
, T| *10*
poist
« 117 178.0 7.7809 30.609 24.074 2024.6 1944.4 1.4774C®Bt. 118 178.0 7.7265 30.141 23.634 2026.9 1948.1 1.4798
119 178.0 7.7198 30.340 23.966 2026.6 1947.0 1.4574
3 120 268.4 5.1224 28.850 22.446 2432.1 2372.1 1.8971121 269.2 5.1255 28.862 22.379 2435.7 2376.4 1.9113122 269.6 5.1371 28.862 22.418 2437.5 2378.1 1.8963
123 272.7 5.0443 28.818 22.362 2451.2 2391.5 1.9227124 273.1 5.0344 28.738 22.309 2453.1 2393.5 1,9180
4 129 330.2 3.9693 27.665 21.435 2711.2 2649.0 2.1383126 330.1 3.8928 27.464 21.380 2710.9 2648.1 2.1363127 330.1 3.9815 27.474 21.271 27U.1 2648.4 2.1200128 330.2 3.8738 27.401 21.298 27U.7 2649.1 2.1509129 330.3 3.0616 27.348 21.213 2712.2 2649.7 2.1650130 330.6 3.9265 27.340 21.217 2713.6 2651.1 2.1247
131 330.7 3.8958 27.303 21.087 2714.6 2652.3 2.1632
5 132 367.7 3.7082 29.238 22.514 2863.1 2792.2 2.3163133 367.9 3.7519 29.531 22.607 2863.7 2792.2 2.3451134 367.1 3.7777 29.357 22.584 2860.1 2788.7 2.3456
135 367.2 3.7610 29.536 22.588 2860.1 2788.8 2.3491136 367.2 3.7802 29.341 22.551 2860.4 2789.3 2.2929
137 367.2 3.7201 29.290 22.633 2860.4 2789.4 2.2940138 367.7 3.6877 29.170 22.580 2862.5 2791.6 2.2933
6 139 411.8 3.2915 29.734 22.816 3045.3 2968.4 2.5150140 410.9 3.2547 29.549 22.671 3041.6 2965.2 2.5326141 410.9 3.2047 29.286 22.646 3042.4 2966.5 2.4987142 4U.8 3.1860 29.048 22.448 3042.3 2967.0 2.4985
143 410.9 3.2501 29.289 22.449 3042.7 2967.1 2.5208144 410.4 3.2504 29.452 22.612 3039.8 2963.8 2.5254
7 145 473.8 2.5779 28.077 21.547 3328.4 3249.1 2.7850146 474.6 2.5622 28.066 21.615 3332.0 3252.6 2.7727147 475.6 2.5721 28.107 21.656 3336.5 3236.8 2.7590148 476.2 2.5392 28.122 21.670 3334.7 3254.9 2.7964
149 476.7 2.5790 28.110 21.671 3336.9 3257.1 2.7412150 477.0 2.5398 28.125 21.699 3339.2 3259.3 2.7833
151 477.0 2.5467 27.932 21.579 3339.2 3259.7 2.7555
Cont./
■■(.?>■ .sash.
-141-
«•>nolds No. • 1.2215 Q/t) ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group , No. , t*0 , Q xlO3 
(/■••
, APj
*f/c»2
. APa
4*/-2
t
V1 V2
fu?/g
r\ «104 .
poiae
8 152 515.1 2.5188 30.794 23.528 3541.8 3450.3 2.9557
133 515.1 2.5878 31.036 23.743 3541.3 3449.0 2.8915134 515.0 2.5210 30.649 23.529 3541.3 3450.2 2.9049155 515.1 2.4740 30.393 23.448 3540.2 3449.5 2.9006156 515.9 2.4802 30.135 22.948 3544.2 3454.7 2.9646
157 316.4 2.4523 30.218 23.136 3545.1 3455.0 2.9531
9 158 600.0 1.9004 28.507 21.747 3923.8 3831.4 3.3017
159 600.2 1.8807 28.458 21.710 3926.5 3832.6 3.3509160 601.0 1.8613 28.336 21.849 3929.9 3835.5 3.3483161 601.3 1.8833 28.623 21.891 3933.2 3840.5 3.3132162 601.5 1.8972 28.512 21.730 3936.3 3842.2 3.3000
163 601.6 1.8668 28.341 21.818 3946.6 3842.6 3.2292
10 164 633.0 1.8673 30.676 23.303 4128.5 4023.7 3.4630
165 633.7 1.8563 30.786 23.439 4131.3 4026.2 3.4732166 634.3 1.8697 30.240 22.986 4135.3 4031.9 3.4017
167 634.9 1.8141 30.190 23.042 4137.8 4034.2 3.4630
168 634.9 1.8449 30.369 23.059 4137.4 4033.5 3.4686
169 635.0 1.8339 30.514 23.275 4137.5 4032.9 3.4657
11 170 680.9 1.8815 34.062 26.002 4318.1 4195.8 3.5788
171 681.3 1.8320 34.056 26.177 4319.9 4197.2 3.6087172 681.8 1.8437 33.8576 26.032 4320.6 4198.4 3.5632
173 682.7 1.8119 33.858 25.979 4324.6 4202.5 3.6418174 683.5 1.8389 33.752 25.953 4326.2 4204.0 3.5565
12 173 719.9 1.6858 34.182 26.092 4500.4 4372.4 3.8463176 720.6 1.7386 34.048 23.932 4503.9 4376.4 3.7341
177 721.5 1.7124 34.004 25.809 4508.1 4380.9 3.8164178 721.8 1.7097 33.613 25.484 4510.2 4384.4 3.7906
179 722.4 1.7147 33.581 23.588 4513.1 4387.0 3.7263180 722.1 1.6761 33.612 25.615 4511.6 4383.5 3.8152181 722.5 1.6973 33.758 23.738 4513.6 4386.9 3.7771
13 182 766.0 1.8243 39.181 29.449 4697.8 4545.7 4.0158
183 768.0 1.8010 39.273 29.821 4706.6 4553.2 3.9666
184 770.0 1.8280 39.277 29.544 4716.7 4562.8 3.9914
185 772.9 1.8206 39.609 29.837 4728.1 4573.2 4.0166
C o a t /
-142-
Tubl, (3) «ont.
R«yn«l<U No, • 1.2215 Q/rj ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group No, 4*C I) ,105 
*/■•«
, APj
if/**2
APa
g*/«i2
V1
**3/«
*2
«*Vi
, n *io4 .
polra
13 186 773.7 1.8006 39.652 30.038 4726.7 4571.2 4.0089
iDnt. 187 775.0 1.8142 39.283 29.509 4733.4 4579.7 4.0227•VII w • 188 776.2 1.7643 39.177 29.669 4738.5 4584.5 4.0397
14 189 825.2 1.8708 43.602 32.685 4921.7 4742.9 4.1466190 825.6 1.8086 43.162 32.657 4924.6 4746.7 4.1496
191 826.1 1.7889 43.148 32.644 4931.3 4753.3 4.1906192 827.1 1.8028 43.070 32.539 4938.6 4761.0 4.1594
193 827.6 1.7705 42.978 32.552 4944.7 4767.2 4.1948194 828.2 1.8138 43.209 32.463 4946.9 4769.0 4.1976
15 195 875.7 1.7184 45.505 34.474 5224.4 5028.3 4.3117196 876.2 1.7272 45.425 34.328 5226.9 5031.3 4.3085197 876.4 1.6848 45.198 34.261 5228.3 5033.4 4.3631198 877.2 1.6831 45.234 34.258 5225.5 5030.5 4.3808199 878.0 1.7073 45.127 34.231 5229.5 5034.6 4.2890200 878.2 1.6526 45.019 34.230 5227.6 5033.0 4.3956201 878.5 1.7178 44.933 33.797 5227.1 5033.7 4.3403
16 202 908.1 1.6112 45.659 34.457 5354.2 5151.8 4.544320? 908.7 1.6102 45.076 33.980 5358.4 5158.6 4.5037204 909.3 1.5827 45.U7 34.008 5361.0 5161.0 4.5849205 909.9 1.6109 45.172 33.942 5358.3 5158.3 4.5473206 910.0 1.5993 45.146 34.008 5358.9 5158.6 4.5483207 909.7 1.6430 44.869 33.758 5358.2 5159.3 4.4170 «
17 208 234.8 7.6334 37.457 29.005 2244.6 2172.4 1.7750209 234.7 7.7085 37.457 29.005 2244.2 2172.0 1.7580210 234.9 7.6629 37.442 29.017 2245.1 2172.9 1.7632211 234.7 7.5969 37.361 28.949 2246.2 2174.1 1.7751212 234.4 7.6958 37.281 29.029 2244.9 2172.9 1.7265213 234.2 7.6566 37.361 29.122 2243.9 2171.8 1.7343214 234.0 7.5706 37.042 28.909 2244.0 2172.4 1.7344
18 215 569.1 3.1266 43.451 32.723 3731.4 3595.5 5.2177216 567.4 3.1391 43.823 33.150 3725.7 3588.5 3.1990
217 570.0 3.1499 43.914 33.295 3739.3 3601.3 3.1633218 570.8 3.1049 43.769 33.336 3743.3 3605.0 3.1588219 570.9 3.1363 43.917 33.337 3733.9 3597.0 3.1749220 570.8 3.1914 43.597 33.684 3732.2 3594.0 3.2068
Cunt,/
**»!• « )
-14V
Biynoidi Ho* » 0.9666 Q/q ( the mean value for the two tubes )
Group , No* 4#C . Q slO3 < 
t/ooo
APi
«i/**2
ap2
gf/*.2
V1
•■Vo
V2
- V i
1 t) *J04 . 
ptiN
19 221 201*5 18.931 33.187 26.786 2111.3 2048.5 1.6127222 201*6 18.653 35.214 26.787 2111.7 2048.9 1*6413223 201*6 18*726 33.240 26.739 2111.7 2048.8 1*6447224 201.7 18.696 35.173 26.839 2112.2 2049.3 1.6199
223 201*8 18*628 35.133 26.799 2112.9 2050.1 1*6234
226 201*9 18.659 33.160 26.786 2113.4 2050.6 1.6298
227 201.9 18*637 35.133 26.812 2114.1 2051.2 1.6213
20 228 418*4 12.395 48.834 33.950 3083.3 2958.1 2*4983229 418*3 12*413 48.817 33.934 3082.8 2957.7 2.4930230 418*2 12*402 48.817 33.894 3082.4 2957.4 2.3052
231 418*1 12*580 48.819 33.962 3081.9 2956.8 2.4574232 418.1 12.414 48.965 35.949 3083.7 2958.4 2.5192
233 418*1 12.431 48.832 35.869 3083.9 2958.8 2*5062234 417.9 12.379 48.803 33.880 3083.1 2958.1 2.5093
21 235 433.4 11.847 31.252 37.211 3265.6 3127.8 2*6771
236 453.4 11.837 31.383 37.278 3265.4 3127.3 2*6911237 453.3 11*896 31.439 37.211 3264.8 3126.8 2.7007238 453.3 11.968 51.543 37.278 3264.7 3126.4 2*6916
239 453.3 11*898 31.612 37.238 3263.3 3125.0 2.7284240 453.3 12*040 31.703 37.290 3263.2 3124.7 2.7034241 453.3 11.993 51.701 37.275 3263.5 3125.0 2.7161
22 242 533.1 8*4230 48.687 33.501 3703.9 3555.1 5.1374
243 553.2 8*6231 48.621 35.368 3704.5 3556.1 3.0002244 553.3 8.7040 48.623 35.370 3704.9 3556.5 3.0313245 553.4 8*6090 48.684 35.322 3705.2 3556.8 3.1096246 553.4 8.7550 48.684 33.226 3705.6 3557.0 3.0781
247 553.4 8.6854 48.653 35.320 3705.4 3557.0 3.1366
23 248 651.7 7.2498 31.608 37.311 4147.7 3971.8 3.5082
249 651.8 7.3995 31.755 37.299 4148.3 3971.6 3.3424
230 651.8 7.2737 51.688 37.285 4148.0 3971.9 3.5917231 651.9 7.2808 51.701 37.325 4148.4 3972.3 3.3120252 652.1 7.4330 31.980 37.365 4149.0 3972.1 3.4931253 652.1 7.3770 51.887 37.351 4149.2 3972.5 3.5027234 652.2 7.4398 31.806 37.337 4149.8 3973.3 3.4572
Esati/
-144-
T»bl« (<) cont.
Rqrioldi Na, ■ 0.9666 q/tj ( me oil value for tbe two tube9 )
Group w• Wo • i t"c Q xlO3 , 
g/ssc
AP1
gi/«sJ
op2
g*/«»2
V1
*»5/«
V2
•■5/«
H *10* 
polas
24 255 709.5 6.3638 31.519 37.100 4421.8 4233.4 3.6697256 709.2 6.3326 51.346 36.993 4420.8 4233.0 3.6724
257 708.9 6.4309 31.116 36.931 4419.9 4234.8 3.6840258 708.8 6.4270 51.377 36.973 4417.2 4231.4 3.7486
259 708.8 6.3423 31.404 37.014 4417.1 4231.3 3.6791260 708.8 6.4975 51.333 36.953 4417.2 4231.7 3.7021
25 261 761.1 3.9060 51.366 37.013 4630.4 4454.8 3.9133262 761.4 3.8971 51.669 37.279 4651.3 4435.1 3.8756263 761.6 5.8781 51.530 37.014 4632.7 4457.1 3.9285264 761.8 3.8439 31.636 36.998 4634.9 4459.1 3.9750
265 762.0 5.8279 51.383 36.933 4636.0 4460.4 3.9830266 762.1 5.8361 51.449 36.973 4636.7 4461.3 3.9369267 762.1 5.8742 51.098 36.835 4657.5 4463.2 3.8367
26 266 790.0 4.9084 43.363 32.693 4/67.0 4589.8 4.0348
269 790.2 4.8361 45.267 32.664 4768.1 4391.1 4.0768270 790.3 4.9163 45.252 32.637 4769.3 4392.6 4.0299271 790.8 4.8360 45-318 32.396 4768.6 4391.6 4.1140
272 791.0 4.9388 45.241 32.452 4769.6 4593.1 4.0493
273 791.4 4.8234 44.969 32.328 4772.1 4396.3 4,1138
27 274 842.2 4.9226 49.262 35.457 3029.0 4823.3 4.1477275 841.7 4.9143 49.220 35.430 3022.9 4821.5 4.1326276 841.7 4.9099 49.977 33.907 3021.0 4816.7 4.2330
277 842.2 4.8966 49.482 33.679 3024.4 4821.7 4.1676278 842.6 4.8983 49.438 33-676 5026.3 4023.6 4.1525
279 843.0 4.9039 49.3210 35.663 5030.3 4827.4 4.1723280 843.0 4.8309 49-387 35.397 3030.6 4828.1 4.2138281 842.9 4.8106 49.320 35.491 3030.3 4828.3 4.2468282 842.8 4.9143 49.200 35.387 3030.2 4828.7 4.1302
28 283 899.1 4.6415 50.798 36.316 5249.4 5030.4 4.3394284 899.1 4.6189 30.864 36.320 3249.2 3030.1 4.3793285 899.2 4.3914 30.844 36.513 5249.7 5030.6 4.4008286 899.5 4.9916 50.969 36.572 5250.8 3031.1 4.4192
287 899.5 4.3279 30.492 36.267 3234.2 3036.3 4.5173288 899.5 4.9956 30.634 36.235 5233.8 5035.7 4.4169
29 289 922.9 4.3U2 <9.490 37.459 3358.5 3128.6 4.3895290 923.3 4.3882 52.771 37.779 3359.6 3128.1 4.4963
291 923.7 4.3403 32.690 37.911 5361.6 5129.9 4.4769292 923.5 4.5378 32.647 37.630 5360.9 5130.0 4.5343
-145-
Tabls (4) coat.
Rtynoldi No. • O .9666 Q/t) ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group No. t°C Q *103 AP1 AP2 V 1 , t) *10*
*/..c gt/*m2 gf/'oa" (■Vf • ■ V 0 poia.
29 293 923.7 4.5537 52.619 37.536 5361.8 5131.2 4.5583cor.t. 294 924.1 4.5072 52.577 37-614 5358.5 5127.7 4.5706
295 924.2 4.5298 52.550 37.653 5359.0 5128.3 4.527229b 924.3 4.5298 52.481 37.572 5359.6 5129.2 4.5467
30 297 941.1 4.4094 51.449 36.880 5364.2 5145.2 4.4899298 941.0 4.3508 51.380 36.879 5364.8 5145.1 4.6115
299 941.0 4.3586 51.182 36.707 5364.7 5146.4 4.5962300 941.0 4.4442 51.182 36.720 5363.5 5145.3 4.5048
301 941.2 4.3563 51114 36.692 5364.4 5146.6 4.5829
302 941.4 4.2701 51.017 36.663 5365.7 5147.0 4.6528
303 941.3 4.3848 51.070 36.769 5366.1 5147.9 4.5134304 941.7 4.4483 51.278 36.806 5365.8 5147.2 4.5014
issa* i a
Reynolds No. • 0.7443 QAi ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group . No. 4*C , q *io AP1 2 *1 *2 1 0 *10*
l/aoe & / m 2 gi/tvT «*3/0 •J/t poise
31 305 301.7 2.4092 25.580 18.047 2596.0 2542.3 2.0185306 301.7 2.4104 25.609 18.036 2596.0 2542.2 2.0302
307 301.6 2.4160 25.654 17.933 2593*14 2541.7 2.0738308 301.5 2.4295 25.802 17.933 2594.9 2541.0 2.1075
309 301.4 2.4308 25.828 18.164 2396.3 2539.1 2.0307310 301.4 2.4332 25.908 I8.177 2593.2 2538.9 2.0580
311 301.3 2.4444 25 926 18.246 2592.7 2538.3 2.0315
32 312 392.3 2.4413 34.343 23.814 2969.6 2885.6 2.4037
313 392.4 2.4414 34,276 23.827 2971.6 2889.0 2.3840
314 392.3 2.4494 34.448 23.879 2970.9 2888.1 2.4070
315 392.4 2.4814 34.914 24.039 2970.7 2886.9 2.4519316 392.5 2.4780 34.969 24.240 2971.1 2887.0 2.4121317 392.4 2.4838 34.849 24.226 2970.8 2886.9 2.3793318 392.5 2.4753 34.916 24.213 2971.2 2887.1 2.4121
£•>*.» la) ••»*.
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Reynold® No* • 0.7443 Q/t) ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group , No. 4®C , Q *10 , 
« /• •«
AP1
«*/«■*
AP2
gf/*«2
V1 V2
•■V*
T) xlO4 
polM
33 319 490.4 2.3393 43-398 29.544 3433.3 3314.4 2.8342
320 490.9 2.3372 43.468 29.613 3433.7 3314.5 2.8330
321 490.4 2.3400 43.467 29.999 3433.2 3314.1 3.8333
322 490.4 2.3471 43.448 29.631 3433.3 3314.1 2.8140
323 490.4 2.3351 43.449 29.618 3433.3 3314.1 2.8331324 490.4 2.3358 43.411 29.540 3431.8 3312.8 2.8439
323 490.4 2.3439 43.481 29.542 3431.7 3312.6 2.8308
34 326 600.0 2.2121 93.284 35.714 3906.6 3740.1 3.2996
327 600.1 2.2130 33.270 35.726 3907.0 3740.5 3.2915
328 600.0 2.2131 93.216 35 819 3907.1 3740.6 3.2564
329 600.0 2.2116 53-229 39.736 3907.1 3740.7 3,2810
330 600.0 2.2068 53.221 35.782 3907.1 3740.7 3.2760
331 600.0 2.2010 93.020 35.675 3910.2 3744.3 3.2645
332 600.1 2.1996 92.880 35.683 3910.5 3744.8 3-2391
33 333 690.4 1.8694 94.396 36.446 4321.4 4135.9 3.6534
334 697.9 1.8706 54.999 36.448 4318.9 4133.8 3.6539
33? 697.8 1.8992 94.451 36.380 4318.8 4133.0 3.6566
336 697.8 1.8624 54.469 36.328 4310.8 4134.1 3.6701
337 697.8 1.8624 54.359 36.315 4321.0 4136.2 3.6456
338 698.0 1.8643 94.903 >6.220 4321.6 4136.7 3.7009
339 690.1 1.8687 94.397 36.233 4322.3 4137.6 3.6532
36 540 802.6 1.4627 52.061 34.565 4838.4 4639.2 4.0531
341 802.9 1.4641 92.071 34.776 4839-7 4639.9 3-9872
342 803.1 1.4620 92.112 34.777 4840.5 4640.5 4.0031
343 803.1 1.4641 92.097 34.523 4840.7 4641.4 4.0589
344 803.9 1.4629 92.085 34.537 4843.3 4643.9 4.0645
34? 803.9 1.4639 52.107 34.561 4843.3 4643.7 4.0595
, 346 803.9 1.4678 52.178 34.563 4843.1 4645.4 4.0487
37 347 899.0 1.3453 51.922 34.406 5041.9 4834.0 4.2389
348 899.0 1.3491 51.864 34.363 5042.0 4834.4 4.2241
349 854.9 1.3353 51-862 34.388 5041.4 4833.6 4.2594
310 894.9 1.3426 51.673 34.147 5043.4 4838.3 4.2610
351 855.0 1.3321 91.699 34.160 5042.4 4835.7 4.2954
392 855.0 1.3468 51.688 34.281 5042.9 4835.5 4.2074
_ _ _____________
393 855.0 1.3394 51.587 34.276 5042.7 4836.0 4.2034
147
Table ( 5) eont.
Reynolds No* • 0.7443 Q/r| ( mean value for the two tubes )
Group , No. . t*C , <t XlO AP1 ap2 V1 V2 n * 10*
«/■•« gf/*»2 ««v* - ’/« P*ia*
38 354 906.5 1.3126 54.666 33.934 3267.7 5040.1 4.4451355 906.8 1.3102 54.644 36.043 5269.0 5041.2 4.4122
356 907.0 1.3115 54.605 36.058 5270.0 5042.2 4.3915
357 907.4 1.3096 54.520 33.828 5272.0 5044.7 4.4439358 907.7 1.3050 54.6<><> 35.850 5273.0 5045.4 4.4927
359 908.0 1.3123 54.601 36.024 5274.5 5046.6 4.3942
36o 908.3 1.3098 54.608 36.028 5275.8 5047.9 4.4027
39 361 951.6 1.2366 55.189 36.225 5482.3 5243.4 4.5895
362 951.7 1.2376 55.398 36.235 5482.4 5243.1 4.6413363 951.8 1.2308 35.243 36.292 5483.0 5243.7 4.6044
364 952.0 1.2399 55.213 36.303 5483.9 5244.7 4.5582
365 952.1 1.2332 33.131 36.302 5485.7 5246.6 4.3593
366 952.1 1.2267 33.184 36.301 5985.6 5246.4 4.5987
367 952.1 1.2436 35.173 36.316 5485.6 3246.3 4.5284
44 368 1012.4 1.1293 55.475 36.380 5719.9 5469.1 4.8504
369 1012.4 1.1323 53.302 36.402 5719.9 5468.9 4.8384
370 1012.5 1.1362 55.476 36.469 5720.4 5469.3 4.7918
371 1012.6 1.1314 33.568 36.496 5720.5 5469.1 4.8304
372 1012.8 1.1270 55-542 36.482 5720.6 5470.2 4.8479
373 1012.9 1.1310 35.399 36.374 5721.8 5473.1 4.8260
374 1013.4 1.1283 33.343 36.456 5726.2 5475.3 4.7856
41 375 1060.2 1.0352 54.039 33.542 5914.1 5658.9 4.9596
376 1060.0 1.0334 54.073 35-481 5913.2 5657.9 5.0010
377 1060.1 1.0340 54.086 35.574 5913.6 5658.1 4.9692
378 1060.2 1.0397 54.040 35.592 5914.1 5658.9 4.9214
379 1060.2 1.0362 54.049 35.602 5913.3 5657.8 4.9373
380 1060.2 1.0313 54.129 33.616 5913.1 5657.3 4.9816
381 1059.9 1.0305 54.012 35.405 5912.1 3657.3 3.0238
43 382 819.7 1.4573 53.399 35.422 4921.2 4713.8 4.1020
383 819.8 1.4592 53-480 33.431 4921.4 4713.8 4.1148
384 819.6 1.4710 53.303 33.429 4920.5 4712.0 4.0875
385 819.4 1.4520 53.533 33.459 4919.5 4711.8 4.1432
386 819.2 1.4664 53.329 35.322 4919.1 4712.3 4.0894
387 819.1 1.4455 53-178 35.346 4919.8 4713.3 4.1003
388 819.1 1.4399 53.030 35.078 4920.2 4714.2 4.1556
Table (5) cont.
Reynolds No. « 0.7443 Q/t) ( mean value for the two tubes )
-148-
Group > No. .  t*C , Q x!0+2
" l * V s
, T) xlO4
g/.ee gf/em g f  /cm' ca /g cur/g poise
4 3
389 977.6 1.1677 55.137 36.217 .  5641.8 5397.9 4.7151
390 977.9 1.1630 54.986 36.223 5645.6 5400.1 4.6873
391 978.2 1.1602 54.972 36.169 5644.9 5401.5 4.7108392 978.3 1.1676 54.813 36.050 5645.8 5403.2 4.6730
393 978.5 1.1792 54.801 36.064 5646.8 5404.0 4.6183
394 979.0 1.1681 54.859 36.085 5648.8 5405.8 4.7606
395 979.1 1.1644 54.821 36.108 5649.4 5406.3 4.6699
44 396 1036.0 1.0964 55.743 36.506 5836.3 5578.9 4.9344
397 1037.3 1.1069 55.809 36.506 5841.9 5584.1 4.9030
398 1059.0 1.1016 55-781 36.438 5849.5 5591.5 4.9338
399 1039.0 1.0987 55.810 36.440 5845.3 5587.2 4.9581400 1038.9 1.0937 55.957 36.639 5843.5 5585.5 4.9608401 1038.7 1.0999 55-906 36.641 5843.8 5584.9 5.0118
Table (6)
Reynolds No. - 0.8326 Q/tj ( mean value for the two tubes )
Groap > No. . t°c . Q xlO2 
g/sec
" 1  •
gf/em2
Ap2
8*/c»2
V1
a*5/*
V2
•■Vi
T1 XlO4 
poise
45 402 294.2 2.0738 34.980 21.829 2397.4 2528.4 2.0044
403 294.0 2.0662 34.991 21.907 2596.5 2327.4 2.0005
404 293.8 1.6534 27.886 17.277 2604.7 2549.8 2.0474
405 293.7 1.6440 27.890 17.280 2604.2 2549.3 2.0598406 293.4 1.2636 20.976 12.972 2609.9 2568.7 2.0380
407 293.1 1.2580 20.783 12.834 2608.7 2567.9 2.0347
46 408 343.9 2.1406 43.169 26.945 2782.6 2690.2 2.2072
409 343.9 2.1339 43.009 26.860 2782.8 2690.7 2.2035410 343.8 1.7208 33.865 21.068 2797.3 2724.9 2.1880
411 343.8 1.7106 33.852 21.038 2798.1 2725.9 2.2042412 344.0 1.3271 25.784 15.800 2810.6 2755.8 2.2364
413 344.1 1.3227 25-795 15 847 2811.1 2756.2 2.2344
_____J
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Table (7)
Reynolds No. m 1.2822 Q/t) (moon value for the tvo tubes)
Group No. , t®C Q xlO5 
g/oec «f/ca“
a p 2
it/tan'
V l
<a»5/e
V2
«*3/k
tj xlO4 . 
pels*
47 414 147.4 7.3026 34.714 20.080 1943.3 1894.0 1.3902
415 147.8 7.3165 34.861 20.139 1945.1 1895.6 1.3950416 147.9 7.3488 34.868 20.276 1945.6 1895.9 1.3728
417 148.6 6.0031 28.390 16.303 1950.3 1910.0 1.4066418 148.9 5.8954 28.078 16.170 1952.0 1912.1 1.4092
419 149.4 4.4835 21.212 12.117 1958.1 1928.0 1.4267
48 420 242.0 7.5505 54.605 31.360 2346.9 2251.9 1.7065421 242.1 7.3846 54.570 31.403 2350.7 2253.7 1.7550422 242.2 7.4764 54.554 31.375 2347.9 2253.1 1.7369423 242.6 5.9281 42.833 24.482 2362.5 2288.2 1.7561424 243.1 5.9178 42.812 24.538 2364.9 2290.5 1.7482423 243.9 4.4836 31.333 17.895 2378.8 2324.4 1.7144426 244.2 4.2659 30.879 17.668 2380.7 2327.0 1.7699
49 427 437.0 3.5163 49.440 27.588 3154.5 3037.3 2.6410428 437.8 3.5567 49.644 27.643 3137.7 3040.0 2.6274
429 438.2 3.6036 49.340 27.618 3159.7 3042.0 2.5814430 439.3 2.3165 32.593 18.480 3191.1 3113.1 2.6002431 439.9 2.3123 32.832 18.613 3193.4 3114.8 2.6219432 440.1 2.3216 33.427 18.963 3197.5 3H7.2 2.6504
50 433 549.1 2.6629 50.676 28.325 3746.4 3607.5 3.0041434 548.7 2.6409 90.602 28.161 3744.7 3606.4 3.0481
435 548.5 2.6154 30.342 20.018 3744.3 3606.7 3.0630436 548.5 2^6005 50.242 27.902 3747.2 3610.0 3.0835437 548.6 1.6156 31.365 17.798 3782.3 3695.2 3.0325438 548.5 1.6529 31.455 17.870 3781.0 3694.4 2.9685
51 439 660.8 1.8127 44.712 25.105 4198.9 4059.5 3.4738440 661.2 1.7895 44.690 25.001 4201.6 4061.5 3.5350441 661.7 1.7965 44.775 24.990 4002.8 4063.3 3.5411442 663.9 1.8125 44.511 24.937 4208.9 4069.5 3.4633443 664,7 1.8103 44.491 24.940 4212.5 4073.4 3.4601444 665.4 1.7823 44.487 24.872 4215.7 4076.5 3.5267
Coat./
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TafcU (7) «ont.
Rtjmoldi Ho* ■ 1.2822 Q/t) ( ntan rala« for tho two taboo )
Gronp , No. , t*c , q sio-* 
*/•••
‘pi
gt/em2
4P3
g t / m 2
V1
««3/*
' V2 -7 . *104 . polM
53 445 616.3 8.0491 45.693 35.509 4013.9 3877.1 3.3121446 617.3 3.0189 45.706 35.536 4017.0 3880.9 3.3549447 617.8 3.0333 45.693 35.575 4019.7 3883.6 3.3345448 618.1 1.3464 30.544 17.309 4053.5 3962.0 3.3175
449 617.0 1.3403 30.538 17.306 4048.5 3957.1 3.3365450 616.0 1.3534 30.330 17.060 4044.5 3954.4 3.2971
53 451 333.7 3.4350 45.306 85.439 3730.2 3598.5 2.9713453 533.5 3.4503 45.519 35.482 3718.9 3596.7 2.9675453 333.4 3.4510 45.386 35.443 3718.6 3596.8 2.9530
454 531.8 1.6378 30.686 17.353 3741.1 3658.7 3.0076
455 531.8 1.6330 30.688 17.331 3747.1 3664.6 2.9934456 531.7 1.6040 30.636 17.369 3746.7 3664.4 3.0495
54 457 738.0 1.4899 43.389 34.344 4593.8 4446.6 3.7878
458 738.1 1.4538 43.734 34.081 4595.6 4451.2 3.7734
459 738.6 1.4755 43.037 34.135 4597.2 4452.0 3.7715460 739.1 1.4938 43.010 34.014 4592.6 4447.6 3.7559461 739.6 1.4658 43.930 34.060 4595.1 4450.1 3.7927463 739.8 1.4384 43.968 34.089 4595.9 4450.8 3.8640
35 463 111.7 7.1060 38.333 16.493 1712.4 1675.4 1.3046
464 111.4 7.0639 37.855 16.391 1713.3 1676.0 1.2794
465 111.3 7.0851 37.888 16.313 1710.4 1673.8 1.3916466 110.4 8.8313 34.648 30.377 1702.1 1656.7 1.2809
467 110.3 8.8737 35.169 30.613 1701.8 1655.1 1.2893468 110.3 4.8039 19.019 11.306 1715.2 1690.2 1.2946
469 110.3 5.0019 19.753 11.540 1714.5 1690.4 1.3132
56 470 188.0 7.9633 45.656 36.297 3058.6 1987.7 1.5690
471 188.1 8.0367 45.645 36.269 3059.1 1988.3 1.5562
478 188.6 6.9958 39.579 32.898 3066.6 3004.9 1.5432
473 188.7 7.0536 39.634 22.846 3067.0 3005.3 1.5425474 189.1 5.6417 33.143 18.567 3074.8 2034.7 1.5680
475 189.3 5.7310 33.135 18.570 3075.2 2035.1 1.5445476 189.3 4.3413 33.994 13.840 2080.1 2042.7 1.5737477 189.4 4.3301 33.976 13.818 2080.6 2043.3 1.5456478 189.4
1
4.3750 33.940 13.834 3080.6 3043.3 1.5536
Cant./
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Tabls (7) goat.
Itaynolds Na„ ■ 1*2822 Q/n ( M an valua for tho two tuboo )
Group No, , tpc Q *103 AP1
rnmmmamtm
AP2 , V1 V2 , T) XlC4
i/ooo of/..2 *f/«o2 - 3/g •»3/* poloo
*7 479 316.9 5.4107 51.321 29.001 2607.9 2508.6 2.0900480 316.8 5.5274 51.335 29.022 2607.4 2508.1 2.0602481 316.7 4.6148 43.113 24.433 2618.3 2533.4 2.0758482 316.7 4.6081 43.151 24.443 2618.3 2533.2 2.0822483 316.7 3.8881 36.416 20.718 2627.8 2555.9 2.0843484 316.7 3.9145 36.520 20.663 2627.8 2555.8 2.0891483 316.8 2.8798 26.857 15.300 2641.6 2588.6 2.0795486 316.8 2.9646 27.531 15.642 2640.8 2586.4 2.0787
*«n« (e)
Reynolds No. m 0.6497 Q/n ( m m  n U i  lor tho two taboo )
Group No. , t#c . <i *102 , " l
**/-2
4
APg V1
- V *
V2
•■Vf
, t» *104
pol««
58 487 869.8 1.6183 38.352 24.221 5081.9 4929.3 4.2897488 869.8 1.6141 38.417 24.269 5081.8 4928.9 4.3059489 869.9 1.6150 38.412 24.847 5082.3 4929.4 4.3081490 869.7 1.3969 33.135 21.025 5100.3 4968.2 4.2744491 869.5 1.4075 33.188 21.039 5099.3 4967.0 4.2566492 868.7 1.1551 27.402 17.288 5114.9 5006.0 4.3391493 868.3 1.1579 27.270 17.288 5113.4 5004.9 4.2744494 867.3 1.0416 24.468 15.442 5116.1 5018.9 4.3101
495 867.2 1.0435 24.428 15.469 5115.8 5018.6 4.2713
99 496 962.4 1.5446 42.598 26.829 5474.1 5291.2 4.6243497 962.5 1.5545 42.617 26.824 5474.5 5291.6 4.6014498 962.4 1.5571 42.613 26.883 5474.1 5291.0 4.5752499 961.9 1.3553 37.046 23.434 5491.7 5332.4 4.5702
500 962.0 1.3507 37.051 23.370 5492.1 5333.0 4.6089501 961.8 1.1704 31.966 20.135 5509.3 5372.0 4.6177502 961.8 1.1744 31.924 20.160 5107.0 5369.8 4.5777
Coat./
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TrtU (8) coat.
Reynolds No. «* 0.6497 Q/n ( "*** t»1uo for tho too taboo )
Group , No. , t°C , q *io2 
*/••• gt/cm2
1 APg ,
«f/«2
V1
•■Vi
V2
«*V«
T) *10* 
polN
59 503 961.8 1.1742 31.872 20.108 5507.1 5370.2 4,5789oont. 504 962.2 0.9650 26.139 16.508 5528.6 5416.2 4.5797505 963.0 0.9569 26.147 16.353 5532.2 5419.5 4.5975
60 506 1033.8 1.3360 40.262 25.426 5775.5 5591.0 4.7809
507 1033.8 1.3373 40.265 25.348 5775.5 5591.1 4.8028508 1033.7 1.1782 35.656 22.400 5792.3 561-9.4 4.8625
509 1033.6 1.1816 35.547 22.398 5792.4 5629.6 4.8097510 1033.5 1.0084 30.356 19.217 5813.3 5674.1 4.7921
511 1033.7 1.0062 30.291 19.165 5814.4 5675.5 4.7968512 1033.9 0.8766 26.229 16.635 5830.2 5709.7 4.7623
513 1033.9 0.8703 26.140 16.583 5830.4 5710.4 4.7779514 1034.0 0.8702 26.141 16.518 5830.9 5711.0 4.8110
6i 515 832.6 1.5206 33.440 21.166 4919.3 4790.5 4.1236516 832.7 1.5078 33.419 21.161 4919.8 4791.0 4.1527517 833.5 1.2786 28.329 17.937 4941.9 4834.0 4.1650
518 833.7 1.2828 28.326 17.935 4942.8 4833.4 4.1480
519 834.0 1.2651 28.259 17.828 4944.2 4834.3 4.2195520 833.9 1.2796 28.271 17.854 4943.7 4834.8 4.1682
62 521 913.9 1.5153 38.441 24.319 5276.5 5117.2 4.4091522 913.8 1.5091 38.398 24.268 5276.2 5117.1 4.4302
523 913.6 1.5122 38.407 24.266 5275.3 5116.2 4.4253524 913.5 1.6760 42.429 26.711 5264.3 5088.9 4.4226
525 913.6 1.6771 42.663 26.872 5264.2 5087.7 4.4512526 913.9 1.3055 33.135 20.980 5299.1 5161.8 4.4189527 914.1 1.3123 33.200 20.931 5299.9 5162.3 4.4364528 914.1 1.0927 27.689 17.497 5322.8 5208.0 4.4408
529 914.1 1.0866 27.483 17.408 5323.3 5209.4 4.4153
65 530 1003.8 1.6261 48.045 29.823 5699.0 5486.0 4.8476
531 1003.7 1.6177 47.830 29.741 5699.1 5487.0 4.8388532 1003.5 1.6325 47.614 29.685 5698.8 5487.5 4.7531533 1002.7 1.3995 41.191 25.726 5720.0 5537.2 4.8074534 1002.6 1.3981 41.109 25.770 5719.8 5537.1 4.7734
535 1002.4 1.1926 35.029 21.978 5741.1 3583.1 4.7831536 1002.7 1.1930 34.883 21.992 5742.8 5587.4 4.7224
537 1003.6 1.0360 30.334 18.999 5762.7 5627.9 4.7948
1 .1 538 1003.6 1.0346 30.332 19.024 5762.7 5627.8 4.7897SSSlkf/
Tabl. (8) coni.
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Reynolds No. -  0.6497 O/n ( Man rains tor tho two taboo )
Group No. .«. t°c . • 0 slO2 
g/ooo ft/om2
ap2 : vi
m 3/«
V2
- ’/«
1 i) *10* ,
poiro
64 559 1070.4 1.4878 47.708 29.681 5930.6 5712.2 3.0379540 1070.1 1.4929 47.517 29.687 5929.8 5711.9 4.9666541 1070.5 1.307* 41.644 26.135 5950.8 5754.1 4.9430542 1070.5 1.3082 41.548 26.036 5949.9 5755.0 4.9484543 1070.6 1.1111 35.268 22.159 5976.1 5809.5 4.9438544 1070.7 1.1093 35.187 22.128 5976.8 5810.5 4.9324545 1071.3 0.9563 30.288 19.061 5994.0 5850.7 4.9381546 1071.9 0.9589 30.341 19.167 5996.4 5852.6 4.8995
65 547 1048.6 1.5274 46.834 29.293 5769.6 5570.1 4.928854# 1048.4 1.5329 46.886 29.244 5768.6 5569.1 4.9403549 1048.1 1.3254 40.274 25.284 5795.1 5615.3 4.8621550 1048.0 1.3218 40.245 25.278 5794.7 5615.1 4.8118551 1047.9 1.3249 40.244 25.285 5794.3 5614.6 4.8547552 1047.3 1.1272 34.356 21.601 5814.6 5656.7 4.8817553 1047.1 1.1293 34.321 21.577 5812.6 5654.9 4.8700554 1046.4 0.9302 28.237 17.729 5832.4 5701.8 4.8974555 1046.4 0.9275 28.237 17.823 5832.4 5701.5 4.8689
P1SCUSSI0N OF RESULTS
Proa tho result* obtained froa tho single oapillary apparatus 
(tables (l) and (2)), graphs of viscosity against temperature and 
percentage deviation froa Shifrin'e equation, r\ m [.804 ♦ ,004071} x 10~A 
poise against temperature were plotted |i«e figures (8.1) and (8.2)] . 
Since, in the first instance, the single capillary determinations were 
only trial runs, it vas essential that the results be reasonably com­
parable vith existing veil defined lev temperature data. Per clarity 
the results vere only compared vith these of Shifrin (28), Bonilla (22) 
and Kostin (4l), the acre recent reliable data in this field ef work.
The relative value of Shifrin1 s and Bepilla's work compared vith ether 
work in this field has been discussed in Chapter IX, and a deviation 
plot is given in figure (2#l) •
It can be observed froa figures (8.l) and (8*2) that the 
experimental points were vith in the tolerance put forward at the 
report ef the second meeting ef the international co-ordinating committee 
on the properties of steam, Munich, July 1962, i.e. +, 1 of Shifrin*s 
between 100#C and 300#C, and ±  3  &  between 300*C and 900°C, the 
majority ef the individual determinations being vith in a 2 band.
The actual tread ef the curve io to diverge froa Shifrin*s and Bonilla9*, 
agreeing acre closely vith the limited data given by Kostin (up to 
3 0 0 * c ) . If the present work had been based solely on the results 
from the single capillary apparatus, the ataospherie line would be 
about 2 £  higher than Shifrin*s at 4Q0#C. The scatter ef the 109
points can be observed te be much less than that obtained by Shifrin
o oever the temperature range ef 100 C to 490 C.
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Having obtained favourable results from the single capillary 
glass apparatus, work on the series capillary quarts apparatus was 
commenced, the anticipated temperature range being 100°C to 1050°C 
(the safe temperature ceiling for quarts - higher temperatures being 
likely te produce devitrification ef the quarts)*
A viscosity against temperature plot for the whole of the 
results obtained from both apparatus is given in figure (8.3). The 
curve which is shown on this grsph was obtained from a fifth degree 
polynomial, which has been fitted to the experimental data using the 
least squares fit method. The curve fitting computation was performed 
by Hilsenrath ef the National Bureau ef Standards, U.S.A. (169).
In actual fact four polynomials were fitted to the experimental data,
2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th degree. The fifth degree gives the smallest
» ■ . . . . « * *
standard deviation. The procedure adopted by Hilsenrath was to take
the mean of each group, since his computer could not take 555 points
in one process. The validity ef this procedure io open te doubt,
but the result appears to be quite satisfactory. The coefficients
and their standard deviations for each of the polynomials obtained
are given below, together vith the overall standard deviation of
each equation.
q - a + bt + ct2 ♦ dt^ ♦ et* ♦ ft^.
coefficient standard deviation
. - 7.2105 x lO^-poia. 1.459 x IO-6 poia.
b - 4.60299 x 10 poia. 5.810 x 10" - (8.l)
e - -5.61426 x IO-11 poia. 4.856 x IO-12 ■
overall standard deviation ■ 3*07^ x 10 j)oiS6
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»Und»rd d.rUtUn
• - 7.97762 m 10*’ polas 2.444 s 10** poll*
6 - 4.02816 x IO*7 • 1.618 x l<f* •
• - 5.82647 * 1©"U  * 3.070 x IO*1* ■ ^8,2)
4 « -6.33462 x IO-14 • 1.734 x 10*M  •
m n l l  standard iniiilu - 2.852 x 10*^ poise
ssalil£lsal p dtandard dsristioa
x • 8.30922 x 10*5 poiss 4.550 x 10 poiss
6 - 3.67441 x 10-7 • 4.401 x IO*8 •
• - 1.74460 x IO*10 • I.379 x IQ-10 • (8.3)
4 - -2.11800 x 10-15 • I.703 x 10*13 •
• - 6.22371 x 10-17 • 7.199 x IO*17 •
m n l l  ituliH dtriitiM ■ 2.825 x 10*f poise
2M££L9i«»* nAwdsrd dsrlatlsa
• > 9.50813 x 10*5 ptlM 8.479 x 10*6 pels*
6 • 2.02506 x 10*7 • 1.080 x 10*7 •
• • 9.43232 x 10*10 • 4.806 x 10~10 •
4 - -1.78368 x 10*la • 9.572 x 10*15 • *8*4*
• - 1.51275 x 10*15 « 8.784 x 10*16 •
t • -4.93862 x 10*19 • 2.960 x 10*19 •
m r t l l  standard dsristioa ■ 2.825 x 10*^ po\Se
Ortrall p«r«Mia|« itaaiaH Affiatioa » 1.8 +
Tfct dtfitiiaa •! ths «ip«riaMtal ptlata froa tha fifth degree 
ptlfnaial is f i m  ia fifwrti (8.4) to (8«ll), It m b  ho m m  
fro* fi|«r« (8.4) that aore than 95 af tha points lio vithia a 
± 2  $L band, thus |ivia| aa espeeted ataadard deviation af about ♦ 1.3 %  
(2nd ataadard deviation) 9 vhieh eonpares favourably vith tho aetual 
aaioalatod value of ±  1*2 Tho plota for tho experiasatal poiata 
obtained froa oaah arrangenent aro given ia figuroa (8.5) to (8.1i). 
Figures (8.9) sad (8.6)9 tho roaulta obtained using tho oinglo 
eapiilary apparatus 9 ohov good agreement vith tho equation (8.4)
►o o o
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all tha points lying vtll vithin a ♦ 2 band. Tbe points sbtainsd 
from ths first ssriss capillary arrangement that vas used (figure (8.4)) 
arc not quits ss good, only about 84 jL of ths points lying vithin a 
±  2 band. However, in all but ons of ths latar arrangements mors 
than 95 %  of ths points lis vithin a ♦ 2 ^  band. In ths penultimate 
arrangsasnt only 81 jt of ths points lis vithin ths ♦ 2 %  band. It 
saa be soon that this nay bs duo to ths lash sf agresnent at ths 
lsvsr temperatures, sspssially at 1109C vhsrs ths rssults appsar to 
bs insonsistsntly high. Vs definite reason for this offset can bs 
givsn, apart from ths fast that this group of rssults vas taksn vary 
near ths saturation tempera tars and ths staan eould hava bsen vet.
On ths othsr hand, thasa rssults eould bs sorrset, tending to make 
ths atnosphsris lino curve up to nest ths saturation lino.
A table (table 9) of ths rsesnnsndsd values, generated at 
50°C intervals bstvssn 100°C and 1100°C, has boon produced, using 
equation (8*4), on ths fslloving page. A deviation plot comparing 
ths present verk (rsesnnsndsd values given in table 9) vith values 
put forward by Bonilla, Kostin and Shifrin is givsn in figure (8.12).
It shove that up to about 300#C both Shifrin and Kostin agree vith 
ths present verk to vithin 1 At 450°C ths present verk has its 
nasi—  disagreement vith both Bonilla and Shifrin, ths nasi—  
differences being about -5*1 %  and -1.7 % from ths tvo authors 
rsspsetivsly. Bonilla and Shifrin agree quits closely on ths shape 
sf ths curve, but ths present verk agrees mors closely vith that sf 
Kostin (vho ussd an entirely different method), inferring mere 
curvature sf ths atmospheric lias bstvssn 100°C and 600°C.
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(9)
Ueeoaaeiided Ttlwi lir tht viseosity of stow 
si ataoepherie presenre, based on tbe resalts 
sf tbs present verb. (i.e. eqaatiea (6.4))
• Teaperature , 
°C. ,
Viscosity . 
poiss
i
100* 1.231
130* 1.414
200° 1.013
250* 1.822
300* 2.036
350° 2.231
400* 2.463
450* 2.676
300* 2.883
530* 3.086
600* 3.285
630* 3.481
700* 3.674
750* 3.865
800* 4.053
830* 4.238
900° 4.420
950* 4.395
1000* 4.760
1030* 4.912
1100* 5.045
%
0
0tl iv 
°/ol-S
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Tht author dees not ftei that ha la ia a position to aa— aat an
tha raaaan for tha difference between Baal11a1a verk and tha verk af tha 
najerity of othar workers, apart froa saying that hia work appears ta 
have an inha rant error9 probably due to a discrepancy ia tho aquation 
for a spiral oapillary* Kostin*a nark appaara to ha tha aaat reliable
af tha workers mentioned.
A graph iaal data m i  nation af tha Sutherland eenataat *C* ualag 
tha data glTan in table (9) waa nada by no ana af tha equation
Tho above straight lino aquation fittad tha points quits well 
between tha teaperatures af 150*C*aad 9J0#C. Below and above this tiap 
eratura range tho points diverged froa tha aurva. Tha values far tha
respectively 9 which are exactly tha a ana aa those put forward by Shifrin* 
Tha anther does not agree with Shifrin9a eoaelueioa that hia 
aurva eould quite reliably bo extrapolated to 1500°C. without additional 
high tenperstnre oxporlnontal data9 alnao tha present work shows a 
definite inerease in tha rata of oh saga af tho slope af tha aurva nt tha 
higher teaperatares9 which if extrapolated would bo considerably different 
ta tha values obtained by extrapolating Shifrin9a aurva* In aetual fast 
Hilsenrath fitted * 3rd. dsgrss polynomial te ShifrU1* iipsiiststol
V) •  ;
( C ♦ T )
eons tan ta K and C were found to ba 29*6 xlO*^ poiaa/*B^2 and 1190#K
data (which vaa tha heat fit oat af several polynomials) which shews 
a deviation from tho present m v k  at 1100#C of ahoat 5 £  ahiah ia not 
oaaotly indioatod hy Shifrin9a given equation.
It aheald ha noted that at the tine ef writing thie theeia a 
aero detailed analysis ef the results m e  in progress. Several 
polynomials have been fitted te the experimental data obtained fren 
eash individual aapillary arraagsneat9 the total number ef pelynemiala 
being twentythree. The vieeeeitiee9 us lag sash equation9 have been 
gemereted at 10#C intervale between 100*C aad 1100°C. Examination ef 
thie preliminary computation data has shown that ia a auahar ef eseee 
(especially when baaed on the lower temperature er the mere sparse 
data) 9 idisn extrapolated, shewed eeaeiderahl# deviation at the extreme 
temperatures9 although ever the measured teaperature ranges the 
pelynemiala fit very well.
It ie intended that a polynomial will he fitted te selected 
data. After which sani-enpirleal Sutherland type ef equations will he 
fitted te the experimental data.
These latter computations are being carried out at tha Central 
Electricity Generating Beard9 a Computing Laboratories (170).
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W SHBim
1 • Tha •Hffle&Mii of tlio visaoaity of ataaa has W o o  naaanrad
ot atnoapharie prooooro orar tho taoparotora range 110°C to 1070PC.
8* Tho roomlto h e n  W o o  ooapand vith tho reeolte of praviooa
vorkoro io thio fiold of rooooroh and appear to agree qmito 
fanurabljr. A ptljmaolal of tho fora of
T) - a ♦ bt ♦ at2 ♦ ♦ at4 ♦ ft5
and o Sutherland oquatioo of tho fora of
_ v *KT
*\ m ......  h « n  W o o  fittod to tho experlneotol data.
( C a t )
3. Tho rooolto ooofira Shifrin* o oooortioo that tho rathod
of ooiog too oapillarioo io oorioo to no nature tho viaeeaity of 
vopeoro and gaooo ot ahooopWrio prooooro oao W  mood vith aaenraay.
4« Unioaa a raoh Wttor prooiaioo ia obtainable, tho nethod of
ooiog too oapillarioo io oorioo ooooot W  wployod for dotoraioiog
tho and oorrootioo oooffioiont *■* for toWo vith aay roaoooablo 
aaenraay.
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RECOMMBOATIONSnMBauuBuauhaaBBB»
If tha present tpptrttu ia ta ha used far further work an 
tha neaaureaont af tha viscosity af a tea* and ether fluids, it la 
suggested that several acdif isations should ha node ta tha ays ten.
Tha authar ia af tha opinion that far tha aeaaursnsnt af 
tha viaaaaity af ateaa, tha fallaving nodificetions should ha aada 
ta iapreve tha accuracy and praaiaion af the raanlta.
1. i m » M «  th« m i l  of tii* i a m t  ** **• n a y a n *  Th#
ratia af tha length af the two capillaries should ha increased9 keep­
ing tha length af tha charter capillary constant nt ubeut 29 cu, and 
inaraaaing tha length af tha longer capillary to about 90 m ,  thus 
asking tha length ratio about 2tl« Thie would unko tho differences 
hotwoon tho prooouro drops across tha two eapillarioa larger than 
these vhleh ware used by tha anthert which could bo acre easily 
•assured with a subsequent bettor precision.
2. Hffdifiootlo* to Jotato on tho Coptnortoo. S o w  thought bos 
boon given to tho natter of tho leak, however snail it nay ba9 at 
tha j sluts an tha aapl 11 arias. It la thsught that tha laak could bo 
ccapietely stopped by using n specially naanfaatnrod capillaiy having 
n sudden onl argonaut of its boro nt its ends, nek lug it pooalblo to 
wold tho capillary ta tho plonun chanhoro without distortion of tho 
boro nt its ends. The thickness of tho wall of tho tub# nt tho 
ealorgeaent would have to bo thin enough to allow it ta ba brakes 
without daaage to tho capillaiy, and thus make it possible to renews 
tho oapillary intast. The author la nst certain whether thie ia n 
practical preposition, bnt there has bean acne discussion with tha
-174-
■ a m f M i m n  and it appears that it ia net completely eat ef the 
qneetien.
3. iMi>r*rm the H w w r w r t  « * th• P ***»• *•»*• could *•
achieved hy using a capacities er inductive probe method ef 
iadleatiag the peeltlea ef the mercury surface ia the mercury-ia- 
glaae manometer. Sines the eenpletien ef the experinentel vork, 
the anther hae formed the epiaiea that a capacitive probe method 
(a probe attached te e micrometer heed) weald have proved mere 
eaeeessfal then the eptieel method ef detesting the meroury surface 
(the method which was used). The eapeeltive method hue the advan­
tages ef the visual method without having te rely on the experimenter' 
ability te use the telescopes.
* •  ImOSSSSBi*>* * * •  C o p tro l ond 8t^»lllty .f th. Boll.r Saggljr
t t m m a -  could be achieved by inereeeing the pressure in the
boiler end throttling the steam te the required pressure et the 
eatraaee te the superheater aad pressure stabiliser. It bed been 
observed that the amplitude ef th# pressure fluctuations in the 
heller vme approximately constant whatever the pressure. Therefore9 
if higher heller pressures were te he used9 the fluctuations in 
pressure would have lees off sot. A throttle valve oould he fitted 
into the supply line immediately after the beiler9 end by adjusting 
this valve9 the boiler pressure oeuld he kept eoastaat, whatever the 
mass flew rate through tho viscometer. Per thie modification te 
he effective the boiler pressure would have to ho at least 1 atmos­
phere gauge 9 thus requiring modification of the ground glues j elute 
on the beller9 since when beiler pressures ef about 0*75 atmosphere
gatage vara usod, th# joints tended to part9 even though they had 
boon tightly virod together. .
9. Sngg.»tlon for an alt.ra.tlT. — ttied of H..»nrlM U»« H w  flay 
Bata. Sinoa tha method af Measuring tha m i i  flav rata appeared 
to ha tha M i n  cause af tha experimental scatter9 it night ha eon- 
si dared advisable ie cheek as re thoroughly a method of noaouring 
the volume flev rate of tho etoan. Although thio veuld prove quite 
difficult, if it eeuld ho achieved it veuld certainly improve tho 
pros ie ion of the measurement of tho mass flov rate.
n m i n n s s  a n n a  ** *»>• A p p w t — 1» w  w  *.r u>. 
n — 3— t si V *  si
Aa it ie proposed to use tho apparatus for tho msasureswnt 
of tho viooooity of gaeos9 tho system vill require sons modifications. 
There dees not appear to ho aay difficulty in supplying tho gas to 
tho vies sms ter at oonstaat prooouro. Super pare high pressure gas 
oaa ho obtained from a gas bottle and them throttled to tho required 
pressure9 there being several methods of stabilieing the presoure 
of tho gas issuing from tho throttle valve.
Thors are a number of manometers, having a good aecuraqy 
and sensitivity, vhieh oaa bo used for gases, sinee unlike for steam, 
tho new sms tors do not require to ho boated. A nanometer using voter 
or oesm similar lev density measuring fluid (such as a Bets men new tor) 
could ho used vith mash hotter aoeuracy and sensitivity than tho 
mercury-in-glass typo.
Measurement of tho Hass Flov Bate
Boom vork has already boon done on tho dovolopswnt of a
-176-
velun* flov vat• motor for gases. Thio motor oomoioto of a 
horiaomtal 9U9 tube, about one metre long, haring ita ends connected 
by a amallor vertical *UV tube (of a larger bore tubing) • This 
smaller 9U9 tube ia filled vith mercury and aeta aa a reserveir.
The gas exhausting from tho viscometer enters tho motor by a tube 
at one end of tho main loop and pushes a pallet of mercury, vhieh 
has boon displaced from tho reservoir, round tho loop to tho other 
old# of tho reservoir, whore tho entrapped goo escapes • Tho 
moronry pellet, on falling into the fU* tube, displaces o further 
pellet am tho other side of tho 9U* tube into tho main tube, and 
tho proseso io repootod. Tho rato of progress of tho pellet along
a measured length of tho main tabs indicates tho mass flov rate.
This typo of motor has tho advantage that it eon bo sent 1 peon sly used. 
Initially a flat spiral vaa used Instead of tho loop for tho main 
tabs, but thio arraegensot could not bo manufactured vith sufficient 
precision, whereos tho loop arrangement eould.
Some success has beam ash loved vith thio typo of motor, 
using capacitive 9 pick-ups1 to indicate tho period of time tho 
pellet took to travel along tho measured length of tube. Unfor­
tunately slight undulations ia tho tube oansod small pel lota to 
jerk along. The use of very largo pellets partially ovoroomoa thio 
problem.
. te a a a m w r t  j t  J l t t .  i s m s n  a m m i •
A further improvement to tho ap,*retus, vhothor it ho 
used for gae or etoan, emld bo to intreduee platinum resistance 
control thermometers into tho too furnaces, and thereby improve the
-177-
tMperatiire control and liability of ilia oyitoa.
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App.adti [IJ
Ground Conical Joint Te»U
Several test rigs wore sot up9 tho moot suitable being no 
shown in figure ( Al.l ). A standard ground conical joint attached to 
tho end of a glass tube was connected by a rubber tube to a mercury 
trap. Attached to tho othor side of the trap was a precision bore drop 
tub# which had a water jacket. A thermometer, graduated to 0.1 C, 
indicated the water jacket teaperature• The assembled joint, ( on# of a 
standard batch ) which had been thoroughly cleaned prior to assembly, 
was put into the furnace and conditions allowed to settle down; the 
furnace having been set for a given temperature prior to tho insertion of 
tho joint. Tho drop tube, which was in a horizontal position, had a 
mercury pellet injected into it and was then slowly raised into the 
vertical position. After the mercury pellet had initially compressed the 
air in the system, it progressed down tho drop tube vith what appeared 
to be a constant velocity. Tho rate of descent was obtained using a 
cathetoaeter and a stopwatch. Several ef the joints were checked more 
than once after they had been dismantled, cleaned and re-assembled.
Graphs of the position of the mercury pellet ( which is 
proportional to the mess of air leaking from tho system through the 
joint ) against time are plotted, ( see figures ( A1.2 ) and ( A1.3 )). 
Although tho drop tub# temperature remained constant, unfortunately the 
room temperature did not. A thermometer was strapped to tho tubing 
between the furnace and the water jacket, the temperatures registered by 
thie thermometer are shewn on tho above mentioned graphs. The variations 
of tho room temperature may have been the cause of tho apparent unsteady 
rate of fall of the pellet.
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FIG A I. 3
Very little can be concluded iron the graph on figure ( A1.4 )f 
apart from the faet that the leakage T&ried vith each assembly and vith 
individual joints* Although no teste were carried out on a given assembly 
to check the effect of varying the pressure drop across the joint, the 
author considers that it vould be reasonable, at least for thio vork, to 
assuae that the leakage rate vould be proportional to the pressure drop 
across the joint* Since the joint is akin to a porous plug, it vould 
also be reasonable to asswne that the leakage rate is proportional to the 
viscosity of the fluid escaping through the joint*
Calculation of the smiiana leakage rate observed
The drop tube disaster, vhieh vas found using a long mercury
Opellet ia the section to be used equalled 2*41 mm, at 20 C*
Maximus leakage rate at 308°C* vas 0*0246 ca/ain, psr os Hg*,
AP • 22*1 ca Hg* i*s* ths slops ■ 0*343 sa/ain, ths as an drop tube 
leapsrature ■ 24°C, boroaetric pressure • 733 m  Hg*
Therefore the mass leakage rate *
’
* ( 2.41 )2 10"2 0.543 P« / *
"" "" " "  y  ■■■■■■■■■■ • 1 g/sec*
It vas concluded that this leakage rate vas sufficiently aaall to 
perait the uee of ground cone jointe in the proposed vis coaster, 
provided that the jointe were thoroughly cleaned and carefully asseabled* 
Teaimrature tests
Several quarts joints, vhieh had been thoroughly cleaned and 
fitted tightly together, vere heated up to teaperatures belev 1100°c.
After eooling and soaking in penetrating oil, the aajority of the joints
-183-
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could be taken apart without breakage9 unfortunately tow of the joints 
had to he broken before they could be separated. Two joints were heated 
up to temperatures in the region of 1400°C.9 but both of these joints 
had to be broken to separate then. The joints apperaed to haws fused 
together9 which is only to be expeeted at these high temperatures.
A point that was worthwhile noting was that one of the quarts tubes 
touched the firebricks of the furnace wall and diffused into them9 
producing a low melting teaperature silicon slag. This was an important 
point to note9 since it showed that care should be taken when selecting 
the materials of tbe furnaces for the vi scone ter and the supeiheater.
From the observations regarding the leak and temperature prop­
erties of conical joints, it was decided that it would be quite 
allowable to use conical joints.
-18*5-
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U jm  Chamber Teats
The entrance plena* chamber te 1 capillary ie quite important, 
since it is necessary to establish at the entrance to the capillary, 
a lev and uni for* velocity distribution* The obvious solution io to 
have a largo entrance reservoir, vith an entrance reaote froa the exit* 
This is not practicable vith the snail space available vithin tho 
viseoaeter body, consequently some attention vas given to the design 
of tho entrance plenua chambers*
Considering the space that vas available, it vas decided to 
assess the performance of a tubular chamber having a 2 on* bore vith 
a single coarse grade sintered filter across its bore* Vith water as 
the working fluid an attempt was aade to establish conditions in tho 
chamber similar to those expected in the actual apparatus* To achieve 
this, tho Reynolds numbers in the capillary were made the same as those 
expected in the apparatus and the ratio of the diameters of the plenum 
chamber and the capillary wore also made approximately the same*
Aprendlx (2)
where Qv and Qs are the mass flov rates for the water and the steam 
respectively, and are the viscosities of the water and the steam 
and and df> are the diameters of tho capillary tubes using water
and steam respectively* From the basic Poiseuille equation for flov, 
tho pressure head required upstream of the capillary vas
where 1^ is the length of the capillary, P^ is the density of tho
Qv - Q. | v ' T>*} ( V 42) A2.1
as ▲2 .2
A eonetant head tank waa need to eontrel the inlet pressure 
head, and a dye was used to indicate the flew pattern in the system. 
Initially potassium permanganate was used as the tracer fluid. Two 
small jets projecting at right angles to the main stream flow, one on 
each side of the filter, were initially used to inject the fluid into 
the main stream. The jet supply tubes were made as small as possible, 
so as not to disturb the natural flew pattern, and inserted from the 
extreme ends of the chamber (see figure (A2.1a))«
Under these conditions it was observed that the upstream jet 
was not effective. That is, it was not possible to see clearly defined 
stream lines. However, it was possible to see that the jet tubes 
tended to produce irregularities in the flow patterns. It was also 
observed that the indicating fluid tended to colour the slower moving 
fluid aad that since it was denser than the water, it fell to the 
bottom ef the chamber.
For the convenience of construction, a pre-plenum chamber waa 
put into the supply tube, which made it possible to put an injection 
jot into the inlet stream. A continuous stream of dye (a less dense 
dye, "fluorescene", was used in preference to potassium permanganate) 
was then injected into the inlet stream. The flow was then as shown 
in the figure (A2.1b). There was a central faster moving core, which 
continued to within about 3 in. of the face ef the filter, at this 
point the flow appeared to be radial and turbulent. Down stream 
of the filter there was still a slight coring, with the outer slower 
moving fluid converging to the capillary entrance. It was considered
-187-
water and d^  ■ dg • d.
INJECTED DYE CAPILLARY
(tO
(c)
FIG A 2. I F L O W  PATTERNS IN E N T R A N C E  P L E N U M  C H A M B E R S
that the downstream conditions could be improved and therefore a two 
filter system was made in which the second filter was movable in aa
axial direction, as shown in figure (A2.1c).
As before, the fluid upstream of the filter tended to produce
a core of faster moving fluid, with radial turbuleaee at the filter
face. The larger the distance between the filter face and the inlet
part, the more pronounced the divergence of the fluid flow from a
central coring effect, which was only to be expected. Between the 
filters the flow was random with only a slight coring. After the 
second filter, the velocity distribution was very nearly uniform 
across the tube, except in the vicinity of the jets. Tho dye indicated 
that, after the second filter the stream lines tended to converge 
towards the capillary entrance. It was evident that the distance 
between the outlet and the second filter had little effect on the 
flow pattern in that region for the mass flews considered, provided 
that the distance was greater than 23 am.
The distance between the filters was varied and observations 
were made. The apparent minimum distance between the filters, for 
which they had any reasonable effect on the flow pattern was about 
20 mm. When the distance was less than 20 am, the filters had little
or no effect aad acted as if there was only one filter.
The velocity of the fluid flow before, between and after the 
filters was observed for a given mass flow rate. This was done by 
injecting a small thread of dye at right angles to the axis of flow 
aad timing its progress between measured sections. Several checks 
were made on the final configuration and the average velocities observed
-189-
m r t  compared vith the theoretical average velocities• Using a
0.8 ms. bore capillary having a length of 7.3 and assuming that
the expected mass flov of the steam at 100*C vill be 0*1 g/mia, for 
dynamic similarity, tho required vater flev rate is 0*146 g/sec.
The required upstream head vill bo 11*26 cm. The actual flov rate 
vas about 0*13 g/sec. Therefore the average velocities in the 
capillary and the plenum chamber were 29*8 cm/sec. and 0.039 em/eec. 
respectively; the velocity ratio being 738.
Tho moan velocities from ebservmtionc were about 2 em/see. 
and 0*03 cs/aoc* before and between tho filters respectively. It 
vas difficult to obtain tho velocities after tho sooond filter, since 
tho velocity was slov enough to allov tho dye to diffuse into tho 
surrounding vater before it had passed any measure able distance.
Tho pressure drop across ths filters vas also measured for 
different flov rates of water at 20°C. A graph of AP against mass 
flov rate vas plotted from those observations, (see figure (A2*2))« 
Assuming that the pressure drop is proportional to the product of 
the maos flow rats and ths viscosity of ths fluid, tho pressure drop 
across the filters vbsn steam is flowing can bo estimated from thie 
graph*
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Superheater Design
Tha design ia baaed on a praaaura atabiliaar pat forward by 
Nowak (138) for gas chroao tography apparatus. Theoretically tha 
atabiliaar can bo conpared vith an analogous eleetrieal, capacitive- 
resistive circuit* Tha atabiliaar ia nade up of several reservoirs 
inter-connected by capillary tubes. The eleetrieal analogy ia shown 
below,
NAJa X AP 2 \ W
An>endlx (3)
/sp.-a
XMAAA/VV W \A /W — — W W W —1 iM A M  ■ “
Rx
"C  n r c2 - C 3 p<>
1 '
if Vj ■ Vc • » V • tha volisaas of tha reservoirs, and
• B0 ■ ■ H ■ tha reoietaneee of tha eapillariaa.
Using tha eleetrieal analogy, and assuning that tha over- 
preesure at the input ia ainuaoidal, it can be prowad that the ratio 
of tha owe rpras sure at input to tha owarpraasure at tha on tie t can 
be expreased by tha aquation,
EslPi I  - H r T  -  1
R T
) A3.12*f W V
where V ia tha ratio of tha difference between tha owarpraasure at
th« input and that at tha output of a damping unit, haring a change 
af molar flow rata of tha gaa oad ion af d(n)/d(t)
i.e.
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w . <( API - APo ) _ d( API - APo )
d ( d(n)/d(t) J d ( d(V)/d(t) J
Froa tha above aquations we can get,
A3.2
d(APi)
jr< » )
A3.3
(1 6  f n ▼ i )
where r is tha radius af tha capillaries, r\ is tha viscosity of tha 
working fluid, f is tha frequency of tha overpressure oscillations,
1 is tha length of tha connecting capillaries and Vm ths naan pressure. 
But Pi m Po ♦ APi ♦ d(Pi) and Po - Po ♦ APo ♦ d(Po)
Therefore 2Pn « } Pa ♦ APi ♦ d(Pi) ♦ P» ♦ APo ♦ d(Po) j
- { APi ♦ AP. } ♦ 2P» ♦ ( d(Pi) ♦ d(Po) j .
It nust be appreciated that there is sons phase change between the 
input and tha output overpressures, and that d(Pi) is not necessarily 
in phase vith d( Po) and oould quite conceivably ba anti-phase.
Since.it nay be assuned that d(Pi) and d(Po) are quite
snail fsr ths system to bs ussd, equation (A3.3) becomes
> r4( APi ♦ APo ♦ 2Po A *
^  32 f tj ▼ 1 jr .  .  m  K  A ,  4d(Pi) 1 t o i T T i  i   •••••.....
Using three expansions of equal volume and equal capillary resistances, 
squation (A3.4) ray be re-arranged into the form
V.l - I r4( APi + APo ♦ 2Po ) j)
32 f q3 (Ra)1/3 J A.3.5
The optimum conditions for tho do sign of tho superheater vill be when 
the temperature in the superheater is about 100°C. This ie because
the viscosity will be s minimum, while the asss flew rate through the 
viseosmter will be a anal mum, thus making the boiler pressure a 
max imam. Therefore the pressure stabiliser will be least effective
at 100*C.
During the beiler tests it was observed that the frequency 
ef the pressure fluctuations was about 1 cycle per second sad that 
ths amplltads sf th# overpressure wee shout 0.29 nm Hg (gauge) •
Tbe mailman pressure that can be expeeted at the entrance to the 
visecmeter (that la the pressure at the exit from the stabiliser), 
ia about 8 am Hg (gauge)* A suitable diameter ef 0.33 nm, for tbe 
eooneeting capillaries waa obtained hy trial aad error* It waa 
deeided that tha ratio of tho overpressure at the output to that 
at the input should be ae small aa possible and a nominal value ef 
1 i» was taken for this ratio*
At 100*C the viscosity of steam ia about 1,29»10~4 poise, 
aad taking the extreme ease of the boiler pressure being 30 am Hg,
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{(0.173)* lo^.aio.ij.Mfio. g ) .
▼ .I •  -------------------------- r :  ■■■■' , —171-------- •  654 cm ..A 3.6
512 1.25 10 + ( 10 3 )1/3
Latting tha length af tha sapillary bs 29 mm, tha volume required 
for each rcaorvoir ia 260 am3. It waa daaidad to make the reservoirs 
syllndrisal aad ta limit tha maxi—  outside diameter to 4*9 cm, 
tha internal diameter of the furnace tuba* Therefore the required 
length for each reservoir moat be 16*3 am* For the eeavemieoee 
ef manefseture tha length af cash reservoir waa made 13 am. That 
ia, tha produss Y x 1 ia 207 am3, and tha ratio d(Pe)/d(Pi) ia
Ap^roxiiiiUlx 0*02. With an overpressure amplitude af 0.25 *a at 
tha entrance te tha atabiliaar tha exit overpressure amplitude should 
be 0.003 «a* Under experimental conditions an amplitude of this 
magnitude should have very little effect on the stability of the flew.
The dimensions selected reduce the damping effect of the 
stabiliser at the higher steam mass flov rates, bat this should not 
unduly affect the stability of the conditions in tha via come ter. 
Figure (6.3) given n drawing of the pressure stabiliser and super­
heater .
-195-
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l e a k i n g .
Immediately after tbe assembly of tho Viacom*tor cell, it 
waa heated and evacuated to remove any fluids left in tha tubas. 
Preliminary leak testa ware than carried out to check the sealing of 
tho joints at tho ends of the capillaries. This waa done by observing 
tha rata of fall af a mercury pallet in a 2 nm proa la ion boro drop 
tube, which waa connected to tho viseometer coll. Tho drop tube 
arrangement and tho procedure waa baaisally tho same aa that used 
far tha joint tests, aaa appendix (l) and figure (A.l.l). If tha 
preliminary leak taste showed that there waa no appreaiable leak at 
those joints, the viscometer waa put into its furnace and connected 
up to the manometer. About 30 %  of tho initial assemblies proved 
satisfactory. On same oacaaiona tha joints bad to bo lappod together 
with a fine paste before aa assembly waa acceptable.
Tbo main leak taste wars carried out after tho viscometer 
soil had bean connected up to tho manometer; tho boiler circuit waa 
blanked off, since it did not matter if the joints in this part of 
the circuit leaked a little. Unfortunately the compressibility of the 
air ia the combined volumes af tha viaaomatar and tha manometer pro­
eluded the use af the above mentioned drop tuba method for measuring 
tha leaks. This waa because tha maximum drop tubo diameter that can 
be used with a mercury pellet la about 3 to 4 am and if a pallet of 
three or more centimetres length was used with this else af boro drop 
tubo, it oithor tended to break up ar required a drop tubo length 
af at laaat 230 cm before compression ef the air had been accomplished.
-196—
«An alternative method was employed to eheek tho leaks in 
the assembled apparatus. This method was to shut off two of tho 
nanomotor pressure lines and vent their respective columns to 
atmosphere, connecting the central (third column) to tho apparatus. 
The apparatus was given a small internal pressure, which was larger 
than that expected under working conditions, displacing the central 
mercury level. Tho rat# at which the mercury level returned to 
its equilibrium position is n measure ef the leaking rate of the air 
from the system. Graphs of the rate of tho rise of tho mercury 
level for a given initial pressure head are plotted on figures (A4.l) 
te (A4.8) • It was felt that these tests were very reasonable, since 
at least half the number of tho joints were subjected to pressures 
twice or mere times their expected working values (the downstream 
joints being subjected te as much as 900 %  ef their working pressure).
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Capillary Calibrations
Since tha dianatar of a capillary ia raisad to tha fourth 
power, in tha flov aquation for a oapillary viscometer it ia aaaantial 
that tha diameter ba obtainad accurately. It ia alao aaaantial to 
hara a oapillary vith a uniform bora vith littla or no allipticity 
or oonioality orar its length.
Tha oapillariaa to ba uaad ara transj>arent and hara boras 
up to 2 m .  It vas tharafora possible to calibrate them using tha 
"mercury thread" method, Tha author ia not avare of aay other method 
vhioh ia aa convenient to use or aa accurate aa this method, Thera 
ara a number af procedures far calibrating a oapillary vhich ara (l) 
to chock tha uniformity of tha capillary bora by passing a small pallet 
along tha tuba and observing its variation in length, after vhich, 
putting a thread of mercury along its entire length and obtaining tha 
mean radius grarimatrically; (2) to go through tha same procedure as 
quoted ia (l), than combine tha results from tha small pallet and tha 
large pallet aalibrationo, using a graphical method to so Ira far tha 
diameter, aad (3) to fill cosqilataly tha capillary aad than measure 
accurately tha electrical resistance of tha mercury thread, Tvo 
other methods of measuring tha diameters of capillaries vara tasted, 
vith littla success. They vara, (a) using an X-ray technique and 
(b) using probes to sense the ends of a mercury pallet. Neither ef 
these methods vas sufficiently accurate.
Methods (l) and (2) ara very similar but the latter requires 
aa accurate measurement of the small pellet length aad its position
-2 0 6 -
Appcadlr (5)
aloag ibt tab*. Tht theory for method (l) io quit# straightforward. 
Consider a pellet of diameter 2r vith a length between the wetted 
surfaces of L and a depth from tho top of the meniscus to tho wetted 
surface of X  • Fop tho small pellet oalibration the total length 
of each pellet v&s assumed to be j l * X  /2 J . Thio io baoed on 
tho assumption that in a good capillary a snail pellet has the fora 
of a right circular cone, capped at each end by a spherical segment, 
then,
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-*------L ---- «-
2. h----- L -----*______ 2. f - \
i.
V - «r2 { (1 ♦ 6ra/3r2)L _ (6r/r)( X j  - (1 ♦ *r2/r2)
, V  ♦ x 23 ,
♦ i T ~ 2  ) ............. A 5 aor
la practice, 6r/r, N  | • X g   ^^ l  ~ \ g )  ^  iia^  ^  •••"
par loon vith L and aay be neglected, hence
V - * r2 L ♦ 2-£- ( \ ,  ♦ X  2* ................... *3.2
2Assuming tho volume of an equal cylinder io V ■ % r L , then,
►
' \  - h *  (1/2)  A5.3
Nov considering the largo pellet, there are two methods of 
assessing tho radius of tho tube, . One method is to assune that tho 
meniscus at the ends of tho pellet are spherical, of radius R, sub­
tending an angle 2fl. That ia tho volume of each cap is
* - &  *R3»ln3« d(«) - *R3 - coa ^ ♦ 2/3 } .... *5.4
0 3
« . X  .....................................A5.5But R - r
2 X 2
Therefore the total volume of the mercury thread ia
V -  *R 2L ♦ 2a( 2^  ♦  * ^ “) { ^  ^ ♦ 2 /3  j ......................A5*6
where the contact angle ia (90° - ft)
Thie is obviously a difficult equation to use and the contact angle 
for the "mercury-to-glass" contact should he known. A more simple 
approach is to say that the volume of the end caps is
X *
▼ -  / *y^ <*(*)• -  *  ( E X  -  -TT- ) * .........................A5.7
0 ?
\  r2but E ■ -77- ♦ Tp'v^ 1 9 therefore the total volume of the mercury 
thread is
V - * j ( \ . L ) r 2 - X3/3 j  ............ .*5.8
•* r* - (▼/* * X5/3 ) { |.............. *5.9
Siaea X  im \  3 M y  W  and the »b«n aquation
r 2 -  I V H  i r r h o ^ -  lw/p* 1 ........ A‘5*10
where v ie the weight of the mercury pellet, P its density and 
Ls - (L ♦ )\ ) . '
The theory for the second method is based on a semi-graphical 
solution suggested by Fisher (167) who based his work on a method des­
cribed by Sehnltse (168), The total pressure drop along a capillary 
in which a simple fluid is flowing is given by the equation
/d(p) - 2JL23 r J r*  ^ from the basic Poiseuille
* g P 6
equation........... A3* 11
2New V «  U  W  , where r is the radius of the tube, and L# and V are
the length and the volume of the small pellet*
^2 ^2
But V. - / * r2 d(L) - V / d ( 0 / U .................... A5.12
L1 L1
where is the volume of a large pellet between two points and Iv>
from the datum end of the capillary*
Ala*, d(L)/r4 - I U( n U A ] 2 d(l). t  | u } 2 d(L) ...A5.I3
Using equations (A*3*12) and (A9*13)» then
. **2 —1 2L * 2 * I L
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JL4(L)r4 - ^  [, 1 * / u 2 d(L) ........ A5.14
The integrals / d(L)/Ls and J Ls“' d(L) can be obtained from the
h
small pellet calibration* Therefore r* in the flow equation may be 
replaced by 1/{ / d(L)/r4 } • Hanks (39) has defined an error 
introduced if this substitution is not used, it is
vhieh can be re-arranged aa,
i  t  d ( L ) / r 4-  { }  ................... A 5 . 16
r
Vith method (3), the eleetrieal method, the capillary haa 
large diameter reservoir a at its ends and the vbole system io filled 
vith mercury. Probes are put into the reservoirs and the resistance 
of the mercury thread in the capillary is compared to a standard 
resistance* The mean radius is then obtained from the equation
-  l - V H  ■  l - ^ l .........................................
«r l/ra . | »,, « | / | L ) .................. «.17
vhere r^ is the eleetrieal resistance, L is the length of the 
capillary tube, pe is the resistivity of the mercury and vr' is the 
mean radius of the capillary tube*
It vas decided that method (l) vas quite accurate enough fer 
the proposed project, since the measuring equipment is not accurate 
enough to justify the use of the more complicated second method*
It is also difficult to assess the accuracy of the graphical evaluations
ho h o
of the integrals, / d(L)/Ls and £ Le d(l). Carr (63) actually
compared his capillary diameters, using both the gravimetric and the 
integration methods* Ths nominal radius of ths capillaries he used 
vas 0*1 mm. and ths differences in ths radii, obtained using the tvo 
methods vere only about 0*09 %  and 0*03 Some vorkers reckon that 
method (3) ia the meat applicable to the flev equation, but the
author io of tho opinion that tho latter method has no obvious 
advantage over the other two methods, but this is a matter of opinion*
The seleetion of the capillaries and the procedure for their 
calibration vas as follows. Initially, a large nusber of capillary
tubes of the required nominal bores vere calibrated using only the 
small pellet method. It vas then possible to drav up a short list 
of the capillaries having a tolerable uniform bore. From each of 
the tubes, two capillaries of the required length vere cut and their 
ends had standard B.% cones ground on them. They vere then thoroughly 
cleaned by soaking them in chromic aoid and rinsing, in turn, vith 
distilled vater, alcohol and ether. The capillaries vere again 
calibrated before a final selection vas made. The mean diameter of 
each capillary vas obtained several times, before and after use, 
using the large pellet calibration.
The procedure fer calibration vas as follows. The 
capil lazy, which had been previously cleaned and dried, vas pat into 
the jig, see figure (A5.l). A small pellet of "triple distilled" 
mercury vas injected into one end ef the capillary and tvs elbov 
tubes, having standard B.5. sockets at their ends, ware fitted to 
the capillary. The arrangement, vith the end tubes vertical, vas 
immersed in a bath of liquid (the liquid being glycerine for the glass 
tubes and carbon tetrachloride for the quarts tubes), having the 
same refractive index as that of the material of tho capillary. Tha 
length of tho pellet vas then chocked, using a cathstometor manufactured 
by Messrs. Pya Ltd. Ths pallet vas moved to a now position, such 
that it overlapped tho old position, and once again tho length vas
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measured. T h is  vas r e l a t e d  u n t i l  the p e l le t  reached the o th er end 
o f the c a p i l la r y .  The procedure vas b a s ic a lly  th e  same fo r  the la rge  
p e l le t  c a l ib r a t io n ,  on ly the p e l le t  vas mads, as near aa p o s s ib le , 
as long as ths c a p il la ry  tu be . The la rg e  p e l le t  vas then c a re fu lly  
ex tra c te d  from the tube and weighed.
I t  should be noted th a t the p e lle ts  were introduced in to  
the tubes in  ths presence o f  a i r .  The author appreciates  th a t  although  
the mercury vas thoroughly d r ie d  and stored under a vacuum p r io r  to  
i t s  us#, th is  vould not preclude a i r  from being trapped between the  
c a p il la ry  v a i l  and the m ercury. Attempts vere made to in troduce  
the p e lle ts  under vacuum co n d itio n s , but u n fo rtu n a te ly  in  the m a jo r ity  
o f cases, the p e lle ts  broke up in to  sm all beads. A la rg e  mercury 
p e l le t  vas su ccess fu lly  in troduced in to  ths tube under vacuum con­
d it io n s  and ths diam eter compared v i th  re s u lts  from  a i r  f i l l i n g s .
The diam eters agreed w ith in  the expected to le ran ce  o f the measuring 
equipment, which is  on ly to be expeoted, since the entrapped a i r ,  
fo r  a smooth bore tube, would be q u ite  sm all when compared v ith  ths  
s ixes o f bores measured.
Small p e l le t  c a lib ra t io n  graphs fo r  each o f the tubes 
need are g iven  in  fig u re s  (A5.2) to  (A 3 .1 3 )*  A ta b le  o f tbe d ia ­
meters obtained from the la rg e  p e l le t  c a lib ra t io n s  is  given on the  
fo llo w in g  page. A ta b le  o f the lengths o f the c a p il la r ie s  is  a lso  
given on ths  fo llo w in g  pngs.
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Capillary Lengths
-2 1 6 -
Capillary
Ho.
Length 
before 
nee cm.
Length 
after 
use c».
Mean
length
ca.
Dev. 
♦ *
Glass CaoillJarise
1. 29.785 29.780 29.783 0.017
2. 30.265 50.260 30.263 0.017
ttnart* Capillaries
3a. 54.975 34.980 34.978 0.014
4b. 25.010 25.000 25.005 0.020
2s. 35.043 35-046 35.045 0.909
2b. 24.926 24.930 24.928 0.016
8a. 35 045 a 35.045 -
8b. 24.595 a 24.595 -
Ha. 37.515 a a 37.515 -
Bb. 23.006 23.004 23.005 0.009
Aa. 37.522 37.525 37.523 0.011
Ah. 22.965 22.960 22.968 0.022
Ca. 37.460 a a a 37.460 -
Cb. 22.990 a a a 22.990 -
« tha ands sf the capillaries vere slightly chipped on
diaMKtllag.
a a ths oapillariss vers broken before being dismantled.
a a a The ends of the capillaries vers broken during
dismantling.
• .*
V .j
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F IG  A 5. 2
V- . •
P O S IT IO N  A L O N G  TUBE  
C A P I L L A R Y  TU B E  N» 2 ( C L A S S )
FIG A 5. 3
»
SMALL Hq’ PELLET CAPILLARY CALIBRATIONS
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S M A L L  Hg" P E L L E T  C A P I L L A R Y  C A L I B R A T I O N S
Ap endix (b )
u r t M L
As dueribwl in ehapttr (Vi), th« iialAg «f the condensate 
col i set ion vas done vith a tist interval mi tor manufactured by Messrs. 
Caaerer Cass Ltd. This is a anlti-purpoee electrical lining relay 
vhich operates a Caaerer Cass stepvatch • The stopwatch dial is 
graduated ia 0.1 second divisions, eae revolution ef the aaia hand 
representing 10 seeends• A second snail dial is graduated in 10 
seeead divisions, one revolution ef this hand representing 10 a i m  tee. 
The relay vas eeaaeeted te a contact svitch in the condensate collec­
tion systea, such that, ianedlately the test tube vas placed under 
er reaeved froa under the condenser, the stepvatch vas operated.
The aanufaeturers ef the tiae interval aster state that the 
variation ia the tiae interval betveen the closing ef the contacts aad 
the operation ef the stepvatch is constant at 0.002 seconds.
The lining systea vas independently checked under working 
conditions. The signal te operate the interval tiaer vas supplied 
by a special pulse generator via a secondary relay, the dosing ef 
the contacts ef the secondary relay starts or steps the interval tiaer. 
The tests vere carried out vith the interval tiaer set in node (2) 
operation, the signal being fed into terminals B sad C. Previous 
tests had shown the variation in the operating tiae of the secondary 
relay te be less than 0.001 second on consecutive operations. This 
variation in the operating time had no offset on the calibration, 
since the stepvatch can only be read te ♦ 0.1 second. In about 30 %  
ef the tests the stepvatch vas fully wound up prior to its use.
Th« rssults sf ths emlibrstlon tssts srs shown on ths graph 
sf timing srrsr against stopwatch rssding (sss figurs (A6.1)). Thsrs 
is no ind last ion on ths graph as to whsthsr ths stopwatch was fully 
wound up hsfsrs n tost. It saa bs scan that ths timing srrsr vill 
bs sf ths srdsr sf ♦ 0.008 %  at 600 sssa., ♦ 0.002 %  at 1200 sses. and 
±  0.003 at 1800 ssss. It is psssibls9 though unlikely, that tho 
pulss gsnsrator has a constant srrsr, in addition to its known 
variation vith temps raturs. Thsrs bars boon asms pro 1 ini nary chocks 
whish rsvsalsd nothing sf csassqusnss.
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Tbs pressure drop ssrsso ths capillaries was nsasured using 
s three iinb nercury ia glass nanometer* Apart from ths measurement 
sf ths capillary di ana tars, ths observations which hava ths mast offset 
on ths preeisien, sad ultimately sa ths aosuracy of ths vissssity 
dstsrninatisns, ars ths so sf ths differential pressure drops* It 
was therefore sbviens that ths assnrasy sf ths pros ears Measuring 
equipment should bs as high as psssibls* An attempt at assessing ths 
precisian sf ths nanometer was mads*
Ths asms wan ouster and associated equipment was ussd for 
ths single capillary and ths series sapillary apparatus. Ths former 
only required two sf ths three limbs sf ths nanometer.
The method sf measuring ths pressure differences is described 
in chapter (Vi). Ths majority sf ths pressure drops were expected 
to lie within ths range sf 8 nm to 39 am sf mercury and therefore ths 
tests were serried out with this range in mind*
Ths precisian depends an four no in factors s (l) the accuracy 
ef the eatheteneter calibration, (2) the ability te sight the nercury 
surface, vith the given surface illumination and optical arrangement,
(3) the ability te reproduce the •sere1 mercury level in tho fixed 
telescope, and (4) the vertical bearing on the eatheteneter*
Dealing vith the above four items separately 1-
(l) The oaths tens ter is a Svift Precision Instrument, having
a vernier which can be read to 0*01 an ever a length ef 200 an* A 
Moors and Wright microns ter head is fitted to ths instrument* This
(7)
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m > be reed te 0.002 am, but its range ie enly 23 m * Te make full 
use ef tbe sensitivity ef tbe micrometer bead, it would be necessary 
te measure both the pressure drops without re-setting the aero ca the 
head. This would msaa that pressure drops ef the order ef 33 mm Hg 
would he required te he road eu the sd promt tor head. Consequently, 
only the vernier seals was need to measure the pressure drops in the 
eerlee oapillary system.
(2) The merousy surfaees were illuminated from the rear ef the
manometer hex, through l/8 in. vide vwrtleal elite ia n light alley
sheet, which had n matt black surface, placed behind the manometer 
columns. Ths mercury menisci ware sighted be tvs on two hair lines in 
telescopes having approximate magnifications of 10il.
(3) The "make-up” cylinder, (see figure (6.13)), was used te
keep the mercury level in the central column constant. Tho "make-up" 
cylinder has two control pis tone; the coarse piston has s screw 
thread pitch ef i/9 in., one revolution ef which raises the mercury 
level in n column by about 1,3 mm. The fine control piston has a 
differential screw thread having an equivalent pitch ef 1/112 in.
One revolution ef thie platan raises ths mercury level ia n column 
hy about 0.0078 am.
(4) The eathe tone ter had te he rotated through n email angle
ef about 20° in order that the two outer columns eeuld he rend vith 
the same eathe tone ter. Only precision teste eeuld indicate the
reproducibility of a reading after the cathetoaeter had boon turned 
through this angle.
The precision Uit» w i n  arritd oat la tha following wanner, 
Tho otrony l m l i  woro aijuUd, using tho "wake-up* cylinder9 to give 
tho corroot sighting in tho fixed telescope, sightod on tho control 
sol non of tho naaeaeter, All three of tho eolonns woro opon to tho 
stassphoro. Tho levels of tho wercury in tho two ontor ooloons woro 
thon nononrod in torn* Using tho *uake-op" qrliador, tho atreury 
level in tho throo oolosns woo nltorod and tho shows prooodnro repeated. 
This prooodnro woo ro posted 53 tinss for ono sotting of tho fixod 
toloooopoi in oneh snso tho adjustaent sf tho ssthotonstor woo ronden. 
That is9 for randan sdjnstnsnt tho tolosoopo on tho eathotsnstor was 
brought into position by sliding it iadiseriaiaately fron oithor 
direction9 upward or downward, Tho ro suits of thoso tosts oaa ho 
soon on tho frequency graphs for both seloans, (soo figure (A.7.1.)
Tho standard dowiations for oolonns (l) and (2) woro ♦ 0,0261 an and 
£  0,0225 ■» respectively.
Tho shows prooodnro was f el lowed t but with tho adjustnont 
of tho tolosoopo being node only in tho downwards direct ion. A
frequency graph for tho 50 sightings that woro nods in this woy is 
shown in figure (A7*2), Tho standard dowiations for otlans (l) and
(2) woro £  0,016 mm and £  0,0119 on respectively.
A sighting precision was thon carried out, on tho two ontor 
oolunasf in which tho esthetes*ter body was not rotated, Tho nsronry 
levels woro kept constant and the coluans woro dealt vith separately, 
tho telescopes being adjusted only in a downward direst ion, Tho 
sightings woro carried oat 50 tines for each ool«nat9 tho frequency 
graphs for which aro given in figure (A7.3), Tho standard dowiations
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RE A D I N C
R E A D I N G
F I G  A 7 .  3 S I G H T IN G  P R E C IS IO N
far u l « M  (i) and (2) vara ±  0*0116 an and ♦ 0*0132 mm raspastiraly* 
Tharafora tha axpaetad praaiaian (not accuracy) far eoluan 
(l), using dovmrdi raadings only, ia aqual ta tha sun of tha sara 
praoisiona plus tha sighting praciaion, which is, ♦ 0*016 ♦ 0.0116 ■
♦ 0.0276 m b .; and lilcaviaa far aolunn (2), ♦ 0*0119 ♦ 0*0132 ■ 
jk 0*0231 m * Thaaa praoisiona vill apply to all raadings and thara-
fsra it ia hattar ta usa as larga prassnra drops as psssibla9 in 
ardar ta naka this inharant uncartainty as snail as passibla* A 
graph af tha paroantaga praciaion against tha prassnra drop naasurady 
for oaluans (l) and (2)t is givsn an fignra (A7.4)*
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Colcuiotlon for the Single U u l l X w  
th* calculation of tho viscosity of stoois ot atmospheric 
pressure and 173°C (tho firot determination made using capillary Ko, 2f 
tho 1*5 m i  luminal boro capillary) , will bo presented io detail io thio 
appendix. Cononolng vith tho flov equation
* d4g AP (1 * J<N At)(I ♦ S 6/d) _ Q ■ f
n  ---------------------------------- ” ------ ; —128 (j I 1 V 8 * 1 (1 o<X At)
For capillary No* 2, 4 * 1.51048 no. and 1 • 302.63 an* Tho aecolern-
2tion do* to gravity *g' at Glasgow University ■ 981.363 on/sec . Tho
value of tho coefficient of linear oxpoosion for the Material of tho
m£.
capillaries is 3*3 * 10 per C. Assuming a value for tho end 
oorrootion eonotant *■* of 1.12, thon
* ( 1.51048 ) 4 10~* 981.565 AP ( 1 ♦ 9.9 lo“*  At )( I ♦ 8 fc_/d )
n . ----------------------------------------------------------------
128 50.26; I) ( V
1.12 q  t
—  -  VI ■■ ■
8 * 50.26; ( 1 ♦ 5.3 l<f° At )
x 41.4396 10~5 AP ( 1 . 9.5 IQ-6 At)( 1 ,♦ 8 /d ) 1.47256 qf
q 1 v  (1 ♦ 3.3 io**®At)
where ^  ie obtained fra. equation (5.18).
Tho weight of eondonoato collected in 822.4 eocondo woo 
9.7920 g. giving tho muss flov rato q ** 0.0119076 g/ooo.
Tho atMoopherie proasuro • 737*45 m * of Hg. at 23°C and9 vith tho 
N.P.L. oorrootion for tho haroMctor for theeo conditions,
757.45 - 2.931 - 754.52 mm. .t Hg. «t 0°G. Hi. density of neroury
*t 0®c • 13.5935 g/®e^i therefore
P» - 754.52 x 13.5955 - 1023.81 gt/mm*.
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H m  prtisttN h«a4 betvtra the exit of the eepiUei/ oad tho aabient 
conditions w o  1.87 an. of H|. at il%8°C. Tho density of aorcury 
•t 1X5.8°C. • 13.^140 |/«a3, thMwfer*
P' - 0.187 x 13.3140 - 2.4990 gf/aa2.
Tho pro®sure drop oeroo® the eopillory • 7.39 mm of U*. ot 117.1°C.
o . xTho density of asrouiy ot 117*1 C. • 13*3109 (/<■ » hence tho pressors
drop t o m i  tit. ooplllory ftP - 13.3109 * 0.739 ■ 9.8368 aS/tm .
Tho aooa pvosooro in tho eopillory • Po ♦ P* ♦ AP/2
• 1023.81 ♦ 2.493 ♦ 4.918 • 1033.223 gf/ea2
Tho specif is veloa of the otooa ot 173*0 oad 1033*22 % / m ?  (iatorpolotod
froa tho 3th edition of the V.D.I. tohlos (166) • 2021.86 o a V o .
Tho booyonoy oorreotioa for tho veighlagi * f'
( 1 - Pa/Pot )
( 1 - po/pw )
chore Pet • 8 % / m ?  % pv • 0.9973 %/m? oad po the density of doap oir
- ( M 1 ( » " P >
H
Tho density of dry oir Pd ■ 0.001183 % /m? oad tho (oo taro tod) vapour
pressure of voter p • 21.02 aa of Of, froa vhieh po • 0.001171 %/m?.
Thorof oro tho booyonoy correct ion f « ( 1 - 0.001171/8 J  -JL02i22
( 1 - 0.001171/0.9973 )
Tho oorrootion for tho theraol or pension of tho oapillary
- ( 1 ♦ 3.3 10-6 173®C. ) - ( 1.000971 ) 
and (1 ♦ 9.9 10-6 173°C. ) . ( 1.001711 )
Th. .lip earrvotlo., ( U B £ / d ) « ( l * 8 «  0.113 1 10*'*/l.51048 )
» 1.000394. vboro £  in tho above is obtained froa aquation (3*18) f 
ooo figois (3*l) for values of t  •
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Th* rtf Tore
_ V 41.4396 10~5 9.8368 981.563 1.001713 1.000594')
<[_ 0.0119066 1.00103 2021.86 J
1 1.47256 0.0119066 1.00103')
C 1.000571 J
- ( 1.69442 - 0.17541 ) 10~4 g/«a.**c.
“ 1»?1901 10"4 g/««.»ec.
Th» Ti»co»ity of oteaa at atmospheric proo&uro and 173°C
• 1,519 x 10~4 i>oi»o.
Spocimop. Calculation for iht Seriti Capillary <jmrt» Apparatus 
The viscosity to eteam at atmoepheric pressure and at a 
temperature ef 1070*4#C* ( the highest nominal temperature at ldiieh 
measurements vers made ) will be presented in detail in this appendix* 
The capillaries used at this temperature were Nos* (Ca) and (Cb) 9 
having bores of 1*96706 am* and 1*95260 am*r and lengths of 374*6 mm* 
and 229*9 mm* respectively*
Commencing with the flow equation
-2 3 8 -
Appcitdlx (?)
* dj4 g ( 1 ♦ )( 1 ♦ 8£/d )
128 ( lt - 12 ) <i t
The acceleration due to gravity fg* at Glasgow University ■
/ 2981*563 cay see*” * The value of the coefficient of thermal expansion
met) Ofor quarts is 0*54 xlO per C. Then
x ( 1.96706 )4 xlo”4 981.363 kt k# j / APj\ / 1.9526o\'Vap20
128 ( 374.6 - 229.9 ) « f \  V V1) \ 1.96706/ \ V2 JC
where kt is the correction for the thermal expansion of the capillaries
—6 Aand equals ( 1 ♦ 3 x0*54 xlO x1070.4 C ) • 1.00175* k^ is the 
correction for slip at the walls ef the tube and equals ( 1 ♦ 8fc/d )
- ( 1 ♦ 8 xO.663 xlO-3 / 1.960 ) - 1.00263. Th. valu. of th. .lip 
factor £; vas obtained from equation ( 5.18 ) i.e. £L • 0*81 x2*128 ^ #
J W
t) being taken from Shifrin*a data, refer to figure ( 5.1 ) for 
graph of t  against temporature* Therefore
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2.49265 *10-’ kt k# j /tPl \ /( 0.970923 ) APa\
11 ’  ^  j  I ” /  ’  \  V2
Tht wight ot eond«nsat« collected ia 694*0 seconds vas 10*3232 g*
giving s ness flov rate *0* of 0*0148778 g/sec*
The atmospheric pressure - 763*30 m s * of Ilg* st 24*5°C*, with the 
N*P*L* correction for the barometer at Oiese conditions, it equals 
763*30 - 3*132 - 762*13 ssi* of Hg* at 0°C* The density of Mercury
at 0°C. - 13.5955 g/o»5, therefore Pa - 762.13 * 13.5955 - 1036.18 &ct? 
The pressure head betvsen the exit of tlie downstream capillary and 
the ambient conditions vas 9*31 « •  of Hg* at 118*2°C. The density 
of mercury at 118.2°C. -  13*3083 g/cm^ , therefore P1 -  0*381 x 13*3083
- 7.067 txl«»2.
The pressure drops across the dovnstrean and upstream capillaries vere 
APt - 35.86 m*. of Ug. at 120°C. and APj - 22.31 ■». of Hg. at 120°C. 
respectively. Th* density of aorcnry at 120°C. - 13.3040 | / u \  
thoroforo AP1 - 33.86 * 13.3040 - 47.7081 nf/oa2.
AP2 - 22.31 * 13.3040 - 29.6812 gf/e»2.
The mean pressuresin the downstream and upstream capillaries vers 
P. - 1036.18 ♦ 7.067 ♦ 47.7081/2 - 1067.10 gf/ca“. and
* I*
P2 - 1036.18 ♦ 7.067 ♦ 47.7081 ♦ 29.6812/2 - 1105.80 gf/cis“.
Tho specific volumes of tho steaa at a tenperaturo of 1070.4°C. and
/ 2 . opressures ef 1067*10 gf/cm" and 1103*80 gf/cm1', the mean conditions in
the capillaries, vere - 3930.57 cn?/g and V0 - 5712.24 c^/|
s extrapolated from the 5th* edition ef the V*D*1* tables (166))
The bouyancy correction *f' for the weighings • Y j
where pvt is tlie density of the weights - 8 g/cxP ( supplied by the
laanufaeturer's of tho balance )9 the density of water at 24.5°C.
pv - 0.9972 g/c» ; and pa io the donoity of damp air - pd f H - 0.378 p |/tt.
At a pressure sf 762.15 of Hg. and a temperature of 24.5°C. the density
*■
of dry air - 0.001189 g/cw • and tho saturated vapour pressure of water 
■ 22.51 mm. of Hg. From which
0.001189 { 762.15 - 0.578 x 22.51 1 ,
P* - --   ■ ■  ...............  ' - 0.001172 g/craJ
762.13
{ 1 - 0.001172/8 ] 
and f m —  — —  > 1 > * 1.0011
[ 1 - 0.001172/0.9972 j
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Therefore
2.49265 xlO-3
- -------------
0.0145778
1.00173 1.00265 j/47.7081\ / 0.970925 29.6812 0
1.0011 1\ 5930.57/ \ 5712.24 7
>1 5.03793 xlO-4 g/c.».c.
The viscosity of steam at atiiOHjiheric pressure mid a temperature of 
1070.4aC. - 5.058 xlO* pel...
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Working Equations 
Glass Apparatus
% d4 g AP ( 1 ♦ )( i ♦ 8£/d )
Appendix ( 10 )
- 128 1 f Q V
K I P  ( 1 ♦ 3‘XAt )( 1 ♦ 8£/d ) 
f Q V
> Q f
8 x 1 ( 1  )
k( i) f
chore 0< is ths coefficient sf linear expansion for ths glass and
—'Ct oequals 3*3 10 per C.
Values for the constants ( all values are in gran. cm. see. unite )
Capillary No. K xlO4 k* xlO1
1 0.80715 1.49652
2 4.14397 1.47408
Quarts Apparatus
* dx4 g ( 1 ♦ )( 1 ♦ 8£/d )
138 ( lt - 1 ) « f
AP, 'X
y ♦ ( V diJ AP:
Kj { 1 ♦ 3CVdi } { 1 ♦ 8^/d I
*1 * • !“ )]
chore is ths eoeffisisnt of linear oxpaaiioa for tho quarts and 
equals 0.34 xl0~ per C.
Values for tho constants/.
Valuea for the congtante ( all values are in gram. cm. see. unite ).
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Capillary
No.
Kj XlO3 *2
3a and 4b. 
2a and 2b. 
8a and 8b. 
Ba and Bb. 
Aa and Ab. 
Ca and Cb.
0.298473
0.732529
1.939600
0.897794
0.155585
2.492650
0.910362
0.956269
1.035141
1.023780
1.069510
0.970925
Aauenttix (ll)
End Correction Constant *■'
An attempt to obtain the value ef the end correction constant 
•m* for square-cut ended tubes vas made using the two capillary 
apparatus. Tbe original intentions vere (l) to determine the value 
of the viscosity ef the steam at given conditions and then feed this 
data back into the individual flov equations for the tvo capillaries 
aad Uenee calculate the value of *•', or (2) to add the tvo simultaneous 
flsv equations and 'V and hsneo obtain an equation for 'm*. Unfor­
tunately no estimation vas made during the initial development stage 
for the expeeted precision of those methods. When the aetual experi­
mental data vas used to determine •«', it vas found that the value 
obtained varied \ay as much as yj in the extresm oases. A rough 
estimation of tho precision vas then mads (based on tho observed fact 
that tho precision of the mass flsv collection vas not better than 
+ 0.5 in the majority of eases) 1 it prsdiotod that it coaid bo oven 
larger than the experimental value.
It is difficult to make a rigorous ostimation of the preeisiea 
of the tvo methods for finding •m*t sines the accuracy and precision 
of ,m > depends on the overall value of the end correction (n Q)/(8* l) 9 
in the flov equation. It is obvious that for given values of fa* and 
•I*, aa Q is decreased, tho ratio ^}/8x 1)/t^  (where AP/l28Qlv]
also doorcases and consequently any experimental scatter in the values 
of Q or t) (the major variables in these equations) will be greatly 
amplified when finding ’*••
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After three capillary sizes had been used in the series 
capillary system, it vas decided that vhen possible the mass flov 
through the capillaries, at given conditions, vould be varied in a 
Methodical Manner in order that the end correction constant could be 
checked. That is, the graphical solution for 9m9 and ’t)1 vould be 
attempted using the equation q - 1, vbero is the
*Poiseuille viscosity*. This vas actually attempted tor the last 
three capillary sizes. After the points from several of these sets 
ef results had been plotted, it vas aptjarent that t) eould be ascer­
tained to vithin a reasonable tolerance. Unfortunately vith the 
experimental scatter it vas impossible to determine even a rough value 
fer •m*, since almost any number of straight lines having different 
slopes eould be fitted to the points and still give reasonable 
intercepts of the t| axis. It vas therefore decided to attempt to 
fit straight line equations to the points using the least squares fit 
method.
Three graphs of ^  against mkQ are given as examples on 
figures (A 1 1 .l) te (A 1 1 *3 )• Straight lines, which are shovn on 
the graphs, vere obtained by fitting the data froa individual capil­
laries and both the capillaries together, using the leaet squares 
method of curve fitting.
The result of loaet squares fitting to the data gives, as 
bsfore, an overall uncertainty in ths value of 9a9 sf about 80 
which bad been previously predicted. The extrapolated value of 9q 9, 
neglected the obviously incorrect values, agreed vithin about ♦ 2 ^  
in the majority of cases, which is only to bs expected vith the number
-2 4 4 -
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of determinations in relation to the experimental scatter.
The overall conclusion vas that, vith the experimental 
scatter obtained, unless a much larger number of determinations vere 
made, at a given temperature, very little could be deduced. No 
recommendation for the value ef 9m9 could be made. However, it 
was noticed that, even vith the relatively few determinations made 
at a given temperature, a value for *t)' could be extrapolated vith 
some accuracy.
It vas felt that the graphical or semi-graphical methods for 
obtaining 9V  and 9m# could not be used vith the present apparatus, 
unless the experimental scatter could be reduced and/or a much 
larger number of individual determinations were made at a given 
temperature •
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U M B l t t  ( Simla Capillary Glaat Apparatus )
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